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Abstract 
Currently there is a dearth of analytical techniques for studying protein-ligand 

interactions on the proteomic scale. Standard techniques, which rely on various 

calorimetry or spectroscopy methods, are limited in their application to the proteomic 

scale due to their need for large amounts of pure protein. Recently, several mass 

spectrometry-based methods have been developed to study protein-ligand interactions.  

These mass spectrometry-based methods overcome some of the limitations of existing 

techniques by enabling the analysis of unpurified protein samples.  However, the existing 

mass spectrometry-based methodologies for the analysis of protein-ligand binding 

interactions are not directly compatible with current mass spectrometry-based proteomics 

platforms.  

Described here is the development and application of a new technique designed to 

detect and quantify protein-ligand binding interactions with mass spectrometry-based 

proteomic platforms. This technique, termed SPROX (Stability of Proteins from Rates of 

Oxidation), uses an irreversible covalent oxidation labeling reaction to monitor the global 

unfolding reactions of proteins to measure protein thermodynamic stability. Two 

variations of the SPROX technique are established here, including one variation that 

utilizes chemical denaturant to induce protein unfolding and a second variation that 

utilizes temperature to denature proteins. The SPROX methodology is tested on five 

proteins including ubiquitin, ribonuclease A, bovine carbonic anhydrase II, cyclophilin A, 

and calmodulin. Results obtained on these model systems are used to determine the 

method’s ability to measure the thermodynamic parameters associated with each 
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protein’s folding/unfolding reaction.  Results obtained on calmodulin and cyclophilin A 

are used to determine the method’s ability to quantify the dissociation constants of 

protein-ligand complexes. 

The primary motivation for the development of the SPROX protocols in this work 

was to create a protein-ligand binding assay that could be interfaced with conventional 

mass spectrometry-based platforms. Two specific SPROX protocols, including a label-

free approach and an oxygen-16/18 labeling approach, are developed and demonstrated 

using the thermal SPROX technique to analyze ligand binding in a model four-protein 

component mixture consisting of ubiquitin, ribonuclease A, bovine carbonic anhydrase, 

and cyclophilin A. The thermal SPROX technique’s ability to detect cyclosporin A 

binding to cyclophilin A in the context of the model mixture is shown using both labeling 

approaches.  

An application using the SPROX technique combined with a multi-dimensional 

protein identification technology (MudPIT)-based proteomics platform is also described.  

In this application, which utilizes an isobaric mass tagging strategy, 325 proteins in a 

yeast cell lysate are simultaneously assayed for CsA-binding. This study was also used to 

investigate the protein targets of an already well-studied immunosuppressive drug, 

cyclosporin A. Two of the ten protein targets identified in this work are known to interact 

with CsA, one through a direct binding event and one through an indirect binding event.  

The eight newly discovered protein targets of CsA suggest a molecular basis for post-

transplant diabetes mellitus, which is a side effect of CsA in humans. 
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1. Introduction  
1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Protein-ligand Binding Interactions 

Proteins fold into elaborate three-dimensional structures, and under native 

solution conditions they spend a large fraction of time in highly compact structures.  

Proteins must adopt a specific structure to perform their particular functions. Until 

recently it was thought that this structure had to be the folded three-dimensional structure, 

or the native form of the protein, however exceptions have been discovered[1]. These 

exceptions include protein functions that play roles in the storage of small molecules and 

serve as chaperones. An example of an indirect interaction of an unfolded protein, 

glucose-epimerase, is discussed later where it is detected using the techniques in Chapter 

five. The majority of the protein-ligand interactions in this work are expected to involve 

the native form of the proteins. 

The solution phase structures of proteins are also not static. Proteins sample a 

wide range of conformational states in solution. The conformational changes that proteins 

undergo in solution can be as dramatic as a global unfolding event in which all higher 

order structure is lost or as subtle as a breathing motion in which a specific element of 

secondary structure is partially unfolded in a more local unfolding event (see Figure 1).  

Knowledge about the structures, kinetics, and thermodynamics involved in the 

conformational changes that proteins undergo in solution and as they interact with ligands 

is crucial for understanding the fundamental biological processes in which proteins 
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participate. It is also important to drug discovery efforts, particularly those focused on the 

development of therapeutic agents with protein targets. 



 

 

Figure 1: A schematic representation of the range of conformational changes 
that proteins can undergo in solution.

3 

schematic representation of the range of conformational changes 
that proteins can undergo in solution. 

 

schematic representation of the range of conformational changes 
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Many important biological processes such as metabolism, cell signaling, and ion 

transport to name a few, involve the interaction of proteins with a variety of different 

ligand molecules. Ligand molecules can vary in size and class and can include nucleic 

acids, carbohydrates, vitamins, metals, drug molecules, and even other proteins. 

Intermolecular forces, such as ionic bonds, hydrogen bonds, and Van der Waals forces, 

are responsible for non-covalent ligand-binding interactions and these associations with 

ligands are almost always reversible. Irreversible cases of covalent ligand binding are 

very rare in biological organisms. The study and discovery of protein-ligand interactions 

is important for understanding biological transport pathways, metabolic processes, 

regulation of biological processes, and cell signaling. 

Detecting and quantifying protein-ligand interactions is fundamental for drug 

discovery efforts, particularly those focused on the development of therapeutic agents. In 

addition, identifying unintended protein targets of drugs and the biological pathways they 

affect can provide valuable information to help guide drug development efforts. Protein-

ligand detection techniques are extremely important to modern discovery efforts. After 

protein-ligand binding interactions are discovered more thorough biophysical 

investigations of the protein-ligand binding complex and process can begin. 

In cases of 1:1 complexes, a protein and a ligand will reach equilibrium in 

solution with the protein-lignad complex (Equation 1). 

PLPL  
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Protein-ligand binding interactions are often quantified based on their association 

constants, Ka, (Equation 2), or dissociation constants, Kd, (Equation 3) in solution. 

Ka 
PL 

P  L 
 



Kd 
1
Ka

 



Traditional titration-based methods used for detecting and quantifying ligand 

binding include Schatchard analyses and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). 

Schatchard analyses measure concentrations of apo-protein and bound protein as ligand is 

titrated into a protein solution. Schatchard analyses follow the ratio of protein to 

complexed protein verses ligand concentration. ITC measures the interaction enthalpy 

under isothermal conditions as ligand is titrated into a protein solution or visa versa. The 

heat produced from the binding interaction is measured as the molar ratio of ligand 

increases. The stoichiometry, association constant (Ka), and enthalpy of interaction (Hb) 

can be extracted from fitting the data to a model, which generates sigmoidial shaped 

isotherms.  

These titration-based techniques require that protein concentrations be in the 

general range of the dissociation constant. This becomes a disadvantage for titration 

assays in the case of tight ligand binding interactions (i.e. Kd values in the nanomolar 

range or below). Measurement of signals for the protein and the protein complex species 

in this concentration range become impractical by spectroscopic and calorimetry means. 
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1.1.2 Folding and Binding Linked Equilibrium (FABLE) Techniques 

Ligand-induced conformational stabilization of proteins is a well-understood 

phenomenon in which ligands impart stability to proteins upon binding [2-4]. One 

particular class of protein-ligand binding techniques termed FABLE[5] (Folding and 

Binding Linked Equilibrium) techniques, takes advantage of this binding induced 

stability to detect and quantify protein-ligand binding interactions by measuring their 

thermodynamic stabilities in the presence and absence of ligand. 

FABLE techniques derive dissociation constants from measured differences in the 

Gibbs free energy of unfolding (Gu) values between an apo protein and the protein in 

the presence of ligand. G measurements can be obtained from thermodynamic 

measurements made in a calorimetric experiment using Equation 1-4, or from equilibrium 

estimates using Equation 1-5. 

 

Equation 1 - 4 

 

Equation 1 - 5 

In Equations 1-4 and 1-5 H is the enthalpy of protein unfolding, S is the 

entropy of protein unfolding, T is the temperature, R is the gas constant, K the 

equilibrium constant, and G is the standard state folding free energy change. Making 

these thermodynamic stability measurements requires that the protein or protein complex 

be carried through its global unfolding transition, where Kop, the unfolding equilibrium, 

can be easily measured.  

G  H  TS

G   RT lnK
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These shifts in Gf (aka Gf) can also be used to study changes in stability for 

mutations or environmental differences. The fundamental thermodynamic equation that 

describes the Gibbs free energy of binding, Gb, is shown in Equation 1-6. 

 

Equation 1 - 6 

In Equation 1-6 Gf[PL] is the folding free energy of the protein complexed with 

the ligand, Gf[P] is the folding free energy of the protein, Hb is the enthalpy of binding, 

and Sb is the entropy of binding. Spontaneous binding processes have negative values 

for Gb. 

The free energy of binding can by related to the association constant by the 

relationship shown in Equation 1-7. 

 

Equation 1 - 7 

In Equation 1-7 n is the number of independent equivalent binding sites, R is the 

gas constant, and T is temperature. Conversely, the more popularly used dissociation 

constant (Kd) is also used to report on the binding strength, and is related to the 

association constant by the relationship shown in Equation 1-3. Equations 1-3 and 1-7 

can be used to calculate Kd values from the change in free energy upon binding (Gb), 

sometimes referred to as G measurements, in FABLE experiments. 

There are two requirements that must be met in carrying out FABLE studies.  The 

first is that ligand activity must be the same throughout the binding process. The simplest 

way to achieve this experimentally is to use a large excess of ligand compared to protein. 

Gb  Gf  Gf [PL ]Gf [P ]  Hb TSb

Gb  nRT lnKa
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Concentrations of ligand that are over an order of magnitude larger than the protein 

concentration are generally sufficient to maintain a concentration of free ligand that is 

consistant enough throughout a FABLE experiment as to not introduce significant error 

into the Kd measurement. The second requirement is that the total protein concentration 

remains the same through out the binding process and that abundance measurements of 

all protein species, both the protein and protein complexes, are measureable. A 

significant advantage of FABLE techniques over titration techniques is that there are no 

constraints on protein concentration as a function of Kd. 

Conventional techniques that used the FABLE method to evaluate 

thermodynamic parameters associated with protein folding and ligand binding reactions 

were first developed using spectroscopic or calorimetric methods such as differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC).[5-10] One disadvantage of DSC methods is that they 

require relatively high concentrations (~0.5-2mL of 0.1-1mg/mL) of pure protein 

solutions.[11] Spectroscopic methods such as circular dichroism (CD), and fluorescence 

can only measure protein optical properties down to the M concentration range. In 

addition, DSC and spectroscopic methods require highly purified protein solutions and 

are hindered by many buffering agents and salts such as chlorides. For most proteins, 

obtaining pure solutions at these concentrations is often impractical or unattainable even 

using organism induced over-expression and modern purification protocols.    
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1.1.3 The Study of Proteins and Protein-ligand Interactions with Mass 
Spectrometry 

The development of MALDI and ESI, two soft ionization techniques, in the 

1980’s enabled the generation of intact gas phase ions of large biological molecules, 

allowing for the direct mass spectrometric detection of proteins. Perhaps the greatest 

advantage of mass spectrometry-based techniques over conventional techniques that 

utilize calorimetric or spectroscopic methods to study ligand binding reactions is their 

high sensitivity. Mass spectrometers have achieved protein detection at sub-femtomolar 

concentration levels.[12] In addition, mass spectrometric techniques are amenable to the 

analysis of protein mixtures, a significant advantage over other spectroscopic techniques 

including NMR, which require highly purified material. Coupling mass spectrometry 

with fractionation techniques can dramatically enhance the number of proteins detected 

in extremely complex mixtures.  

The noncovalent nature of protein-ligand interactions makes them difficult to 

detect directly using mass spectrometry, although there has been success tuning 

experimental conditions using ESI-MS to preserve the noncovalent protein-ligand bound 

species throughout the mass spectrometric process.[13] Using this strategy it has been 

possible to detect protein-ligand interactions by observing the mass to charge ratios of the 

bound species. However the transition of the complexes into the gas phase brings 

interpretations of solution phase interactions into question.[14] In addition, cation adducts 

adversely affect signal concentration, and add complexity in the ESI-MS readout. This 

often requires that protein samples containing buffered salt solutions used in ESI analyses 
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be purified prior to MS analysis. Removing proteins from solutions with higher ionic 

strength to solutions with weaker ionic strength, i.e. from biological salt concentrations to 

low salt concentrations, can affect folding and stability. 

An alternative mass spectrometry-based strategy that has emerged for protein-

ligand binding analysis introduces covalent modifications into proteins to indirectly 

readout results of solution phase protein-ligand interactions with MALDI or ESI-MS. 

Two general types of mass spectrometry-based covalent labeling strategies have proven 

useful for probing the biophysical properties of proteins. One type of strategy has relied 

on the use of chemical cross-linking reagents to “trap” specific conformational state(s) of 

a protein and generate structural information about the different states.[15-17] A second 

type of strategy has involved measuring the rate at which a specific covalent labeling 

reaction proceeds in order to ascertain information about the structure and other 

biophysical properties of protein conformations. The work in this dissertation has focused 

on this second strategy, and more specifically on the use of protein oxidation reactions to 

probe the conformational properties of proteins and protein-ligand complexes. 

Mass spectrometry methods that measure rates of covalent labeling reactions 

include continuous H/D exchange labeling,[18-26] hydroxyl radical-mediated 

footprinting,[27-33] SUPREX (stability of unpurified proteins from rates of H/D 

exchange),[34-42] and PLIMSTEX (protein-ligand interaction by mass spectrometry, 

titration, and H/D exchange).[43-47] All of these methods have advantages over the 

spectroscopic, calorimetric, and X-ray crystallographic techniques that have long been 

used for the characterization of protein structure and function. One important advantage 
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is that these covalent labeling methods can be performed on proteins when they are in 

solution at a wide range of different concentrations. X-ray crystallographic data is 

collected on protein samples when they are confined in the solid state of a crystal, and 

thus offers little insight into the conformational dynamics of proteins when they are 

dissolved in solution. NMR analyses of protein structure are performed in the solution 

phase, but they require highly concentrated protein samples, which can sometimes cause 

non-specific aggregation raising questions about their physiological relevance. Also, 

while many proteins can be purified in high yield, solubilized for NMR analyses, and 

crystallized for X-ray crystallographic analyses, there are also many proteins that have 

limited solubility and are not easily crystallized. In such cases, mass spectrometry-based 

covalent labeling experiments provide a unique means by which to study the structural 

and biophysical properties of protein folding and ligand binding. Several amide H/D 

exchange-based techniques using NMR[48] and mass spectrometry-based readouts[34, 

37, 40, 42, 44, 49-52] have been established for measuring the thermodynamic properties 

of proteins and protein-ligand complexes. 

All of these techniques use a covalent labeling reaction to monitor protein 

conformation and dynamics in solution. A general mechanism for covalent labeling is 

shown in Equation 1-8 below. In Equation 1-8, PF and PU represent potential labeling 

sites in the closed and open forms of the protein, respectively. In their closed form, 

labeling sites are protected from reactions with the labeling reagent because they are 

involved in hydrogen binding interactions and/or buried in solvent inaccessible regions of 

a protein’s three-dimensional structure. In their open form, potential labeling sites are 
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exposed to solvent and are free to react with the labeling reagent. In Equation 1-8, kop and 

kcl are the rate constants associated with the protein’s opening and closing reactions; and 

kL is the intrinsic reaction rate of an unprotected (i.e., solvent exposed) labeling site.   

PF 
kcl

kop

PU 
kL

PLU 
kop

kcl

PLF  

Equation 1 - 8 

There are two kinetic limits in the labeling mechanisms outlined above. These 

limits were developed in the context of H/D exchange, however they apply to other 

labeling reactions as well. In one limit, which is the so-called EX1 exchange condition, 

the closing reaction is much slower than the labeling rate of an unprotected amide proton 

(i.e., kcl<<kL). Under EX1 exchange conditions every opening event results in 

quantitative exchange of the newly exposed labeling sites with label from labeling 

reagent in the solvent. Mass spectra collected under EX1 conditions show a bimodal 

distribution of the protein (or peptide) ion signals. One mode represents the protein 

population that has not exchanged because it has not experienced an unfolding event.  

The other mode represents the protein population that has been subject to unfolding 

events, and the newly exposed amide protons have quantitatively exchanged. Under EX1 

exchange conditions the overall rate at which label is incorporated into the protein (i.e., 

kex) is related to the opening rate, kop. In the so-called EX2 exchange condition, the 

closing reaction is much faster than the labeling rate of an unprotected labeling site 

kcl>>kL. Under EX2 exchange conditions many opening and closing events must occur 

before a protected amide protein is quantitatively exchanged. Mass spectra collected 

under EX2 exchange conditions show one isotope distribution for the protein as it 
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gradually increases in mass. Under EX2 exchange conditions kex is related to the 

equilibrium constant for the opening and closing reaction. 

In continuous H/D exchange labeling experiments the rate at which the labile 

protons in the protein are exchanged with deuterons in the presence of a D2O containing 

buffer is determined by monitoring the weight gain of the protein as a function of time in 

mass spectral analyses of either the intact protein or proteolytic peptides of the protein. 

The basic protocol for continuous H/D exchange labeling experiments is outlined in 

Figure 2. Although hydrogen atoms at amide backbone positions and on certain side 

chains can exchange with solvent deuterium, only the deuterium atoms incorporated at 

amide positions are preserved in the mass spectrometry readout. In continuous labeling 

experiments involving H/D exchange the reaction is typically monitored from several 

seconds to many hours. The solvent deuterons that exchange into the amide positions of 

the protein can be localized to different regions of the protein’s polypeptide chain using 

specialized LC-MS-based peptide mapping and sequencing strategies in which the 

deuterated state of the protein is largely preserved.[53] The LC-MS-based peptide 

mapping and sequencing strategies currently employed to dissect the results of 

continuous H/D exchange labeling experiments utilize acid proteases, low temperatures, 

and rapid chromatographic methods to minimize the back exchange of deuterons with 

solvent protons during the protein digestion, peptide separation and mass analysis steps. 

With good peptide coverage and careful attention to back-exchange, the deuterium uptake 

in proteins, and ultimately the structural properties of protein conformational changes in 

the presence of ligand, can often be mapped to a resolution of about 10 amino acids. 



 

 

Figure 2: The basic protocol used in continuous H/D exchange labeling 
experiments. The protein or 
buffers for various amounts of time before the reaction is quenched.  Mass spectral 
analyses of samples taken at the various time points are used to follow the rate of 
deuterium uptake for the entire pr
rates of deuterium uptake at different regions of the protein sequence. Peptides are 
typically sequenced and mapped back to specific regions of the protein primary 
structure.  The experiment can be perform
ligand (see the top and bottom half of the schematic), and the data from each 
experiment is compared (see middle of the schematic).
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: The basic protocol used in continuous H/D exchange labeling 
experiments. The protein or protein-ligand complex is incubated in D
buffers for various amounts of time before the reaction is quenched.  Mass spectral 
analyses of samples taken at the various time points are used to follow the rate of 
deuterium uptake for the entire protein or the protein can be digested to follow the 
rates of deuterium uptake at different regions of the protein sequence. Peptides are 
typically sequenced and mapped back to specific regions of the protein primary 
structure.  The experiment can be performed in the absence and in the presence of a 
ligand (see the top and bottom half of the schematic), and the data from each 
experiment is compared (see middle of the schematic). 
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The protocol used in hydroxyl radical-mediated footprinting experiments is very 

similar to that used in continuous labeling H/D exchange experiments, however instead 

of labeling with deuterium exchange, protein functional groups are modified with 

hydroxyl radicals. The labeling reaction in footprinting experiments is typically initiated 

with hydroxyl radicals generated by Fenton chemistry[29], by the radiolysis of water[27, 

31-33, 54, 55], by electrochemistry[28], or by the UV photolysis of hydrogen 

peroxide[30]. These different methodologies produce different concentrations of the 

hydroxyl radical on different timescales. The exposure times used in footprinting 

experiments can range from microseconds to hours, depending on how the hydroxyl 

radicals were generated. The results of oxidative chemical modification from hydroxyl 

radical exposure is generally thought to be independent of the technique employed for 

radical production[56-58], although complications due to the chemical reactivity of 

various reaction by-products have been noted in several methods[59]. 

The intrinsic chemical reactivity of the hydroxyl radical with functional groups 

found in proteins has been well studied over the years[33, 60-62] and have shown that 

hydroxyl radicals can react with 14 of the 20 naturally occurring amino acid side chains 

with rate constants ranging from 1.7x107 to 3.5x1010 M-1s-1.[33] The oxidation products 

are numerous and have been reviewed elsewhere[58]. Most hydroxyl radical-mediated 

footprinting experiments are conducted under conditions that maximize side chain 

modification events and minimize hydroxyl radical induced backbone cleavage 

events.[33, 60, 62] 
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Hydroxyl radical-mediated footprinting experiments all rely on high resolution 

peptide mapping experiments to identify the specific sites of modification in a protein.  

This is accomplished by the LC-MS analysis of proteolytic digests of the protein. In these 

analyses MS/MS experiments on the detected peptides are then used to locate side chain 

specific modification. The time course of the oxidation reaction in hydroxyl radical-

mediated footprinting experiments is generally followed by monitoring the disappearance 

of unmodified peptide ions as well as the appearance of ions from modified peptides in 

the LC-MS readout. The fraction of unmodified peptide is determined and plotted as a 

function of time. The data obtained for a given peptide is fit to a first order rate equation 

to extract a pseudo-first order rate constant for the modification reaction of the peptide. 

When the time scale of the hydroxy radical-mediated labeling reaction is short 

(e.g., less than several hundred milliseconds) the measured oxidation rate of a given 

peptide largely depends on two factors including: 1) the intrinsic reactivity of the amino 

acid side chains; and 2) the solvent exposure of the amino acid side chains in the 

protein’s folded three-dimensional structure.  The rate constants obtained on the different 

peptide fragments generated in a hydroxyl radical-mediated footprinting experiment are 

generally used to identify the regions of a protein’s polypeptide chain that are either 

buried or exposed in the protein’s three-dimensional structure. For example, the relative 

rates of two peptides with similarly reactive amino acid side chains can be used to 

compare the relative surface accessibility of the two regions from which the peptides 

were derived. The oxidation rate data obtained in footprinting experiments can also be 

used together with X-ray crystallographic data to obtain unique information about the 
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conformational dynamics of certain systems. For example, peptides from regions of a 

protein’s structure that appear buried in the X-crystallographic data, but that do not have 

reduced oxidation rates, can be identified as being highly flexible. 

The main advantage of continuous labeling H/D exchange is that a wide range of 

different solution phase conformations can be probed, from more local fluctuations in 

structure to more global changes in structure. The experiment can provide a 

comprehensive picture of the conformational changes in a protein that are induced by 

ligand binding.[18, 21, 63] The primary disadvantage to continuous H/D exchange 

labeling experiments is that they are time consuming, and not easily adapted to proteins 

in complex protein mixtures. While good peptide coverage (>80%) of single proteins has 

been achieved in a number of studies using these strategies, the analysis of proteins in 

multicomponent mixtures using this methodology is challenging. Proof-of-principle 

results on a 4-component protein mixture have been reported[64], and a specialized 

approach for the analysis of a target protein in a complex mixture has been described.[65] 

However, it is difficult to envision applications of the methodology to the complex 

protein mixtures routinely analyzed in proteomic studies. The rapid, low temperature 

separations and the need for pepsin, a relatively non-specific protease, in the digestion 

reaction would likely limit the number of protein identifications. Another challenge to 

such proteomic applications of continuous H/D exchange labeling experiments is 

obtaining the extensive peptide coverage that is key to the success of these experiments. 

Peptide coverage in conventional mass spectrometry-based proteomic analyses of 
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complex mixtures is typically low, with many protein identifications being made using 

only two to three peptides.   

Due to the covalent nature of the labeling reactions, hydroxyl radical footprinting 

experiments have the technical advantage over continuous H/D exchange labeling 

experiments in that they do not require specialized LC-MS based strategies to preserve 

the label. This means that chromatography conditions can be optimized for maximum 

peptide resolution in the LC-MS experiment.  However, compared to the continuous H/D 

exchange labeling experiment, the footprinting experiment requires the resolution and 

detection of many more peptide species in the LC-MS readout. This is because the radical 

oxidation of any given peptide often yields a number of different reaction products, with 

varied molecular weights and retention times in the LC-MS readout. Thus, like the 

continuous H/D exchange labeling experiment, the hydroxyl radical-mediated 

footprinting experiment is largely restricted to the analysis of proteins in relatively simple 

mixtures.  

PLIMSTEX[43-46, 66] is a mass spectrometry-based H/D exchange experiment, 

modeled after conventional spectroscopic titration-based experiments, that is primarily 

designed to measure the overall binding constant of a ligand. PLIMSTEX has the 

advantage over continuous labeling and hydroxyl radical footprinting experiments in that 

it can accurately quantify the strength of protein-lignad interactions and their 

stoichiometry. The values of three unknown parameters are extracted from the raw 

titration data. One parameter is the overall binding constant of the ligand. The other two 

parameters are deuterium shifts associated with the protein. One deuterium shift is 
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defined by the number of deuterons that exchange into the apo-protein during the 

specified H/D exchange time (see D0 in Figure 3). The other deuterium shift is defined by 

D, the number of deuterons that are either protected (or exposed) upon ligand binding.  



 

 

Figure 3: Schematic representation of data obtained in a PLIMSTEX 
experiment. The D0 value represents the total deuterium uptake of
absence of ligand.  The 
that are protected from exchange when the protein is complexed with ligand.
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Schematic representation of data obtained in a PLIMSTEX 
value represents the total deuterium uptake of the protein in the 

absence of ligand.  The D represents the number of amide protons in the protein 
that are protected from exchange when the protein is complexed with ligand.

 

Schematic representation of data obtained in a PLIMSTEX 
the protein in the 

D represents the number of amide protons in the protein 
that are protected from exchange when the protein is complexed with ligand. 
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The primary disadvantage to the use of PLIMSTEX is that it is limited to the 

analysis of ligand binding interactions in proteins that produce a measurable change in 

the number of protected amide protons (i.e., the D value in Figure 3). The D value is 

what gives rise to the amplitude of the titration curve. Therefore, a critical first step in 

PLIMSTEX is to identify an H/D exchange time in which there is a measurable 

difference in the deuterium uptake of the protein alone and the protein complexed with 

ligand. Such a measurable difference is easy to measure when the protein-ligand binding 

event buries new amide protons in the protein. However, there are protein-ligand binding 

events that do not bury additional amide protons, but rather just increase the protection of 

already globally protected amide protons. Such increased global protection may not 

produce measurable D values on the timescale of PLIMSTEX experiments. This is a 

potential drawback to the use of PLIMSTEX in HTS screening applications where it 

would be unknown whether or not the ligand was missed because of a lack of binding or 

because of the lack of increased protection in the binding event. Also, the throughput of 

PLIMSTEX for such HTS applications remains untested. 
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The basic protocol used in SUPREX experiments.
ange reaction is allowed to proceed for a specific time in a series of deuterated 

buffers with increasing concentrations of denaturant. After the reactions are 
quenched, the samples are prepared for MALDI analysis, and 
calculated by subtracting the mass of the unmodified protein from the mass 
determined in the MALDI analysis. 
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SUPREX is a FABLE mass spectrometry-based H/D exchange experiment. The 

basic SUPREX protocol is outlined in Figure 4. The experiment begins with the 

distribution of a protein or protein-ligand complex into a series of deuterated H/D 

exchange buffers that contain increasing concentrations of a chemical denaturant such as 

guanidinium chloride (GdmCl) or urea. The protein samples in the series of exchange 

buffers are allowed to undergo H/D exchange for a specified amount of time. After this 

specified H/D exchange time (a time that is the same for each protein-containing 

exchange buffer in the series), the mass of each deuterated protein sample is determined 

using MALDI mass spectrometry. Ultimately, the deuterium content (i.e., Mass value) 

is determined for the protein in each denaturant-containing H/D exchange buffer, and 

these values are used to generate a SUPREX curve (i.e., a plot of Mass versus 

[denaturant]) at a specific exchange time (see Figure 5).  



 

 

Figure 5: Illustrative figure representing typical 
with and without ligand.  The dashed vertical
concentration at the transition midpoint of each curve shift (i.e., the C
solid line represents a SUPREX curve obtained for a protein in the absence of ligand 
and the dotted line represents a SUPREX curve obtained
presence of ligand. 
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Illustrative figure representing typical SUPREX data for 
and without ligand.  The dashed vertical lines mark the denaturant 

concentration at the transition midpoint of each curve shift (i.e., the C
solid line represents a SUPREX curve obtained for a protein in the absence of ligand 
and the dotted line represents a SUPREX curve obtained for a protein in the 

 

SUPREX data for a proteins 
lines mark the denaturant 

concentration at the transition midpoint of each curve shift (i.e., the C1/2 value).  The 
solid line represents a SUPREX curve obtained for a protein in the absence of ligand 

for a protein in the 
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SUPREX experiments can also be performed using a strategy that incorporates a 

protease digestion step into the basic SUPREX protocol.[52] This protocol significantly 

expands the application of SUPREX to large multi-domain protein systems. The 

SUPREX protease digestion protocol is similar to the basic SUPREX protocol (see 

Figure 4) except that it contains a protease digestion step after the H/D exchange step in 

the deuterated buffers and before the protein is transferred to the MALDI matrix solution. 

The purpose of the protease digestion step is to partially digest the protein and generate 

peptide fragments from the various domains.  

Useful peptide fragments for the SUPREX with protease digestion protocol are 

those that include buried regions of a specific domain. Such fragments, which are 

globally protected from H/D exchange in the context of the individual domain and sub-

globally protected in the context of the intact protein, will have a denaturant dependence 

to their H/D exchange behavior (i.e., have a SUPREX transition). Peptide fragments that 

are not useful in the protease digestion protocol include those fragments from regions of 

the protein that are subject to local fluctuations in structure and/or that are solvent 

accessible. Such peptide fragments exchange their amide protons for solvent deuterons, 

but their H/D exchange rate is not denaturant dependent (i.e., a SUPREX curve would not 

be generated).   

As in the time dependent H/D exchange experiments outlined above, all of a 

protein’s opening and closing reactions provide a mechanism for deuterium incorporation 

into the protein in a SUPREX experiment. However, the H/D exchange rates of the more 

locally protected and fast exchanging amide protons in a protein are not nearly as 
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sensitive to the denaturant concentration as the exchange rates of the more globally 

protected and slow exchanging amide protons in a protein. Therefore, the denaturant in 

SUPREX selectively accelerates the H/D exchange rates of the globally protected amide 

protons in a protein. Thus, the denaturant dependence to the Mass values in a SUPREX 

curve (i.e., the transition region of the curve) is exclusively defined by the H/D exchange 

properties of the globally protected amide protons. Thus, SUPREX is not a useful probe 

of the more local conformational changes in proteins. More local conformational changes 

are best probed using the continuous H/D exchange labeling experiment. The SUPREX 

experiment is designed to evaluate the thermodynamic properties of the global 

unfolding/refolding reactions in proteins. 

In cases where the global unfolding/refolding reaction of a protein is well 

modeled by a two-state transition (i.e., partially folded intermediate states of the protein 

are not populated), SUPREX provides reasonably accurate Gf and m-values for the 

transition.[34, 37, 42, 52] Such SUPREX-derived Gf and m-values are especially useful 

for the quantitation of protein-ligand binding affinities. SUPREX measurements of a 

protein’s Gf and m-value made in the presence and in the absence of a ligand can be 

used to calculate a Gf value between the protein and protein-ligand complex (i.e., 

Gb).[37, 42, 51, 52, 67]  

In the case of proteins that have a cooperative unfolding/refolding transition, 

albeit non-two state (i.e., partially folded conformations of the protein are in equilibrium 

with the folded and unfolded states), the SUPREX experiment can still yield useful 

thermodynamic information. SUPREX-derived Gf and m-values on non-two-state 
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folding proteins are not meaningful in themselves. However, the values can be used in a 

relative sense (i.e., to calculate Gf values). For example, the Gf values extracted from 

SUPREX analyses performed on proteins in the absence and in the presence of a target 

ligand can be used to calculate a binding free energy for the ligand.[42, 52] 

In the case of proteins that do not have cooperative unfolding/refolding reactions 

(e.g., the different domains of a protein do not fold/unfold in a concerted manner) the 

basic SUPREX protocol does not produce useful information. Such protein systems must 

be analyzed by the SUPREX with protease digestion protocol outlined above.[52] The 

SUPREX behavior of peptide fragments generated in the SUPREX with protease 

digestion protocol can be used to report on the biophysical properties of the individual 

domains from which they were derived. In the SUPREX with protease digestion protocol, 

any peptide that can be either entirely or partially mapped to solvent inaccessible (i.e., 

“buried”) regions of a particular domain can be used to report on the domain’s 

thermodynamic properties. For an individual domain’s unfolding/refolding reaction to be 

effectively probed using the SUPREX with protease digestion protocol it must undergo a 

relatively large amplitude motion (i.e., involve the exposure/burial of a significant 

amount of hydrophobic surface area). Peptides generated from regions of a protein’s 

structure that undergo relatively small amplitude motions (i.e., involve only very local 

unfolding reactions) will not show a denaturant dependence to their H/D exchange 

behavior in the SUPREX with protease digestion experiment.[68, 69]  

SUPREX experiments utilizing either the basic protocol or the protease digestion 

protocol provide very little information about the detailed structural changes that proteins 
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may undergo upon ligand binding. The thermodynamic parameters extracted in the 

SUPREX experiment are those that describe the more global changes induced by ligand 

binding. For example, in cases were the binding interaction results in the burial of a large 

amount of hydrophobic service area (e.g., on the order of hundreds of angstroms) then a 

change in m-value may be observed for the protein when it is complexed with ligand. The 

magnitude of the m-value change can be used to estimate the amount of hydrophobic 

surface area buried.[70] Ligand binding events that bury additional amide protons can 

also be detected by the decrease in the pre-transition baseline of a protein’s SUPREX 

curve upon ligand binding (see Figure 5A). However such increased protection and/or 

hydrophobic surface area burial is not a requirement for the detection and quantitation of 

protein-ligand binding by SURPEX (see Figure 5B). Protein-ligand binding detection and 

quantitation in SUPREX is accomplished by recording the transition midpoint shift of a 

protein’s SUPREX curve to higher denaturant concentrations in the presence of ligand, 

and the shift in the transition midpoint is used to quantify the ligand binding affinity, 

which is the primary use of SUPREX-derived thermodynamic parameters.   

One advantage of SUPREX (and PLIMSTEX) is that unpurified proteins can be 

analyzed. This is experimentally convenient because it eliminates the often time 

consuming task of preparing highly purified protein. It also creates the opportunity to 

study proteins and protein-ligand interactions in a more biologically relevant context. The 

SUPREX experiment has been effectively used to study the thermodynamic properties of 

multicomponent protein complexes, the thermodynamics of protein folding in vivo[71], 

and the strength of protein-ligand binding interactions under the ex vivo conditions of 
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cell lysates.[72] An important caveat to the SUPREX analysis of proteins in complex 

mixtures is that the ion signals of the proteins of interest must be identifiable in the 

MALDI readout. This is an important constraint for applications of SUPREX to proteins 

in exceedingly complex mixtures, in which the protein ion signals may be poorly 

resolved or difficult to assign based solely on an intact molecular weight analysis.  

Another significant advantage of SUPREX over the other methodologies 

highlighted here is that it is amenable to high-throughput analyses. The results of a recent 

HTS experiment conducted in our laboratory demonstrated the speed and efficiency with 

which SUPREX can be used to screen large numbers of ligands for binding to a target 

protein.[73] This work employed a single-point SUPREX protocol[74] in which binding 

events were detected by measuring the target protein’s mass change after H/D exchange 

in a single SUPREX buffer containing a specific chemical denaturant concentration. 

Screening of an (9600) 880-member library was accomplished at a rate of (6 s/ligand) 3 

min/ligand using a conventional MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer. One of the bottlenecks 

in HTS screening experiments with SUPREX is the rate at which MALDI spectra can be 

accumulated. The use of high-throughput MALDI mass spectrometers equipped with fast 

sample positioning mechanisms and high repetition rate lasers has the potential to 

increase speed of HTS by SUPREX to less than 20 s/ligand.  

The speed of SUPREX analyses comes at the expense of structural resolution.  

SUPREX provides very little structural information about protein folding and ligand 

binding. This is in contrast to the continuous H/D exchange labeling and hydroxyl 

radical-mediated footprinting methodologies, which are much more time consuming to 
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perform due in large part to the peptide mapping steps, but generate much higher 

structural resolution of ligand-binding-induced changes. The SUPREX with protease 

digestion protocol does provide some structural resolution to the conformational changes 

detected, but the information is confined to the level of individual domains. It is 

important to emphasize that the peptide fragments generated in the SUPREX with 

protease digestion protocol are not used to map the specific sites of amide H/D exchange 

in the intact protein as is often done in the continuous H/D exchange labeling 

experiment.[25, 53, 75-77] Thus, in contrast to those experiments, it is not necessary to 

perform the challenging and time-consuming task of obtaining a detailed peptide map of 

the target protein. Rather, it is only important to generate at least one appropriate peptide 

(see above) from a given domain. This requires only a minimal amount of peptide 

mapping. Thus, even the SUPREX with protease digestion protocol is considerably lower 

resolution than the continuous H/D exchange labeling experiment.  

Mass spectrometry-based techniques, such as SUPREX,[34, 37, 40, 42, 49, 51, 

52] PLIMSTEX,[44] and continuous H/D exchange labeling, have the advantage over 

spectroscopy- and calorimetry-based methods in that they can handle small quantities 

(e.g., picomoles) of proteins. In theory, they also have the ability to analyze proteins in 

complex mixtures such as cell lysates. In practice, the ability to analyze proteins in 

complex mixtures by mass spectrometry alone is often limited by signal suppression 

issues and the resolving power of modern mass spectrometers. The most common 

approach for overcoming such signal suppression and resolution issues involve the use of 

fractionation strategies.  
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Unfortunately, many fractionation strategies are not compatible with amide H/D 

exchange (i.e., they can not be performed under conditions that preserve the protein’s 

deuterated state). Three of the mass spectrometry-based techniques mentioned 

previously; SUPREX, PLIMSTEX, and continuous H/D exchange labeling, all use H/D 

exchange as their labeling method to monitor the conformational states of proteins in 

solution. Hydroxyl radical footprinting uses an irreversible covalent label that is 

preserved during chromatographic separations. However, the number of modifications 

and the wide range of rates (three orders of magnitude difference) associated with each of 

those modification reactions make data analysis very complex. At the time of publication 

no studies using hydroxyl radical footprinting on a proteomics platform have been 

reported. 

1.1.4 Mass Spectrometry-Based Proteomics Strategies for Assessing 
Ligand Interactions 

Proteomics is the large-scale study of biological protein population sets to assess 

protein structures, identifications, expression levels, functions, post-translational 

modifications, and interactions with other molecules.[78-80] Protein populations can be 

as vast as the set of proteins found in an organism or exclusively restrictive to a 

subcelluar compartment.[80] An organism’s proteome, or the protein compliment of its 

genome, varies based on cellular compartmentalization/classification, environmental 

conditions, and the present stage of an organism or cell’s life cycle. A goal of modern 

proteomics studies is to analyze entire proteomes, but in practice solubility issues with 

non-polar membrane proteins, losses in sample clean-up, and the detection of many low-
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level expression proteins being outside of the dynamic range of current instrumentation 

limits proteomic studies to 30-50% of the soluble proteome in an entire cell lysate.[81] 

Protein coverage in proteomic methodologies is dependent on the separation 

power of the fractionation technique employed and on the identification capabilities of 

the detection techniques. Developments in MS resolution, accuracy, sensitivity, amino 

acid chain fragmentation, hybridization, and publicly available protein databases have 

lead to improved coverage and identification for LC-MS-MS proteomic methodologies 

over two-dimensional polyacrylamide-gel electrophoresis (2D PAGE). These advantages 

lead to the proteomics communities’ general shift toward MS proteomics from gel based 

methods.[79, 82, 83]  

MS proteomic endeavors generally take a top-down, analysis of intact proteins, or 

bottom up, analysis of proteolytic peptide digests, approach to identify proteins. Bottom 

up strategies offer many advantages including high-resolution HPLC separation for on-

line analysis with ESI, wide availability of commercial instrumentation, and access to an 

abundant array of established affinity tags and isotopic labels. However, only a small 

number of peptides, generally one to three, per protein are typically identified in large-

scale proteomics studies limiting protein sequence coverage. Top down strategies, where 

intact protein ions are fragmented in the gas phase, eliminate the need for a digestion 

step, thus simplifying the mixture. Their ability to analyze intact proteins, and therefore 

the entire sequence of a protein, makes them better suited for identifying post-

translational modifications. Costs, protein purity constraints on mixture complexity, and 

upper limits on protein size have limited protein coverage in top-down proteomic studies.  
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Proteomic instrumentation and data analysis using a bottom-up strategy has been 

covered extensively in the literature,[82, 84, 85] but will be briefly described here. 

Ionization sources for proteomic analysis are typically limited to ESI and MALDI. The 

compatibility with in-line chromatographic separations has made ESI the more popular 

ionization source. The ionization source is coupled to a series of mass analyzers that 

carry out intact species mass analysis (MS1), followed by fragmentation, followed by 

mass analysis of the fragmented ions (MS2). The mass spectrometers used in this 

research are the Agilent 6520 quadrupole time-of-flight with a 1200 Series HPLC-Chip 

Cube Interface (a quadrupole time-of-flight, Q-TOF), a Waters Synapt HDMS (Q-TOF), 

and a LTQ-Orbitrap (linear triple-quadrupole) mass spectrometer from Thermo 

Scientific. Tandem mass spectra of as many peptides as possible are collected for a 

tryptic digest. The results are then searched against a database of proteins derived from 

genomic sequencing. Ultimately, the number and quality of the peptide mass spectra are 

used to make protein identifications. 

Bottom-up proteomics using mass spectrometry has become a leading technique 

for the study of protein expression, interaction, and modification. Protein interactions in 

proteomic studies are typically detected by changes in protein expression levels, which 

eliminates the ability to detect interactions that have little or no influence on expression 

levels. In addition drug dosing and any labeling needs to be carried out in vivo to initiate 

changes in expression. Although conducting experiments with live cells is useful for 

observing effects on a living subject, this often adds additional levels of complexity to 

experiments and greatly inhibits compatibility with studies using H/D exchange, 
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hydroxyl radicals, and other biologically detrimental labeling strategies. Experiments 

carried out at the lysate level would require other means besides expression level to 

detect protein interactions. Back exchange, deuterium scrambling, and modification 

complexity have excluded the previously mentioned mass spectrometry-based ligand 

binding strategies from working in conjunction with proteomics techniques. 

1.2 Development of a Covalent Labeling FABLE Strategy for 
Compatibility with Proteomics 

It would be especially useful to have a mass spectrometry-based method for 

measuring the thermodynamic properties of proteins that would be compatible with 

fractionation strategies (e.g., chromatographic techniques such as size exclusion 

chromatography, gel electrophoresis, isoelectric focusing, and ion-exchange 

chromatography) commonly used to facilitate mass spectral analyses of proteins in 

complex mixtures. Such a method would create a unique opportunity to perform 

thermodynamic measurements on proteins in complex biological mixtures, such as cell 

lysates. In theory, the dynamic range and complexity of protein samples that can be 

successfully analyzed by the technique described here will be defined by the LC-MS 

and/or gel-based proteomics technologies to which the methodology is interfaced.  From 

a practical standpoint the ability to analyze proteins in complex mixtures eliminates the 

need to perform tedious and time-consuming protein purification steps prior to analysis; 

and from a fundamental standpoint it allows for the study of proteins in environments that 

more closely resemble their true biological context.  
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Described here is a new technique termed, SPROX (Stability of Proteins from 

Rates of Oxidation), for measuring the thermodynamic properties of proteins and protein-

ligand complexes. SPROX is fundamentally compatible with the fractionation strategies 

used in mass spectrometry-based proteomic analyses.  The technique is closely related to 

the SUPREX technique which has been previously reported.[34, 37, 40, 42, 49, 51, 52] 

Like SUPREX, SPROX is a FABLE technique that utilizes a mass spectrometry readout 

to generate thermodynamic information about the chemical denaturant-induced 

equilibrium unfolding/refolding properties of proteins in solution.  The primary 

difference between SPROX and SUPREX is that SPROX utilizes the oxidation rates of 

globally protected sites in a protein to generate such thermodynamic information; 

whereas, SUPREX utilizes the H/D exchange rates of globally protected amide groups in 

proteins to determine the thermodynamic properties of a protein’s folding/unfolding 

reaction. A major advantage of SPROX over SUPREX is the irreversible nature of the 

oxidation reaction. The inherent chemical stability of the oxidized protein product(s) 

allows for greater manipulation of the protein following modification. For example, the 

stability of the covalent modification provides the opportunity to define the 

thermodynamic properties of a protein or protein-ligand complex while it is in a complex 

biological mixture; but after the reaction is quenched, it is possible to incorporate 

standard fractionation techniques (e.g., high pressure liquid chromatography, ion 

exchange chromatography, etc.) to maximize the number of proteins detected in the mass 

spectrometry readout. 
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1.3 Purpose and Preview 

The purpose of this work is to develop a FABLE strategy similar to SUPREX that 

can detect and/or quantify protein-ligand binding interactions, but that is also compatible 

with fractionation strategies, specifically the chromatographic fractionation used in 

proteomic platforms.  Currently, the reversible nature of the H/D exchange label used in 

SUPREX experiments limits this technique’s compatibility with fractionation strategies.  

In Chapter 2, the use of a stable irreversible hydrogen peroxide mediated oxidation label 

is explored.  The rates of the labeling reaction are measured for four model proteins and 

compared to other published rates for hydrogen peroxide mediated oxidation. The 

stability of the reaction is confirmed and three methods for quenching the reaction are 

compared.  The effect of the label on protein folding thermodynamics for two two-state 

and two non-two state model proteins is examined.  In addition the effect of the labeling 

reaction on Calmodulin binding to melittin, a protein-ligand binding interaction where 

oxidation is known to interfere with binding is examined. 

SUPREX uses GdmCl or urea to probe the denaturant dependent folding and 

unfolding reactions of proteins. These denaturant dependent unfolding reactions are 

predominantly global unfolding events. Temperature is another common way to induce 

the unfolding of proteins. Varying the temperature in the SUPREX experiment is not 

practical due to the inability to dilute label concentrations to accommodate the faster rates 

in the deuterium labeling reaction. These limitations will be further discussed in chapter 

4. The slower rate of the oxidative labeling method used in this work and the ability to 

use diluted solutions of label (hydrogen peroxide) enable this new technique to use 
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temperature as well as chemical denaturants to probe the global unfolding of proteins. A 

temperature-based denaturation version of the SPROX technique is developed and 

evaluated in Chapter 3.  

Chapter 4 demonstrates the use of the thermal SPROX technique on a model four-

component protein mixture using two different approaches (label and label-free) on a 

one-dimensional LC-MS proteomic platform. In Chapter 5 the SPROX technique is 

combined with a two-dimensional proteomics platform to assay the protein folding and 

ligand binding properties of proteins in a yeast cell lysate in the presence and absence of 

an already well-studied immunosuppressive drug, cyclosporin A. 

The objectives of this work are  

1) To develop a protocol using a stable label that does not disrupt or obscure the 

detection of protein-ligand binding events. 

2) To apply this protocol one-dimensional and two-dimensional proteomics 

platforms. 
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2. An Oxidation and Mass Spectrometry-Based FABLE 
Strategy for the Thermodynamic Analysis of Protein 
Stability and Ligand Binding. 
2.1 Introduction 

Described here is a new technique termed, SPROX (Stability of Proteins from 

Rates of Oxidation), for measuring the thermodynamic properties of proteins and protein-

ligand complexes. SPROX is fundamentally compatible with the fractionation strategies 

used in mass spectrometry-based proteomic analyses. The technique is closely related to 

the SUPREX technique, which has been previously described.[34, 37, 40, 42, 49, 51, 52] 

Like SUPREX, the SPROX technique, utilizes a mass spectrometry readout to generate 

thermodynamic information about the chemical denaturant-induced equilibrium 

unfolding/refolding properties of proteins in solution. The primary difference between 

SPROX and SUPREX is that SPROX utilizes the oxidation rates of globally protected 

sites in a protein to generate such thermodynamic information; whereas, SUPREX 

utilizes the H/D exchange rates of globally protected amide groups in proteins to 

determine the thermodynamic properties of a protein’s folding/unfolding reaction. A 

major advantage of SPROX over SUPREX is the irreversible nature of the oxidation 

reaction. The inherent chemical stability of the oxidized protein product(s) allows for 

greater manipulation of the protein following modification. For example, the stability of 

the covalent modification provides the opportunity to define the thermodynamic 

properties of a protein or protein-ligand complex while it is in a complex biological 

mixture; but after the reaction is quenched, it is possible to incorporate standard 
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fractionation techniques (e.g., gel electrophoresis, reverse phase chromatography, etc.) to 

maximize the number of proteins detected in the mass spectrometry readout. 

A series of technical issues involved in the processes inherent in this protocol 

were resolved. The hydrogen peroxide mediated oxidation reaction was chosen over 

hydroxyl radical oxidation, common to hydroxyl radical footprinting methods, primarily 

due to the necessity of a labeling rate that maintains EX2 conditions. In addition the 

simplicity of the reaction products and protein destabilization and degradation via 

backbone cleavage were limited using the hydrogen peroxide mediated oxidation 

reaction. The labeling time was optimized to achieve a balance between reaction 

completion and protein destabilization effects. Different approaches in the data analysis 

were explored and evaluated. 

Ultimately a protocol for SPROX was developed and the technique was tested 

using five model protein systems including: ubiquitin, ribonuclease A (RNaseA), 

cyclophilin A (CypA), bovine carbonic anhydrase II (BCAII), and calmodulin (Cmd). 

Also discussed is the new method’s ability to accurately and precisely evaluate protein 

folding free energies, protein folding m-values, and dissociation constants of protein-

ligand complexes. 

2.2 Experimental 

2.2.1 Materials 

Ubiquitin, RNaseA, Calmodulin from bovine brain (Cmd), BCAII from bovine 

erythrocytes (88 wt %), melittin, trypsin proteomics grade, sinapinic acid (SA), sodium 

hydrogenphosphate, ammonium bicarbonate, and acetonitrile were purchased from 
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Sigma-Aldrich. Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was from Halocarbon. Hydrogen peroxide 

(H2O2) (30% w/w) was purchased from ScienceLab.com. Guanidine hydrochloride 

(GdmCl), omni pure, was from VWR.  L-Methionine (98+% pure) was from Acros 

Organics. Sodium phosphate was purchased from Malincrodt. The Zip-Tips were 

purchased from Millipore. Iodoactamide (IDA) and dithiothreitol (DTT) were from 

thermo scientific. The cyclophilin A (human) used in this work was a gift from Prof. 

Michael Campa (Duke University Medical Center); and it was obtained by recombinant 

DNA methods that involved overexpressing the CypA protein as a glutathione S-

transferase (GST) fusion protein in E. coli (BL21-DE3); purifying the fusion protein 

using a GST-binding resin; removing the GST-tag in an overnight incubation with 5 units 

of thrombin per mg of fusion protein; and then removing the GST and thrombin with 

GST-binding resin and HiTrap Benzamidine FF, respectively. 

The oxidized ubiquitin was generated by reacting 0.28 moles of ubiquitin with 

490 moles of hydrogen peroxide for 90 seconds in 1.8 mL of Buffer A (water 

containing 0.1% TFA).  The oxidized RNaseA was generated by reacting 0.37 moles of 

RNaseA with 39 moles of hydrogen peroxide for 60 seconds in 1.5 mL of Buffer A.  

Both oxidation reactions were performed at room temperature under ambient light.  In 

these experiments to obtain oxidized ubiquitin and RNaseA, the oxidation reactions were 

quenched upon freezing the sample for lyophilization. Both of the ubiquitin and RNaseA 

oxidation reaction mixtures were frozen and lyophilized to obtain powders that were 

redissolved in Buffer A and purified using reversed-phase HPLC using a C4 column. The 

pure fractions (as determined by ESI mass spectrometry) of each oxidized protein (i.e., 
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ubiquitin with one oxygen and RNaseA with 4 oxygens) were pooled, lyophilized, and 

dissolved in Buffer A to generate concentrated stock solutions of each oxidized protein. 

2.2.2 Instrumentation 

MALDI mass spectra were acquired on an UltraFlex II TOF/TOF (Bruker 

Daltonics, Inc., Billerica, MA) mass spectrometer in the linear and positive ion mode 

using a smartbeam Nd:YAG laser (355 nm). Spectra were collected using the following 

instrument parameters: 25 kV ion source 1 voltage, 23.4 kV ion source 2 voltage, 6 kV 

lense voltage, 100 - 130 ns pulsed ion extraction, and matrix gating to 3000 Da.  ESI 

mass spectra were acquired on a PE Sciex 150EX electrospray mass spectrometer using a 

0.1 m/z step size. Solution pH measurements were made using a Jenco 6072 pH meter 

equipped with a Futura calomel pH electrode from Beckman Instruments (Fullerton, CA).  

Refractive index measurements were made using a Bausch & Lomb (Rochester, NY) 

refractometer.[86] Reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) 

analyses were performed using a Rainin instrument consisting of a Dynamax variable 

wavelength UV/Visible absorbance detector. An analytical reversed-phase C4 column 

(4.6 x 150 mm, 300 Å) was used with 214-nm UV-detection, and a semipreparative 

reverse-phase C4 column (10 x 250 mm, 300 Å) was used with 230-nm UV-detection. 

All columns were obtained from Vydac. Chromatographic separations were achieved 

using linear gradients of buffer B in A (buffer A was 0.1% TFA in water and buffer B 

was 90% acetonitrile in water containing 0.09% TFA). Circular dichroism (CD) spectra 

were acquired on an Applied Photophysics PiStar 180 CDF spectrometer fitted with a 

temperature-controlled cell holder and equipped with a Microlab 500 automated titrator. 
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2.2.3 SPROX Protocol 

The basic SPROX protocol developed and used in this work is outlined in Figure 

6. In this protocol, an aliquot of each protein or protein-ligand stock solution is added to a 

series of buffers. Each buffer in the series contains a constant amount of H2O2 and an 

increasing amount of a chemical denaturant (Urea or GdmCl). For proteins or protein-

ligand complexes that are slow to reach their folding/unfolding equilibrium in denaturant-

containing buffers, the protein or protein-ligand complexes can be equilibrated for the 

necessary amount of time before the oxidation reaction is initiated by adding aliquots of a 

30% (w/w) hydrogen peroxide solution. After a specified oxidation time (a time that is 

the same for each denaturant-containing buffer) the oxidation reaction in each denaturant-

containing SPROX buffer is quenched. This can be accomplished upon initiation of a 

desalting protocol using Zip Tips, upon addition of catalase, or upon addition of excess 

methionine to each SPROX buffer. Ultimately, a mass spectrum of the protein sample in 

each SPROX buffer is recorded using either a MALDI or ESI mass spectrometer in order 

to determine the extent of oxidation (see SPROX Data Analysis below). 



 

 

Figure 6
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6: Schematic representation of the SPROX protocol.

 

Schematic representation of the SPROX protocol. 
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The Zip Tip quenching method is essential for experiments utilizing ESI.  The Zip 

Tip quenching method used in this work involved wetting the tips with 2 x 10 L 

volumes of acetonitrile followed by 2 x 10 L volumes of Buffer A. The protein from 

each oxidation reaction is loaded onto a Zip Tip, each Zip Tip is washed with 2 x 10 L 

volumes of Buffer A, and protein is eluted from the Zip Tip for mass spectral analysis. 

Protein was eluted for ESI-MS analyses using 6 aspirations of a 10 L aliquot of an 

acetonitrile/water solution (75/25 v/v) containing 0.1% TFA. Protein was eluted for 

MALDI-MS analysis using 6 aspirations of a 10 L aliquot of a matrix solution 

containing 50% buffer B in A and saturated with SA.  

SPROX analyses on ubiquitin and RNaseA were performed using a set of buffers 

comprised of 50 mM phosphate (pH 7.4) and concentrations of GdmCl that varied 

between 0 and 5 M.  In these analyses the protein concentrations was between 1-117 M, 

the equilibration time was 15 minutes, the H2O2 concentration in each buffer was 2.3 M, 

the oxidation times ranged from 2 to 120 min (depending on the experiment), and either 

C18 Zip-Tips (for ESI-MS analyses) or a 5-fold molar excess of methionine (for 

MALDI-MS analyses) was employed to quench the oxidation reaction.    

SPROX analyses on Cmd-Ca2+ and Cmd-Ca2+-melittin were performed using a 

set of buffers comprised of 20 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.4) and concentrations of 

Urea that varied between 0 and 7 M. The Cmd was allowed to equilibrate in the presence 

of Ca2+ for four hours. In the melittin binding studies the Cmd-Ca(II) complex was 

allowed to equilibrate in the presence of melittin for an additional four hours. In these 

SPROX reactions, the final protein concentration was 14 M, the total Ca(II) 
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concentration was 330 M, the concentration of melittin (when used) was 24 M, and the 

H2O2 concentration in each buffer for an entire set of samples was constant and ranged 

from 0.5-1.6 M, the oxidation time was 120 s, and catalase was employed to quench the 

oxidation reaction. 

2.2.4 SPROX with Protease Digestion Protocol 

SPROX analyses on proteolytic peptide fragments of Cmd-Ca2+ and Cmd-Ca2+-

melittin were performed exactly as described above for the intact protein complexes. 

However, a digestion step was added following the quenching step. Digestion of the 

Cmd-Ca(II) and Cmd- Ca(II)-melittin samples was carried out by adding a 0.1 g/L 

trypsin solution in 50% HCl to the samples to achieve an approximate trypsin 

concentration in a 1:50 ratio of trypsin to protein (g/mL). Samples were allowed to 

digest at 37C shaking at 600 rpm for one hour. After one hour C18 Zip-Tips were 

employed to concentrate and transfer digested samples to matrix solution by eluting in 6 

L of a saturated solution of HCCA in acetonitrile/1% TFA. 6 L of a saturated solution 

of HCCA in water/1% TFA was added to the eluted peptide solution to prepare the 

samples for MALDI-MS analysis. 

2.2.5 SPROX Data Analysis 

The ion signals generated in each mass spectral analysis of the wild-type protein 

and the oxidation products were used to derive a weighted average m/z value, m/zwt,av, 

according to Equation 2-1. 
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Equation 2 - 1 

In Equation 2-1, Ii is the intensity detected at m/z value mi. The m/zwt,av values 

calculated in this work were calculated using a window of the mass spectrum that 

included the m/z values expected for the wild-type ion signal and all the expected 

oxidation products (see below). The m/zwt,av was converted to a weighted average mass 

for the protein, Masswt,av, and a weighted average change in mass, Masswt,av, was 

calculated by subtracting the molecular weight of the un-oxidized protein from the 

Masswt,av value. Ultimately, a Masswt,av versus [Denaturant] plot was constructed. 

 One of two methods was used to extract a Gf and m-value from SPROX 

data. In Method 1, the Masswt,av versus [Denaturant] plots were fit to Equation 2-2. 

 

Equation 2 - 2 

In Equation 2-2, kfold = e-(Gf+m[Den])/RT, M0 is Masswt,av before global oxidation, 

M is Masswt,av after global oxidation, t is the time of oxidation in seconds, kOX is the 

average pseudo-first order rate constant for the oxidation of an unprotected site in the 

protein, Gf is the free energy of folding in the absence of denaturant, [Den] is the 

denaturant concentration, m is Gf/[GdmCl], R is the gas constant, and T is the 

temperature in Kelvin. In fitting the Masswt,av versus [Denaturant] plots to Equation 2-2, 

M0, M, Gf, and m were allowed to float and kOX was assigned a value based on the 

exact H2O2 concentration used in the experiment and an experimentally determined 

second order rate constant for the oxidation of the unprotected sites in each protein (see 

m z wt , av  miIi Ii

Masswt , av  M  M 0 M e  kOX 1Kfold  t 
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below). In Method 2, a C1/2
SPROX value (i.e., the [Den] at which the oxidation of the 

globally protected sites proceeded halfway to completion) was obtained for each 

Masswt,av versus [Denaturant] plot by fitting the data to a 4-parameter sigmoidal 

function in SigmaPlot™. The C1/2
SPROX values obtained using different oxidation times 

were fit to Equation 2-3 using a linear least squares analysis. 

 

Equation 2 - 3 

In Equation 2-3, R, T, t m, C1/2
SPROX and kOX are as defined above. The y-

intercept and the slope of the best-fit line were taken as the Gf value and the m-value, 

respectively. 

2.2.6 Kd Value Determinations 

The Kd values for the CypA-CsA complex were determined using Equation 2-4.  

Kd 
L 

eG f NRT 1
 

Equation 2 - 4 

In Equation 2-4, [L] is the concentration of free ligand, N is the number of 

independent equivalent binding sites, Gf is the binding free energy, R, and T are as 

defined above.  In experiments where concentration of free ligand is estimated as the total 

ligand concentration, the Gf value is determined using Equation 2-5. 

 

Equation 2 - 5 

RT ln koxt 0.6931  mCSPROX
1 2 Gf

Gf  m CSPROX
1 2
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In Equation 2-5, C1/2
SPROX is the difference in a protein’s C1/2

SPROX value 

recorded in the presence and in the absence of ligand, and m is as defined above. 

In our studies on the Cmd-melittin complex, the ligand (melittin) was present at 

less than a 10-fold excess over the protein concentration. Therefore, Equation 2-6 was 

needed to evaluate the Kd. 

 

Equation 2 - 6 

In Equation 2-6, the derivation of which has been previously reported,[52] Ltotal is 

the concentration of ligand, and Ptotal is the concentration of protein. N, R, T and Gf, 

are as defined above. 

2.2.7 Oxidation Rate Determinations 

Second-order rate constants for the H2O2 oxidation of unprotected methionine 

side-chains in each protein were experimentally determined. In these experiments, a 

1mg/mL solution of each protein was prepared in a GdmCl-containing buffer solution. 

The GdmCl concentration was 5.0, 3.7, 2.5, and 4.0 for ubiquitin, RNaseA, CypA, and 

BCAII (respectively). The GdmCl concentrations used for each protein were high enough 

to ensure that each protein was >99% unfolded. The oxidation reactions were carried out 

in the presence of 100 mM H2O2. The extent of oxidation (calculated using Equation 2-1) 

was determined from ESI mass spectral data in the case of ubiquitin, RNaseA, and BCA 

II and from MALDI mass spectral data in the case of CypA. Ultimately, a plot of 

Kd 
4LtotaleG f NRT  4Ptotal(eG f NRT 1)

(2eG f NRT 1)2 1
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Masswt,av vs. time was constructed and the data were fit to  the single exponential 

function given in Equation 2-7. 

 

Equation 2 - 7 

In Equation 2-7, Masswt,av,0 is the Masswt,av value measured immediately after 

the protein was contacted with H2O2 and quenched (i.e., the Masswt,av value at t = 0), A 

is the amplitude of the curve, and k is the pseudo-first order oxidation rate constant at 100 

mM H2O2. Ultimately, the k value determined for each protein was divided by the [H2O2] 

(i.e., 100 mM) to generate a second-order rate constant for the oxidation of unprotected 

sites in each protein. 

2.2.8 Conventional Equilibrium Unfolding Experiments 

CD denaturation curves for the oxidized ubiquitin (+1 oxygen) and the oxidized 

RNaseA (+4 oxygens) samples were monitored at 222 nm; RNaseA (unoxidized) was 

monitored at 225 nm. In all cases the CD denaturation curves were recorded using the 

automated titration system on the CD instrument. In each, titration 0 and 6 M GdmCl 

solutions containing the protein in 20 mM Tris (pH 7.4) buffer were mixed in different 

ratios. CD signals were collected in 0.1 M increments. The mixing time was 20 s, there 

was a delay of 5 s, ~5000 CD signals were collected over the course of 30 s, and the 

signals were averaged. The averaged CD signals were used to generate Gf and m values 

according to the linear extrapolation method.[87] 

Masswt , av  Masswt , av, 0  A 1 ekt 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Oxidation Rate Determinations (kOX) 

As part of this work the oxidation rates of the four model proteins were 

determined when each protein was chemically denatured. In these experiments, each 

protein was reacted with 100 mM H2O2 under denaturing conditions (i.e., 4.6, 3.7, 2.5, 

and 4.1 M GdmCl for ubiquitin, RNaseA, CypA, and BCAII, respectively), and the 

extent of oxidation (i.e., Masswt,av) was determined as a function of time. The resulting 

Masswt,av versus time data (see Figure 7) were fit to Equation 2-7 in order to extract a 

rate constant for the pseudo-first order reaction of the hydrogen peroxide with the protein.  

The resulting pseudo-first order rate constants were used with the H2O2 concentration to 

generate a second-order rate constant for each protein. The second-order rate constants 

determined for ubiquitin, RNaseA, BCAII, and CypA were 0.007, 0.014, 0.022, and 

0.012 M-1s-1 (respectively). In addition, the second-order rate constant was measured for 

ubiquitin in 8.4 M Urea with 50 mM H2O2 and was also found to be 0.007 M-1s-1., the 

same rate observed for ubiquitin in GdmCl. 



 

Figure 7: Time course of the H
RNaseA (open circles), BCA
Masswt,av were measured over time in the presence of 100 mM H
solution conditions (i.e.
protein was chemically denatured.
the single exponential equation given in E
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Time course of the H2O2 oxidation of Ubq (closed circles), 
RNaseA (open circles), BCA-II (squares), and CypA (triangles).

were measured over time in the presence of 100 mM H
solution conditions (i.e., chemical denaturant concentrations) in which each 

mically denatured. The data points in each data set were fit to 
exponential equation given in Equation 2-7. 

oxidation of Ubq (closed circles), 
squares), and CypA (triangles). Values of  

were measured over time in the presence of 100 mM H2O2 under 
, chemical denaturant concentrations) in which each 

The data points in each data set were fit to 
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2.3.2 SPROX Analysis of Two-State Folding Proteins 

Ubiquitin and RNaseA, two well-studied protein systems with documented two-

state folding behavior in chemical denaturant-induced equilibrium unfolding 

experiments,[35, 88-91] were each subjected to SPROX analyses according to the 

protocol outlined in Figure 6. Ubiquitin and RNaseA have one and four methionine 

residues in their amino acid sequence respectively. Shown in Figures 8 and 9 are typical 

SPROX data acquired for ubiquitin and RNaseA using a 2-min oxidation time in the 

SPROX protocol. Both MALDI and ESI mass spectrometry were utilized to readout the 

extent of oxidation in the different denaturant-containing SPROX buffers. The MALDI 

and ESI mass spectra in Figures 8 and 9 show that the ion signal intensity for the 

unoxidized protein is decreased at higher GdmCl concentration, whereas the ion signal 

intensities for the oxidized species are increased. The MALDI- and ESI-generated 

SPROX curves for ubiquitin and RNaseA (see Figures 8C and 9C) show a single 

cooperative transition that is reasonably well fit to Equation 2-2. The average Gf and m 

values extracted from three replicate SPROX curves using Equation 2-2 according to 

Method 1 are summarized in Table 1. 



 

Figure 8: SPROX analysis of ubiquitin. 
in its amino acid sequence. 
at selected denaturant co
charge state is highlighted in (B). “Ox” represents oxygen. (C) SPROX curves 
generated using a 2 min oxidation time and MALDI and ESI read
circles and solid line represent the M
The open circles and dashed line rep
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SPROX analysis of ubiquitin. Ubiquitin has one methionine residue 
in its amino acid sequence. Representative MALDI and ESI mass spectra obtained 
at selected denaturant concentrations are shown in (A) and (B), respectively
charge state is highlighted in (B). “Ox” represents oxygen. (C) SPROX curves 
generated using a 2 min oxidation time and MALDI and ESI read
circles and solid line represent the MALDI-generated data and fit to E
The open circles and dashed line represent the ESI data and fit to Equation 2

 

Ubiquitin has one methionine residue 
Representative MALDI and ESI mass spectra obtained 

in (A) and (B), respectively. The +6 
charge state is highlighted in (B). “Ox” represents oxygen. (C) SPROX curves 

-outs. The filled 
generated data and fit to Equation 2-2.  

quation 2-2. 



 

Figure 9: SPROX analysis of RNaseA. 
in its amino acid sequence. 
at selected denaturant concentra
charge state is highlighted in (B). 
oxidation time and MALDI and ESI read
represent the MALDI-generated data and fit to E
dashed line represent the ESI data and fit to E
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SPROX analysis of RNaseA. RNaseA has four methionine residues 
in its amino acid sequence. Representative MALDI and ESI mass spectra obtained 
at selected denaturant concentrations are shown in (A) and (B), respectively

e state is highlighted in (B). (C) SPROX curves generated using a 2 min 
oxidation time and MALDI and ESI read-outs. The filled circles and solid line 

generated data and fit to Equation 2-2.  The open circles and 
resent the ESI data and fit to Equation 2-2. 

RNaseA has four methionine residues 
esentative MALDI and ESI mass spectra obtained 
tions are shown in (A) and (B), respectively. The +8 

(C) SPROX curves generated using a 2 min 
filled circles and solid line 

.  The open circles and 
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Table 1: Thermodynamic parameters obtained for the folding/unfolding 
reactions of ubiqutin and RNaseA. 

Protein Technique m (kcal/(mol M) Gf (kcal/mol) 

Ubiquitin SPROX – ESI (Method1) 
SPROX – MALDI (Method1) 
SPROX – ESI (Method2) 
CD 

2.1 ± 0.1a  
1.6 ± 0.3 a  
1.9 ± 0.2 b  
2.1 ± 0.2 b,c  

-8.0 ± 0.3 a  
-6.3 ± 1.0 a  
-8.4 ± 0.6 b  
-8.5 ± 0.3 b,c  

Oxidized Ubiquitin CD 1.9 ± 0.1  -5.1 ± 0.1  

RNaseA SPROX – ESI (Method1) 
SPROX – MALDI (Method1) 
SPROX – ESI (Method2) 
CD 

2.0 ± 0.2 a 
2.7 ± 0.4 a 
2.2 ± 0.4 b  
2.1 ± 0.1 b  

-5.3 ± 0.5 a 
-6.8 ± 0.8 a  
-6.4 ± 0.2 b  
-6.8 ± 0.3 b  

Oxidized RNaseA CD 1.3 ± 0.1 b  -1.8 ± 0.1 b  
a Values are the average and standard deviation of three replicate measurements.   
b Error given is the fitting error obtained in a linear least squares analysis.  
c Value is from reference [34]. 
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The ubiquitin and RNaseA systems were also subject to additional SPROX 

analyses using a range of different oxidation times in the SPROX protocol. Shown in 

Figures 10A and B are SPROX curves obtained for ubiquitin and RNaseA, respectively, 

using oxidation times ranging from 25 s to 120 min. A C1/2
SPROX value was determined 

for each SPROX curve; and these values were plotted against the exchange time 

according to Equation 2-3. A linear least squares analysis of the data obtained for each 

protein (see Figure 10C) was used to generate y-intercept and slope values, which were 

taken as measures of each protein’s Gf and m-value, respectively, according to Method 

2 (see Table 1). Only the data obtained at the four shortest exchange times for each 

protein were included in the linear least squares analysis, as a visual inspection of the 

data revealed that the data points at the longer exchange times were not well-fit to 

Equation 2-3 (see Figure 10C). This was likely due to increased oxidation at low 

denaturant concentrations (see Discussion below). 



 

Figure 10: (A) SPROX curves generated for ubiquitin using an ESI readout 
and oxidation times between 0.5 and 20 min. (B) SPROX data generated for 
RNaseA using an ESI readout and oxidatio
Plots of RTln(<kOX>t/0.693 
lines in (A) and (B) represent the best fit of each data set to a sigmoidal equation. 
The lines in (C) represent the results of a linear
set, excluding the data points indicated with an arrow (see text).
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(A) SPROX curves generated for ubiquitin using an ESI readout 
and oxidation times between 0.5 and 20 min. (B) SPROX data generated for 
RNaseA using an ESI readout and oxidation times between 1.5 and 

>t/0.693 -1) vs. C1/2
SPROX values according to Equation 

lines in (A) and (B) represent the best fit of each data set to a sigmoidal equation. 
The lines in (C) represent the results of a linear least-squares analysis of each data 
set, excluding the data points indicated with an arrow (see text). 

(A) SPROX curves generated for ubiquitin using an ESI readout 
and oxidation times between 0.5 and 20 min. (B) SPROX data generated for 

n times between 1.5 and 120 min. (C) 
quation 2-3. The 

lines in (A) and (B) represent the best fit of each data set to a sigmoidal equation. 
squares analysis of each data 
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Table 2: SPROX-derived Thermodynamic parameters obtained for Cmd-
Ca(II) intact holo protein and peptide fragments in the absence and in the presence 

of melittin 

 

 

Protein/ 
Peptide 

C ½SPROX
 

[GdmCl],M 
ma 

kcal/(molM) 
Gf

a 

kcal/mol 
C ½SPROX 

[GdmCl],M
Gf

a 

kcal/mol
Kd

a 

Cmd-Ca(II) 3.3 ± 0.1 1b 

(1.0 ± 0.1)c 
-3.8 ± 1.5 

(-7.1 ± 0.2)c 
   

Cmd-Ca(II) 
pep [38-74] 3.6 ± 0.1 1b -4.1 ± 0.8    

Cmd-Ca(II) + 
melittin 4.7 ± 0.1 1b -5.2 ± 3.1 

(-10.2 ± 0.2)c 1.5 ± 0.1 -1.5 ± 0.1 
(-3.1 ± 0.2)c 

960 nM 
(53 ± 20 nM)c 

18.4-110 nMd 

Cmd-Ca(II) 
pep [38-74] + 
melittin  

4.7 ± 0.1 1b -5.2 ± 1.1 1.1 ± 0.1 -1.1 ± 0.1 1.8 M 

a Parenthetical values were derived from SUPREX 

b m-values were forced to 1 in fitting the SPROX equation, Equation 2-2, based on m-values measured using SUPREX 

c From ref [41] 

d From refs [44, 92] 
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2.3.3 SPROX Analysis of Ligand Binding Interactions Affected by 
Oxidation 

 Oxidation of Calmodulin (Cmd), which has 9 Met residues in its amino acid 

sequence, interferes with Ca2+ binding, which is necessary for many Cmd-Ligand 

interactions.[92] The SPROX technique’s ability to measure a dissociation constant for a 

Cmd-ligand complex, Cmd-Ca(II) complexed with the ligand melittin, was assessed. 

Melittin is a 2.8 kDa peptide with 26 amino acids in its sequence and is the active 

component of bee venom. Shown in Figure 11 is a typical SPROX curve generated for 

Cmd in the presence of Ca2+ and in the presence of Ca2+ and melittin using a 1 min 

oxidation time in 0.5 M H2O2. The average Gf and m-values extracted using Equation 2 

(i.e., Method 1) to analyze the SPROX curves obtained for Cmd-Ca(II) and the Cmd-

Ca(II)-melittin complex are summarized in Table 2. The Gf values obtained using 

Equation 2-5 and the Kd obtained from Equation 2-6 are also listed in Table 2 with the 

C1/2
SPROX values. 



 

Figure 11: SPROX 
complex. Cmd has nine methionine residues in its amino acid sequence. 
data generated on intact Cmd
presence of melittin (open
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SPROX analysis of Cmd-Ca(II) and the Cmd
Cmd has nine methionine residues in its amino acid sequence. 

intact Cmd-Ca(II) (filled circles) and on intact Cmd
(open circles), both fitted to Equation 2-2 (solid line

 

Ca(II) and the Cmd-Ca(II)-melittin 
Cmd has nine methionine residues in its amino acid sequence. SPROX 

circles) and on intact Cmd-Ca(II) in the 
2 (solid lines). 
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2.3.4 SPROX Analysis of Ligand Binding Interactions for Multidomain 
Proteins at the Domain Level 

SPROX analysis was carried out on tryptic peptide fragments from the Cmd-

Ca(II) and Cmd-Ca(II)-melittin complexes using a MALDI readout. SPROX conditions 

were equivalent to those used for the intact protein analysis. Digestion was carried out in 

a 1:50 trypsin:protein concentration at 37C for one hour. Peptides from the digest were 

eluted off of zip tips into a MALDI matrix solution for mass spectrometry analysis.  

Shown in Figure 12 are SPROX curves generated using a 2 min oxidation time in 

1.6 M H2O2 for the peptide Cmd(38-74) from the Cmd-Ca(II) complex in the presence 

and absence of melittin. The average Gf and m-values extracted using Equation 2-2 (i.e., 

Method 1) to analyze the replicate SPROX curves obtained for each peptide from Cmd-

Ca(II) and Cmd-Ca(II)-melittin are summarized in Table 2. The Gf values obtained 

using Equation 2-5 and the Kd obtained from Equation 2-6 are also listed in Table 2 with 

the C1/2
SPROX values for the peptide-derived data. 



 

Figure 12: SPROX
protocol. Results obtained using the 36 amino acid peptide, Cmd(38
tryptic digests of Cmd
obtained from the SPROX analysis on the intac
Cmd-Ca(II) in the presence of m
lines). 
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SPROX curve obtained using the SPROX-prot
s obtained using the 36 amino acid peptide, Cmd(38

tryptic digests of Cmd-Ca(II) in the presence and absence of melittin.
obtained from the SPROX analysis on the intact Cmd-Ca(II) (open circles) and on 

Ca(II) in the presence of melittin (closed circles) fitted to Equation 2

 

protease digestion 
s obtained using the 36 amino acid peptide, Cmd(38-74), from 

Ca(II) in the presence and absence of melittin. Curves 
(open circles) and on 

quation 2-2 (solid 
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2.3.5 Conventional Equilibrium Unfolding Experiments 

The GdmCl-induced equilibrium unfolding behaviors of RNaseA, oxidized 

RNaseA, and oxidized ubiquitin were examined using CD spectroscopy. The raw data 

collected in these experiments are shown in Figures 12A, 13A, and 14A, as are the 

normalized unfolding curves Figures 12B, 13B, and 14B. The Gf and m-values 

extracted from the normalized unfolding curves are summarized in Table 1. The Gf and 

m-values were generated from this data according to the linear extrapolation method in 

Pace et. al. 1986. 



 

 

Figure 13: Conventional GdmCl
oxidized ubiquitin using far UV
with the lines defining the denaturant
and unfolded protein. (B) Normalized unfolding data obtaine
defined as the apparent fraction of unfolded protein. (C) Linear fit of data in the 
normalized unfolding transition in (B) to a two
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Conventional GdmCl-induced equilibrium unfolding analysis of 
itin using far UV-CD at 222 nm. (A) Raw data obtained are shown 

with the lines defining the denaturant-dependences of the CD signals for the folded 
and unfolded protein. (B) Normalized unfolding data obtained are shown with F
defined as the apparent fraction of unfolded protein. (C) Linear fit of data in the 
normalized unfolding transition in (B) to a two-state model. 

equilibrium unfolding analysis of 
(A) Raw data obtained are shown 

dependences of the CD signals for the folded 
d are shown with Fapp

defined as the apparent fraction of unfolded protein. (C) Linear fit of data in the 



 

 

Figure 14: GdmCl
far UV-CD at 225 nm.
the denaturant-dependence of the CD signals for th
(B) Normalized unfolding data obtained are shown shown with F
apparent fraction of unfolded protein. (C) Linear fit of data in the normalized 
unfolding transition in (B) to a two
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GdmCl-induced equilibrium unfolding analysis of RN
CD at 225 nm. (A) Raw data obtained are shown with the lines defining 

dependence of the CD signals for the folded and unfolded protein. 
(B) Normalized unfolding data obtained are shown shown with Fapp
apparent fraction of unfolded protein. (C) Linear fit of data in the normalized 
unfolding transition in (B) to a two-state model. 

alysis of RNaseA using 
(A) Raw data obtained are shown with the lines defining 

e folded and unfolded protein. 
app defined as the 

apparent fraction of unfolded protein. (C) Linear fit of data in the normalized 



 

 

Figure 15: 
RNaseA using far UV
the lines defining the denaturant
and unfolded protein. 
shown with Fapp 
Linear fit of data in the normalized unfolding transition in (B) to a two
model. 
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: GdmCl-induced equilibrium unfolding analysis of oxidized 
seA using far UV-CD at 222 nm. (A) Raw data obtained are shown with 

the lines defining the denaturant-dependence of the CD signals for th
and unfolded protein. (B) Normalized unfolding data obtained are shown 

 defined as the apparent fraction of unfolded protein. (C) 
Linear fit of data in the normalized unfolding transition in (B) to a two

induced equilibrium unfolding analysis of oxidized 
(A) Raw data obtained are shown with 

dependence of the CD signals for the folded 
(B) Normalized unfolding data obtained are shown 

fraction of unfolded protein. (C) 
Linear fit of data in the normalized unfolding transition in (B) to a two-state 
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2.4 Discussion 

2.4.1 SPROX Protocol and Data Analysis 

The SPROX protocol developed here is analogous to the basic experimental protocol 

used in the SUPREX experiment.[49, 51] However, in contrast to the SUPREX 

experiment, in which the H/D exchange time can be varied over a wide range of times 

(typically from minutes to hours for a given protein), the oxidation time in SPROX 

experiments can only be varied over a limited range. The time and concentration of 

hydrogen peroxide used in the SPROX oxidation reaction should be tuned to minimize 

Masswt,av values in the pre-transition baseline of a SPROX curve (see Figure 6) and to 

maximize Masswt,av values in the post-transition baseline of a SPROX curve. This 

ultimately mitigates potential problems associated with perturbations to the 

folding/unfolding equilibrium that can result from protein oxidation (see below). It also 

maximizes the amplitude of SPROX curves.   

 The results on the protein systems in this study indicate that a 1 to 2 min oxidation 

reaction time using 1 to 2 M H2O2 should be generally useful for maximizing Masswt,av 

values in the post-transition baseline of SPROX curves. The longest oxidation reaction 

time that can be used in SPROX experiments will be different for different proteins and 

depend on the specific biophysical parameters (e.g., Gf and m values) associated with 

the folding/unfolding reactions of the protein under study, on how different the 

parameters are for the products of the oxidation reaction, and on the specific 

conformational properties of the protein. For example, useful SPROX results were 
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obtained on ubiquitin using oxidation times up to 10 min; whereas oxidation times up to 

40 min were useful for the analysis of RNaseA (see below).   

 Two different data analysis methods were investigated here for the determination 

of Gf and m-values from SPROX curves (i.e., Masswt,av versus [GdmCl] plots).  

Method 1 involved fitting the data in a SPROX curve to Equation 2-2 in order to obtain 

Gf and m-values. This method is analogous to the data analysis method initially 

reported for extracting Gf and m-values from SUPREX data.[49] Equation 2-2 is 

identical to Equation 6 in Ghaemmaghami et. al., 2000. with the exception that <kint> was 

replaced with kOX, the average pseudo-first order rate constant for the H2O2 oxidation of 

an unprotected site in the protein.  The second SPROX data analysis method investigated 

here, Method 2, involved extracting C1/2
SPROX values from SPROX curves obtained at 

different oxidation times, and then using Equation 2-3 to obtain Gf and m-values. This 

second method is analogous to the transition midpoint analysis method that we have 

reported on for the analysis of SUPREX data.[51] Equation 2-3 is analogous to Equation 

2 in Powell et. al, Biochemistry 2003, with the exception that <kint> was replaced with 

kOX.    

 Both data analysis methods described above yielded SPROX-derived Gf and m-

values for the two-state folding proteins in this study, ubiquitin and RNaseA, that were in 

reasonable agreement with values obtained from more conventional CD denaturation 

experiments (see Table 1). Using Equation 2-2 for the analysis of SPROX data has the 

advantage that Gf and m-values can be determined from a single SPROX curve, and that 

the curve can be acquired using a short oxidation time. Thus, potential inaccuracies due 
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to oxidation effects are less likely to occur. The disadvantage to the use of Equation 2-2 

is that many data points must be collected to define the transition region of the SPROX 

curve in order to ensure the accuracy and precision of the resulting Gf and m-values. 

This is in contrast to the use of Equation 2-3, which utilizes C1/2
SPROX values to extract 

Gf and m-values from SPROX data. C1/2
SPROX values can be ascertained with good 

precision and accuracy even when the transition region of a SPROX curve has few data 

points. A potential problem with using Equation 2-3, is that the C1/2
SPROX values obtained 

using long oxidation times can be problematic if the oxidation reaction significantly 

perturbs the folding/unfolding equilibrium. Unfortunately, this is difficult to know a 

priori. However, our results with ubiquitin and RNaseA indicate that such problematic 

C1/2
SPROX values can be identified, and subsequently left out of the data analysis (see 

Figure 10C).  

 The kOX values used in this work were calculated using the exact H2O2 

concentration in each SPROX analysis and a second-order rate constant for the H2O2 

oxidation reaction. The second-order oxidation rate constant used in all our calculations 

was 50.4 M-1hr-1. This value represents the average value obtained from our oxidation 

rate determinations on the four protein systems in this work. For these determinations it 

was assumed that the rate of oxidation was independent for each oxidation site in the 

denatured protein (i.e., the oxidation of one site did not influence the oxidation rate of 

another), and that there was very little context or sequence dependence for oxidation rates 

at different sites in the denatured protein (i.e., all sites in the denatured protein were 

oxidized at approximately the same rate). The choice of chemical denaturant (between 
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GdmCl and Urea) has no measurable effect on the second-order rate constant for the 

H2O2 oxidation reaction. We note that the Gf and m-value calculations in this work were 

not highly dependant on the kOX value, as this parameter is in the exponential term in 

Equation 2-2. For example, using second-order oxidation rate constants within the range 

of values we measured for the four proteins (25 to 79 M-1hr-1) did not change the 

SPROX-derived Gf or m-values in this work by more than 7%.    

 The second-order oxidation rate constants determined for the oxidized sites in the 

unfolded proteins in this work are consistent with values that have been previously 

established for the oxidation of unprotected methionine residues in unstructured peptides 

and unfolded proteins.[93-95] For example, second-order oxidation rate constants for the 

oxidation of methionine in several unstructured peptides derived from recombinant 

human granulocyte colony-stimulating factor have been reported to be 67.59, 63.01, and 

65.19 M-1h-1.[93] Similarly, the pseudo-first-order rate constant for an unstructured 

peptide from recombinant human interleukin-1 receptor antagonist was 0.045 h-1 when 

the [H2O2] was 1 mM (or 45 M-1 hr-1).[94] We also note that the second-order oxidation 

rate constants determined for the oxidation reactions of the four unfolded proteins in this 

work are relatively close (i.e., within 2-fold) to that previously reported for the H2O2-

induced oxidation rate of free methionine, 32.07 M-1h-1.[95] 

 Cysteine side chains can also react with hydrogen peroxide to form oxidized 

products.[30, 95, 96] However, the oxidation rate for an unprotected cysteine side chain 

is more than an order of magnitude slower than that for the methionine side chain.[95, 

96] Thus, the contribution of oxidation products other than those related to methionine in 
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our SPROX experiments is likely small. Thus, it is not surprising that the oxidation rates 

measured in our experiments are consistent with methionine oxidation. We also note that 

the Masswt,av values in the post transition baselines of the SPROX curves collected in 

this work were consistent with the methionine residues in each protein being  oxidized to 

the sulfoxide.  

 The described use of Equations 2-2 and 2-3 for the analysis of SPROX data 

assumes that the thioether group in the methionine side chain is the primary oxidation 

site. The results presented on the model proteins in this study suggest that this is a good 

assumption under the conditions of our SPROX protocol (e.g., a 2-min oxidation reaction 

with ~5% H2O2). Not only do the post transition baselines of the SPROX curves obtained 

occur at Masswt,av values consistent with such methionine oxidation, but the second 

order rate constants we measured for the H2O2 oxidation of the unfolded proteins (e.g., 

25.2, 50.4, 79.2, 43.2 M-1hr-1 for ubiquitin, RNaseA, CypA, and BCAII, respectively) 

were very similar to that previously reported for an unprotected methionine residue, 

32.07 M-1hr-1.[95] It is possible that sites in addition to methionine residues may have 

been oxidized in SPROX analyses of the test proteins in this work. But such oxidations 

must have been a relatively rare event, given the rate constants we measured and the post-

transition baselines we recorded (see above).   

 In theory, the oxidation of additional sites should not interfere with the ability to 

generate a SPROX curve. If the sites are globally protected, the amplitude of the curve 

will increase; and if the sites are not globally protected, the amplitude of the curve will be 

unchanged but both the pre- and post-transition baselines will be increased. In either case 
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(i.e., if the additional sites of oxidation are either globally or locally protected) it should 

be possible to extract useful C1/2
SPROX values from the resulting SPROX curve. Also, so 

long as the additional oxidation reactions only account for a relatively small fraction of 

the oxidized protein, Equations 2-2 and 2-3 are still expected to produce accurate Gf and 

m-values, even if the reactions proceed at rates that are significantly different from the 

methionine oxidation reaction.   

 In our development of the SPROX protocol described here, we found it that it was 

important to exploit the hydrogen peroxide-based oxidation of proteins and not the 

radical-based oxidation of proteins. The time scale of the hydrogen peroxide-based 

oxidation reaction was critical for the use of Equations 2-2 and 2-3, which requires that 

kOX must be smaller than the protein’s refolding rate (see below). The biomolecular rate 

constant associated with the hydrogen peroxide-based oxidation of methionine (32.07 M-

1h-1) is relatively small, therefore it was possible to employ hydrogen peroxide 

concentrations (e.g., 1-2 M) in the SPROX experiment such that the pseudo-first-order 

rate constant for the protein oxidation reaction (i.e., the kOX value) was relatively small 

(e.g., ~30 - 60 h-1). The biomolecular rate constants associated with the radical-based 

oxidation of amino acids are significantly larger (e.g., between 1010 and 1014 M-1h-1 

depending on the amino acid).[97] This makes it difficult to create experimental 

conditions in the SPROX experiment (i.e., hydrogen peroxide and protein concentrations) 

such that the pseudo-first-order rate constant for the protein oxidation reaction (i.e., the 

kOX value) is small relative to protein refolding rates (see below). 
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 SPROX analyses on the model protein systems in this work were performed on 

protein samples in which there was minimal oxidation (< 5% as judged by the expected 

peak intensities observed in mass spectral analyses of the proteins starting materials) 

prior to initiation of the SPROX protocol. However, we note that such endogenous 

oxidation, if it did exist, is not expected to impact SPROX analyses, other than to 

increase the pre-transition baseline of a protein’s SPROX curve. A pre-transition baseline 

shift is not expected to impact Gf and m-value calculations using the methods described 

here, as these parameters are largely defined by the shape and position of the transition 

region of a SPROX curve and not the magnitude of the pre-(or post-)transition. 

2.4.2 Protein Folding Gf and m-value Determinations by SPROX 

The accurate determination of protein folding Gf and m-values by SPROX 

requires the following assumptions: i) that the denaturant-induced equilibrium 

unfolding/folding reaction of the protein under study be well-modeled by a reversible, 

two-state process (i.e., partially folded intermediate state(s) are not significantly 

populated); ii) that the refolding rate of the protein under study be greater than kOX; iii) 

that the protein contain at least one globally protected oxidation site; iv) that the relative 

desorption/ionization efficiencies of the oxidized reaction products in the mass 

spectrometry read-out of SPROX be comparable to those of the wild-type protein; and v) 

that the oxidation reaction product(s) (i.e., the oxidized protein) do not have 

thermodynamic parameters associated with their folding/unfolding reactions that are 

significantly different from the wild-type protein.  
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 The reversible two-state folding assumption is important for the evaluation of 

meaningful Gf and m-values by any chemical denaturation-based technique (e.g., 

SUPREX, CD and/or fluorescence-based denaturation experiments).[98] However, the 

other four assumptions listed above are unique to SPROX; and it is the last assumption 

noted above that is likely to be most limiting in the application of SPROX to the 

determination of accurate Gf and m-values. In cases where the oxidation reaction 

product(s) (i.e., the oxidized protein) has significantly different thermodynamic 

parameters associated with its folding/unfolding reaction, the accuracy of the Gf and m-

values derived by SPROX will be compromised. The presence of multiple species with 

different thermodynamic properties will generally reduce the cooperativity observed in a 

SPROX transition (i.e., artifactually lower the m-value). The presence of less (or more) 

stabile species can also shift a SPROX transition to an artifactually lower (or higher) 

denaturant concentration, and ultimately lead to the calculation of an inaccurate Gf 

value.  

 Our conventional equilibrium unfolding analyses of ubiquitin and RNaseA using 

CD spectroscopy revealed that both of these two-state folding proteins were destabilized 

upon oxidation of the methionine residues in their primary amino acid sequences. 

Ubiquitin was destabilized by 3.4 kcal/mol (~40%); and RNaseA was destabilized by 5 

kcal/mol (~75%). However, it is remarkable that despite these destabilizing effects the 

SPROX-derived Gf and m-values for these proteins were within 30% of those 

determined in a CD denaturation experiment on the wild-type proteins. Presumably, this 

is because the pre-transition baseline of a SPROX curve is generated under solution 
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conditions (i.e., denaturant concentrations <2 M) where the protein is minimally 

oxidized. Our results suggest that some perturbation of the folding equilibrium by the 

oxidation reaction products can be tolerated in SPROX without comprising the 

technique’s accuracy. 

 In using the Zip-Tip quenching method it is important that the recovery of 

oxidized and non-oxidized protein be the same. Preferential recovery of either the 

oxidized or non-oxidized protein will compromise the accuracy of the resulting Gf and 

m-values. For example, preferential recovery of non-oxidized protein will result in a 

general reduction of the Masswt,av values in a SPROX curve (especially in the pre-

transition baseline). Such a reduction can alter the position and shape of the transition 

region of a SPROX curve. This potential problem can be minimized with the use of 

relatively high concentrations of organic solvent in the elution buffer (e.g., the 

acetonitrile in this work). We note that such preferential recovery did not appear to be a 

problem in this work as the MALDI generated SPROX data on ubiquitin and RNaseA, 

which did not utilize the Zip Tip quenching method, yielded Gf and m-values that were 

within experimental error (i.e., within 30%) of those generated from the ESI-generated 

SPROX data, which did utilize the Zip Tip quenching method.  

2.4.3 Protein-Ligand Binding Affinity Determinations by SPROX 

The thermodynamic analysis of protein-ligand binding interactions by SPROX 

involves the determination of a protein’s C1/2
SPROX value in the absence and presence of 

excess ligand in an analogous fashion to that done in SUPREX. As in SUPREX analyses 

of protein-ligand binding,[40, 42, 52] SPROX analyses of ligand binding do not require 
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the assumption of two-state folding. Indeed, it has been previously shown that ligand-

binding to the CypA, and BCAII, and Cmd systems can be quantified by SUPREX 

despite the known non-two-state folding properties of BCAII and suspected non-two-

state folding properties of CypA and Cmd.[40, 42, 52] It has also been previously shown 

that ligand-binding to CypA and BCAII can also be quantified by using SPROX-derived 

Gf values.[99] 

 An important assumption in the calculation of accurate Gf values by SPROX is 

that the oxidation reaction products (including those of the protein and/or the ligand) do 

not alter the protein-ligand binding affinity. The reasonably good agreement of the 

SPROX-derived Kd values in previous work[99] with those previously reported 

elsewhere,[42, 52] suggest that the oxidation reaction products of BCAII, CypA, and 

their ligands in this work did not alter their binding affinities. This is presumably because 

a significant fraction of the points in a SPROX curve (i.e., the data points in the pre-

transition baseline) are collected under conditions where the protein is not significantly 

oxidized.  

 The Cmd-Ca(II) and Cmd-Ca(II)-melittin complexes were chosen as a model 

protein-ligand system that had been previously studied using the SUPREX[41] and 

SURPEX with protease digestion protocol[52]. Fewer half-lives (for the unprotected 

methionine side-chain oxidation rate) were used in the SPROX oxidation of Cmd. This 

did not prevent the acquisition of SPROX data for Cmd. This could account for the lower 

post transition baseline (~75 Da) than would be expected (~144 Da) for complete 

oxidation based on the total number of methionine side chains in Cmd (see Figure 11). 
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Like BCAII and CypA[99], oxidation did interfere with the SPROX technique’s ability to 

accurately measure Gf values for the Cmd-Ca(II) and Cmd-Ca(II)-melittin complexes. 

The Gf values were 54% and 51% lower than the SUPREX derived values for Cmd-

Ca(II) and Cmd-Ca(II)-melittin respectively.[41] The SPROX technique was not able to 

derive an accurate Kd value for the Cmd-Ca(II)-melittin complex. This deviation in the 

Kd could be caused by the oxidation of Cmd. The oxidation of human Cmd is known to 

dramatically decrease its affinity for adenylate cyclase.[100] The oxidation of chicken 

Cmd is known to result in a reduction of enzyme activation. The oxidation of methionine 

side chains 109, 124, and 145 are located in the Cmd binding pocket and are the primary 

methionine residues responsible for these weakened interactions. These methionine 

amino acids are conserved in bovine Cmd, and their oxidation could possibly affect 

melittin interaction. The results indicate that even though the binding interaction of Cmd 

with melittin may be weakened by oxidation of Cmd’s Met residues (3 of which are 

located in the melittin binding site) during SPROX analysis, the SPROX methodology 

could still be used to qualitatively detect melittin binding to calcium-loaded Cmd. 

 When the SPROX technique was designed it was envisioned that it would be most 

useful when used in combination with proteomic techniques. This requires that the 

SPROX analysis of individual proteolytic peptides report on the thermodynamic 

parameters of their intact proteins. It has been demonstrated that domain-specific 

thermodynamic properties can be detected from proteolytic peptide fragments containing 

subglobally protected regions of the parent protein sequence using the SUPREX with 

protease digestion protocol.[52] The SUPREX with protease digestion protocol has all of 
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the advantages that SUPREX (with intact proteins) has over spectroscopy-based 

techniques. In addition, SUPREX does not require the use of optical probes, which can 

alter the biophysical properties of proteins. The SPROX technique should have the same 

advantages as SUPREX. In addition the SPROX technique is not limited to the proteases 

compatible with the SUPREX technique and is suitable to longer digestion times due to 

the irreversible nature of the labeling reaction. One disadvantages of the SPROX 

technique is that it does require peptides from globally protected regions of a protein 

sequence that contain at least one methionine. 

 In the digest experiments with Cmd only one methionine-containing peptide was 

detected using the MALDI readout. This peptide consisted of amino acids 38-74 in the N-

terminal domain and contained three methionine residues. All three methionine residues 

appear to be in globally protected regions of the protein based on the amplitude of the 

SPROX curve (Figure 12). This is consistent with the location of these three methionine 

side chains in x-ray crystallographic data[101, 102] of Cmd. 

 The C1/2
SPROX values for the peptide and intact Cmd-Ca(II)-melittin complex are 

within experimental error of each other (Table 2). The C1/2
SPROX values for the peptide 

and intact Cmd-Ca(II) complex are not within experimental error, however they are 

within the expected standard deviation associated with replicate SUPREX and SPROX 

measurements using a MALDI readout, 0.2-0.3 M GdmCl. The Gf values for each of the 

peptides and their respective intact protein complexes were within their fitting errors. 

Small differences in the Gf values for the Cmd-Ca(II) peptide and protein lead to larger 

relative errors in the Gf  and Kd calculations. The Kd for the SPROX peptide analysis 
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is within an order of magnitude of the SPROX intact protein analysis. Dissociation 

constant measurements generally fall within an order of magnitude range using current 

ligand-binding techniques[41] so this difference is not likely to be significant. Given that 

Cmd has suspected two-state behavior, another possibility is that the C terminal domain 

accounts for some of the overall protein stability increase upon melittin binding, and our 

SPROX measurement on the N term peptide is reporting only on the stability shift 

associated with the N terminal domain. 

2.5 Conclusions 

It has been demonstrated that SPROX can be used to evaluate the thermodynamic 

parameters associated with protein folding reactions of some, but not all, proteins with 

the same accuracy and precision as more conventional denaturant-induced equilibrium 

unfolding techniques. Clearly, the caveats associated with accurate Gf and m-value 

measurements by SPROX will limit applications of the technique for such “absolute” 

measurements. However, fewer caveats are required when the technique is used for 

making relative Gf value measurements (i.e., evaluating ligand binding affinities). Even 

for protein-ligand systems where oxidation could weaken ligand binding interactions, the 

SPROX technique is still capable of detecting ligand binding in a qualitative manner. A 

SPROX with protease digestion protocol similar to the SUPREX with protease digestion 

protocol confirmed that ligand-binding interactions could be detected on the peptide level 

in cases where SPROX cannot make accurate quantitative measurements of ligand-

binding interactions. The covalent nature of the chemical modification in SPROX is 

expected to facilitate thermodynamic analysis of proteins in complex protein mixtures, 
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where separation after modification would be necessary. The SPROX methodology has 

the most caveats of the mass spectrometry-based covalent labeling strategies discussed 

previously (continuous H/D exchange, hydroxyl radical footprinting, PLIMSTEX, and 

SUPREX), but it holds the most promise for proteomic protein-ligand screening 

applications. 
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3. Thermal SPROX 
3.1 Introduction 

 Thermal denaturation techniques have certain advantages over chemical 

denaturation techniques. Chemical denaturants can interfere with spectroscopic and mass 

spectrometric measurements. Chemical denaturants such as GdmCl and Urea can cause 

ionization suppression in the MALDI and ESI analysis of proteins and peptides in 

complex mixtures. In addition high concentrations of these chemicals can adversely 

effect the quality of chromatographic separation. Purification protocols that remove these 

chemicals result in a loss of protein or peptide analyte, dropping low abundant or weak 

protein signals below detection limit measurements. There are also cases where 

denaturants can inhibit ligand binding.[67] Having a complimentary thermal technique 

could improve the number of protein global unfolding transitions detected and the 

number of protein-ligand induced stability shifts detected in a proteomics experiment. 

The SPROX technique is analogous to the SUPREX technique. Both use chemical 

denaturant to unfold target proteins. One inherent advantage in the labeling reaction used 

in the SPROX technique is that it is compatible with thermal denaturation. Designing a 

protocol for the use of thermal denaturation in SUPREX would not be trivial. The 

intrinsic rate of amide deuterium exchange is approximately 0.04 s-1 at physiological pH 

and room temperature and increases with increasing temperature.[68] Concerns regarding 

the EX2 behavior of protein folding arise when covalent labeling reaction rates are 

increased in protein stability techniques. A more practical issue in a theoretical SUPREX 

protocol is the experimental feasibility of the quenching step. 
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The optimal labeling reaction time in SUPREX and SPROX is on the order of 2-5 

half-lives. Due to the reversible nature of the deuterium exchange reaction, diluting the 

deuterium concentration (the D2O concentration) in a SUPREX experiment would result 

in lower baselines and lower amplitudes in SUPREX curves (see Figure 5), thus the rate 

of the preserved first order reaction cannot be modulated by changing the D2O 

concentration. However, the irreversible nature of the hydrogen peroxide mediated 

labeling reaction in SPROX allows for the reaction to go to the same extent of 

completion using lower labeling reagent concentration and longer times.  

 In the case where chemical denaturants are used to measure the thermodynamics 

of protein folding reactions there is a linear dependence of Gf on denaturant 

concentration. This allows for the linear extrapolation of Gf in the absence of 

denaturant. There is not a linear dependence of temperature on folding free energy. An 

illustrative curve depicting the dependence of unfolding free energy on temperature for a 

typical protein is shown in Figure 16. The thermodynamic parameters given in the 

caption for Figure 16 have been fit to Equation 3-1, which has been used to describe the 

dependence of protein unfolding free energy on temperature.[103, 104] Calorimetry 

techniques attempt to derive protein unfolding free energy using Equation 3-1 by directly 

measuring the specific heat, Cp, the melting temperature, Tm, and the enthalpy of 

unfolding, Hm, from heat absorption measurements as a protein is carried through its 

thermal transition (Sm, the entropy of unfolding, can be calculated using Equation 1-4 

given that Gu is zero at Tm).  

  



 

 

Figure 16: An illustrative curve for the dependence 
temperature generated by fitting 
enthalpy of unfolding, 
kcal/molK, a specific heat, C
60C. 
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An illustrative curve for the dependence of free energy on 
enerated by fitting the following calorimetric data to Equation 3

enthalpy of unfolding, H, of 137 kcal/mol, an entropy of unfolding, 
kcal/molK, a specific heat, Cp, of 2.25 kcal/molK, and a melting temperature, T

 

of free energy on 
to Equation 3-1: an 

H, of 137 kcal/mol, an entropy of unfolding, S, of 0.411 
kcal/molK, and a melting temperature, Tm, of 
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Equation 3 - 1 

Binding of a ligand enhances protein stability lowering Gf and shifting Tm to 

higher temperatures. Spectroscopic biophysical techniques have taken advantage of this 

thermal shift to detect and quantify ligand binding interactions.[2-4] These thermal shift 

assays follow temperature-dependent changes using fluorescence, circular dichroism, and 

absorbance. The oxidation reaction in the SPROX technique could be used to follow the 

thermal denaturation of proteins and protein-ligand complexes through their melting 

temperature. 

In this chapter the SPROX technique has been adapted to follow the thermal 

denaturation of proteins. A thermal SPROX protocol is developed and tested on a four-

protein model mixture consisting of Ubiquitin, RNaseA, BCAII, and CypA. The THROX 

behavior of the proteins in the mixture is described and the ability to determine 

thermodynamic parameters derived from Equation 3-2 is evaluated. The thermal SPROX 

protocol was also performed on the four-component protein mixture in the presence of 

CsA, and the technique’s ability to detect and quantify dissociation constants is evaluated 

in the context of the known CypA-CsA interaction.  

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Materials 

Ubiquitin (Ubq), RNaseA, sinapinic acid (SA), sodium hydrogenphosphate, and 

acetonitrile were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was from 

G(T )  Hm TSm  Cp T Tm  TLn T
Tm   
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Halocarbon. Cyclosporin A (CsA) was purchased from LKT Laboratories, Inc. Hydrogen 

peroxide (H2O2) (30% w/w) was purchased from ScienceLab.com. Guanidine 

hydrochloride (GdmCl), omni pure, was from VWR. L-Methionine (98+% pure) was 

from Acros Organics. Sodium phosphate was purchased from Malincroft. Zip-Tips were 

purchased from Millipore. The cyclophilin A (CypA) (human) used in this work was a 

gift from Prof. Michael Campa (Duke University Medical Center); and it was obtained by 

recombinant DNA methods outlined in section 2.2.1. 

3.2.2 Instrumentation 

MALDI mass spectra were acquired on an UltraFlex II TOF/TOF (Bruker 

Daltonics, Inc., Billerica, MA) mass spectrometer in the linear and positive ion mode 

using a smartbeam Nd:YAG laser (355 nm). Spectra were collected using the following 

instrument parameters: 25 kV ion source 1 voltage, 23.4 kV ion source 2 voltage, 6 kV 

lense voltage, 100 - 130 ns pulsed ion extraction, and matrix gating to 3000 Da. Solution 

pH measurements were made using a Jenco 6072 pH meter equipped with a Futura 

calomel pH electrode from Beckman Instruments (Fullerton, CA). Refractive index 

measurements were made using a Bausch & Lomb (Rochester, NY) refractometer.[86] 

Thermal denaturation was carried out on Standard Heatblock from VWR Scientific 

Products. 

3.2.3 Thermal SPROX Protocol 

The thermal SPROX protocol used in this work is out lined in Figure 17. This 

protocol is very similar to the standard SPROX protocol. The main exceptions are that 

the samples differ by temperature in place of chemical denaturant and the reaction 
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conditions are adjusted to keep the extent of the labeling reaction constant (i.e. the 

number of half-lives for the oxidation reaction is kept constant) across the temperature 

range of the samples.  



 

 

Figure 17: Schematic representation of the thermal
oxidation times are varied to keep the number of half
constant for all samples. Samples at higher temperatures have shorter oxidation 
times and samples at lower temperatures have longer oxidation times.
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: Schematic representation of the thermal SPROX protocol
oxidation times are varied to keep the number of half-lives in the oxidation reaction 
constant for all samples. Samples at higher temperatures have shorter oxidation 

lower temperatures have longer oxidation times.

 

SPROX protocol. The 
lives in the oxidation reaction 

constant for all samples. Samples at higher temperatures have shorter oxidation 
lower temperatures have longer oxidation times. 
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As in SPROX, a stock protein solution, or stock protein-ligand solution, is diluted 

into buffered aqueous solutions (or just partitioned). These protein samples are then 

allowed to equilibrate at a given temperature. The equilibration time for the proteins and 

protein mixtures described below was fifteen minutes. Oxidation is initiated after the 

equilibration time with the addition of H2O2. The H2O2 concentration, which is kept 

constant in the experiment, is in sufficient excess over protein concentration to maintain, 

for all practical purposes, a constant H2O2 concentration throughout the reaction. The 

time of the oxidation is varied at the different temperatures to ensure that the oxidation 

reaction of an unprotected methionine side chain proceeds to the same number of half-

lives, see Figure 17. A time consistent with 5 half-lives was used for experiments 

described within. The oxidation reaction can be quenched after the specified time using 

the same methods employed using SPROX.[99] A 5-6 fold molar excess of free 

methionine was used for the thermal SPROX experiments described here. After 

quenching the samples the protein(s) extent of oxidation is determined using MALDI-MS 

analysis. 

Thermal SPROX analyses in this work were performed on a four-protein 

component mixture containing 16 mM sodium phosphate and 4 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4) 

buffer. The temperature varied between 25C and 80C. After thermal equilibration 1 L 

of 2 M H2O2 was added to 9L of protein stock solution. The protein concentrations in 

the oxidation reaction were 1.95 M for Ubq, 2.44 M for RNaseA, 2.30 M for BCAII, 

and 8.33 M for human CypA. Experiments on the four-component mixture were also 

conducted in the presence of CsA (2 mM) and 10% DMSO. A 5-minute equilibration 
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time was allowed for protein-ligand complex formation prior to thermal equilibration. 

The H2O2 concentration during the oxidation reactions was 200 mM. Oxidation times 

used at each temperature were selected as described below in section 3.2.5. 

The data analysis for obtaining Masswt,av values from the raw MS data was carried out 

as described in the beginning of section 2.2.5. The Masswt,av data was fit to Equation 3-2 

where y(T) is the average Masswt,av value as a function of T for each sample. 
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Equation 3 - 5 

In Equation 3-2 y(T) is the mass spectrometry-based unfolding data as a function 

of the temperature, T, for each sample in a thermal SPROX curve. The five fitting 

parameters, Tm, Hu, Cpu, yf, and yu, are allowed to float according to the Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm for minimizing the sum of the squares of the residuals. Tm is the 
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midpoint for the protein unfolding transition, and Tm=T0 in the absence of ligands. Hu is 

the protein unfolding enthalpy, and Hu=Hu
T0 in the absence of ligand.Cpu is the heat 

capacity change for protein unfolding, and Cpu=Cpu
T0 in the absence of ligand. The 

parameters yf and yu are the pre-transitional and post-transtional baselines from the MS 

data, respectively. 

In Equation 3-3 KL
Tm is the ligand association constant at Tm. Tm is the midpoint 

for the protein unfolding transition in the presence of ligand. T0 is the midpoint for the 

unfolding transition in the absence of ligand. Hu
T0 is the enthalpy of protein unfolding in 

the absence of ligand at T0. Cpu
T0 is the change in heat capacity on protein unfolding in 

the absence of ligand. LTm is the free ligand concentration at Tm (the total ligand 

concentration when [Ligand]total>>[Protein]total), and R is the gas constant. 

In Equations 3-4 and 3-5 KL
T is the protein/ligand binding association constant at 

any temperature, T. The parameter HL
T is the ligand binding enthalpy, and the 

parameter CpL
T is the ligand heat capacity change on binding. The second exponential 

term in Equation 3-4 is nearly always very small, and reasonable approximations of KL
T 

can be made using Equation 3-5.[105] 

Four of the five fitting parameters, Tm, Hu, Cpu, and yu were allowed to float 

using a nonlinear regression routine in SigmaPlot. The fitting parameter yf was forced to 

an averageMasswt,av value for the data points in the pre-transition baseline to help 

reduce fitting errors in the regression analysis. 
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3.2.4 Assesing Quantitative Ligand Binding Capabilities 

Equations 3-3 and 3-5 were used to generate a Kd for the CypA-CsA complex. 

The fitting parameter, Cpu, for the CypA-CsA complex in Equation 3-2 was forced to a 

value, 0.46 kcalmol-1K-1 higher than that determined for CypA in the absence of CsA 

based on an average of two CpL values found in the literature.[110, 111] The nonlinear 

regression routine required this assignment of Cpu in order to generate a meaningful 

Cpu value without using this constraint. 

3.2.5 Oxidation Rate Determinations at Elevated Temperatures 

Second-order rate constants for the H2O2 oxidation of unprotected methionine 

sites in an amino acid sequence were experimentally determined for temperatures from 

40 to 90C. In each of these experiments, a 0.05 mM solution of a model methionine-

containing peptide, Substance P, was prepared in 20 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4. 

Substance P is an 11 amino acid peptide with one N-terminal methionine. The oxidation 

reactions were carried out in the presence of 15 mM H2O2 for temperatures at 40, 50, 60, 

70, and 80C, and in the presence of 5 mM H2O2 for 80 and 90C. Two oxidation 

reactions were carried out and averaged at 40C, in 15 and 150 mM H2O2. The H2O2 

concentration was lowered at higher temperature to slow the reaction rate to the point that 

conversion to oxidation products could be easily followed. The extent of oxidation was 

determined at each time point by the Masswt,av values, (calculated using Equation 2-1) 

from MALDI-MS data. Ultimately, a plot of Masswt,av vs. time was constructed and the 

data were fit to  the single exponential function given in Equation 2-7. Shown in Figure 
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18 are typical rate curves obtained at 40C, 60C, and 90C. The pseudo-first-order 

values determined for substance P at each temperature were divided by the H2O2 

concentration used (5, 15, or 150 mM) to generate a second-order rate constant for the 

oxidation of methionine in an unstructured peptide sequence. 



 

 

Figure 18: Data from oxidation rate determination experiments at three 
temperatures. The rates of 
peptide Substance P are determined from fitting an expone
Masswt,av vs time data shown in the plots. A) Rate at 40
Rate at 60C in 15 mM H
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: Data from oxidation rate determination experiments at three 
temperatures. The rates of methionine oxidation for the methionine side chain in the 
peptide Substance P are determined from fitting an exponential equation to the 

vs time data shown in the plots. A) Rate at 40C in 150 mM H
C in 15 mM H2O2. C) Rate at 90C in 5 mM H2O2. 

: Data from oxidation rate determination experiments at three 
methionine oxidation for the methionine side chain in the 

tial equation to the 
C in 150 mM H2O2. B) 
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The rates of oxidation were fit to a three-parameter exponential rise to max 

equation (Equation 3-6) and to the Arrhenius equation (Equation 3-7), see Figure 19. 

Oxidation rates for temperatures used in thermal SPROX experiments were calculated 

from the fit of the three-parameter exponential equation. 

 

Equation 3 - 6 
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Equation 3 - 7 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Oxidation Rate Determination at Elevated Temperatures 

The oxidation rate constants for the H2O2 mediated oxidation of methionine in the 

peptide Substance P were experimentally determined at six temperatures between 40 and 

90C. In these experiments, a solution of Substance P was reacted with H2O2, at 

concentrations of 5, 15, or 150 mM, and the extent of oxidation (i.e., Masswt,av) was 

determined as a function of time. The resulting Masswt,av versus time data were fit to 

Equation 2-7 in order to extract a rate constant for the pseudo-first order reaction of 

hydrogen peroxide with Substance P for a given temperature. 

The measured rates of methionine oxidation in Substance P are listed in Table 4. 

Second-order rate constants were obtained from the division of pseudo-first-order rate 

constants by the H2O2 concentration. These rates were plotted against temperature and fit 

k  ko AebT
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to Equation 3-6, Figure 19A. The values for the parameters extracted in this fit were 

327.4 M-1hr-1 for ko, 0.9915 for A, and 0.0981C-1 for b. Figure 19B shows the Arrhenius 

plot of this data using Equation 3-7. The parameters extracted from this fit were found to 

be 1.06x109 s-1 for A, and 14.6 kcal/mol for Ea. 
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Table 3: Second-order oxidation rate constants measured for methionine in 
substance P at different temperatures at pH 7.4 in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer. 
Each rate constant was measured onceb and determined by following the extent of 
oxidation over time by MALDI-MS and fitting the data to Equation 2-7.  

Temp (C) 25 40 50 60 70 80 90 

kox (M-1hr-1) 50a 371b 576 816 1536 2592 7128 

R2  0.9825b 0.9959 0.9810 0.9789 0.8386 0.9356 

a) This is the average oxidation rate for four unstructured protein sequences 

from ref [99].  

b) This rate constant is an average of two measured rates. 

 



 

Figure 19: Rate vs Temperature plots for methionine oxid
P using the data in table 4
second-order rate costants
rate constants as a function of temperature. The apparent activation energy
kcal/mol, was obtained from
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: Rate vs Temperature plots for methionine oxidation of substance 
using the data in table 4. (A) Three-parameter exponential plot of temperature vs. 

costants fit to Equation 3-6. (B) Arrhenius plot of the oxidation 
rate constants as a function of temperature. The apparent activation energy

was obtained from fitting the data to Equation 3-7. 

 

ation of substance 
parameter exponential plot of temperature vs. 

. (B) Arrhenius plot of the oxidation 
rate constants as a function of temperature. The apparent activation energy, 14.6 
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3.3.2 Thermal SPROX Analysis of Protein Folding and Ligand Binding 

 The four-component protein mixture described in section 3.2.3 was analyzed 

using the thermal SPROX protocol outlined above and depicted in Figure 17. Using a 

MALDI readout it was possible to detect three out of the four proteins including Ubq, 

RNaseA, and CypA. 

The thermal SPROX data acquired for Ubq, RNaseA, and CypA using the 

MALDI readout are shown in Figure 20. Typical MALDI mass spectra for the 25C and 

80C samples of Ubq, RNaseA, and CypA are shown in Figures 20A, 20B, and 20C, 

respectively. The Masswt,av values are plotted as a function of temperature for Ubq, 

RNaseA, and CypA in Figures 20D, 20E, and 20F, respectively. The relative ion signal 

intensities for unoxidized Ubq and oxidized Ubq were essentially unchanged (i.e., within 

experimental error of the Masswt,av measurements) at the different temperatures (see 

Figure 20A). The Masswt,av values coincide with those observed in the pre-transition 

baseline for the Ubq SPROX data in Figure 8. These results suggest that the melting 

temperature for Ubq at pH 7.4 is above 80C. This is consistent with thermal 

denaturation studies of Ubq where the protein has been shown to have a Tm of 90C at pH 

4.[106] 

The thermal SPROX data acquired for RNaseA in the four protein component 

mixture are shown in Figures 20B and 20E. For RNaseA the relative ion signal intensity 

for the unoxidized protein is decreased at higher temperatures, whereas the relative ion 

signals for the oxidaized species are increased (Figure 20B). The thermal SPROX data 

and the curves generated from fitting the data to Equation 3-2 for RNaseA in the presence 
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and absence of CsA are shown in Figure 20E. CsA is not known to interact with RNaseA, 

and this is supported by the two curves having melting transitions, Tm, within 

experimental error of each other, see Table 5. The values for Tm, Hu, Cpu, yu, and yf 

extracted from fitting the data to Equation 3-2 are summarized in Table 5. 

The thermal SPROX data and the curves generated from fitting the Masswt,av 

data for CypA to Equation 3-2 (in the presence and absence of CsA) are shown in Figure 

20F. For CypA a thermal shift of 6.2C indicating an increase in stability is seen for 

CypA in the presence of CsA. This is expected as CypA has a known interaction with 

CsA. The values and fitting errors for Tm, Hu, Cpu, yu, and yf extracted from fitting the 

data to Equation 3-2 are also summarized in Table 4. The Kd derived from Equations 3-3 

and 3-5 are summarized in Table 5. 



 

Figure 20: Thermal SPROX analysis of Ubq
protien component mixture in the presence and absence of 
Representative MALDI mass spectra obtained at selected temperatures are shown 
for Ubq in A, RNaseA in B, and CypA in C. 
mM H2O2 are shown in D, E, and F for Ubq, RNaseA, and CypA respectively. 
fitting of the thermal SPORX plots to E
CypA (E and F). Parameters derived from th
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rmal SPROX analysis of Ubq, RNaseA, and CypA in a four
protien component mixture in the presence and absence of 
Representative MALDI mass spectra obtained at selected temperatures are shown 

eA in B, and CypA in C. Thermal SPROX plots generated in 200 
are shown in D, E, and F for Ubq, RNaseA, and CypA respectively. 

of the thermal SPORX plots to Equation 3-2 are shown for RNaseA and 
Parameters derived from these fits are listed in Tables 4 and 5.

 

, RNaseA, and CypA in a four-
protien component mixture in the presence and absence of 2mM CsA. 
Representative MALDI mass spectra obtained at selected temperatures are shown 

generated in 200 
are shown in D, E, and F for Ubq, RNaseA, and CypA respectively. The 

2 are shown for RNaseA and 
ese fits are listed in Tables 4 and 5. 
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Table 4: Thermodynamic parameters derived from Equation 3-2 for proteins 
in the presence of a four-protein component mixture in 20 mM sodium phosphate 
(pH 7.4). Errors listed are fitting errors from the fit of Equation 3-2. Parenthetical 
values are from sources in the literature. 

Protein M0
a (Da) Mi (Da) Hu 

(kcal/mol) 

Cp 

(kcal/molK) 

Tm (C) 

RNaseA 7.1 50.12.7 2351,156 

(91-112)b,d 

16.889.1 

(2.25)c 

50.31.3 

(58-64)b,c,d 

RNaseA + CsA 7.1 50.74.9 171981 11.874.7 51.15.9 

CypA 16.3 61.82.2 202691 14.65415 43.05.7 

CypA + CsA 7.8 62.84.4 206429 15.032.8a 49.20.2 

a – values were forced in the fit of Equation 3-2 

b – ref [107] 

c – ref [108] 

d - ref [109] 
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Table 5: Quantitative determination of Cyclosporin A binding to Cyclophilin 
A. 

 Thermal SPROX Literature 

Hb (kcal/mol) 4 -15.9a 

-14.70.3b 

Kd (nm) 666 11.4-200a-d 

a - [110] 
b - [111] 
c – [112] 
d - [113] 
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Thermal SPROX Protocol Development 

 In thermal SPROX the H2O2 concentration is held constant while the oxidation 

reaction time of each sample is adjusted to keep constant the extent of each oxidation 

reaction, or the number of half-lives to which the reactions are allowed to proceed, 

constant (see Figure 17 and Figure21A). This requires the use of relatively long oxidation 

times for samples near room temperature and relatively short oxidation times at high 

temperature.  

The standard SPROX protocol uses oxidation times of 1 to 2 minutes in the 

presence of 1 to 2 M H2O2. This corresponds to about 2.5 half-lives of the hydrogen 

peroxide mediated oxidation of methionine side chains. In the thermal SPROX protocol a 

five half-life oxidation time was used to insure the quantitative oxidation of methionine 

side chains in an unstructured protein and to keep oxidation times at higher temperatures 

within a practically achievable limit (i.e. > 30 seconds).  

In theory the oxidation times could be held constant throughout a thermal SPROX 

experiment and the H2O2 concentration could be adjusted, see figure 21B. For example, if 

a 5-minute constant oxidation time were used, the [H2O2] range for temperatures from 

25C to 80C would be 825 mM to 16 mM. Care must be taken to choose [H2O2] 

concentrations in large excess of protein concentration to ensure pseudo-first-order 

kinetics. For this work the approach exemplified in Figure 21A (constant [H2O2] with 

variable time) was chosen to eliminate any potential dilution errors. However, in theory, 
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both approaches should produce equivalent results if tuned to the same number of half-

lives. 



 

 

Figure 21: Two approaches for the thermal SPROX experiment. In A H
concentration is held constant for all samples. This is the approach used in this 
work. In B oxidation time is held constant for all samples.
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The first step in the development of the protocol was to determine the temperature 

dependence of the oxidation rate constants. A good fit (R2 > 0.99) was obtained when the 

oxidation rate data were fit to equation 3-6 (Figure 19A). The parameters in the equation 

for this fit were used to estimate the rate constants for samples at different temperatures 

and their oxidation times. The data were also fit to the Arrhenius equation (see Equation 

3-7) to estimate the prefactor, A, and the activation energy, Ea, for the oxidation of 

methionine in substance P.  

The rates of methionine oxidation in this work were found to be faster than those 

reported by Pan and Trout et al.[93] The base 10 logarithm of the arrhenius prefactors 

were 9.00.8 M-1s-1 and 6.10.9 M-1s-1 and the activation energies were 14.61.2 

kcal/mol and 11.10.8 kcal/mol in this work and Trout’s work respectively. The 

sequence dependence of the reaction is a potential factor that could account for the slight 

differences in rates observed between the two studies. The methionine amino acid in the 

peptide used in this work, Subtance P, is located on the N-terminus, whereas the 

methionine residue is located between two adjacent residues in the peptides in Trout’s 

work. The different reaction conditions, buffer composition, and pH could also contribute 

to this difference. Trout’s experiments were carried out at a lower pH than those in this 

study, 4.0 vs 7.4. The experimental conditions used in this oxidation rate study were 

chosen to match the conditions used in the thermal SPROX experiments. 

3.4.2 Thermal SPROX Data Analysis 

Care was taken to use protein samples in which there was minimal baseline 

oxidation. The model protein mixture in this work was checked for background oxidation 
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before carrying out the thermal SPROX analysis. Background oxidation was minimal (< 

5% as judged by the expected peak intensities observed in mass spectral analyses of the 

proteins prior to oxidation). As noted in the previous chapter, such endogenous oxidation 

is not expected to impact SPROX-based analyses, other than to increase the pre-transition 

baseline of proteins’ thermal SPROX curves. A pre-transition baseline shift is not 

expected to impact Tm calculations using Equation 3-2, as this parameters is largely 

defined by the shape and position of the transition region of a thermal SPROX curve and 

not the magnitude of the pre-(or post-)transition. 

The melting temperatures for RNaseA determined in this work were 7-8C lower 

than the value measured by UV[109] and reported elsewhere.[107, 108] The likely cause 

for the lower melting transitions observed in the thermal SPROX technique compared to 

spectroscopic techniques comes from an issue in using the extent of covalent labeling to 

measure protein unfolding. Covalent labeling in the thermal SPROX experiment marks 

proteins that have undergone unfolding events and acquired label as opposed to the actual 

fraction of unfolded protein at a given time. In the EX2 regime proteins will typically 

sample their unfolded state multiple times before becoming quantitatively labeled, but 

some fraction of the folded population will have acquired label at protected sites due to 

an unfolding event. Depending on the extent of proteins having globally protected 

methionine side chains that have been oxidized but have or would have sampled their 

refolded state could result in elevated regions of the pre-transition baseline, particularly at 

temperatures near the transition region. This could ultimately lower the slope of the 
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transition region and shift the observed midpoint in a thermal SPROX experiment to 

lower temperature.  

The two other thermodynamic parameters generated from fitting the Masswt,av 

data to Equation 3-2, Hu and Cp, (see Table 4) are not consistent with values reported 

elsewhere.[110-113] The fitting errors for these parameters are very large, over 100% 

relative error, making interpretation of these values somewhat meaningless. 

Spectroscopy-based experiments using Equation 3-2 often take measurements every 

0.1C and have ten or more data points to model a protein unfolding transition.[3] In the 

thermal SPROX experiment described here Equation 3-2 was only fit to six temperature 

data points, and only one measurement (50C) appeared to fall in the transition region. In 

theory, more data points could improve the fit to Equation 3-2 and reduce errors in the 

resulting parameters. In practice this may not be beneficial because errors in the mass 

accuracy of the Masswt,av measurements and the steep slopes of melting transitions 

would make it difficult to improve the fitting of Equation 3-2 by simply adding more 

temperature samples, see Figures 20E and F. 

The thermal SPROX technique does detect a difference in the melting 

temperatures of CypA in the presence and absence of CsA, demonstrating qualitative 

detection of ligand binding, see Figure 20F. The significance of the shift in melting 

temperature is shown by the difference between the Tm values being greater than the sum 

of their fitting errors derived from Equation 3-2, see Table 1. The shift is also apparent in 

the differences in the Masswt,av values and their standard deviations for the 45C and 
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50C (318K and 323K) temperature points in the thermal SPROX curves shown in Figure 

20F.  

The thermal SPROX technique is not able to accurately quantify the strength of 

the CypA-CsA interaction in the experiment presented herein. The Kd measured by 

thermal SPROX is not within the expected range of values reported by other calorimetry-

based techniques. This could arise from fitting errors due to a lack of data points 

modeling the unfolding transitions. However, if Hb is forced to a value of -14.7 

kcal/mol  (a value reported by Fanghanel et al – [111]) using Equation 3-5, then a more 

reasonable Kd value of 162 nM is obtained using the thermal SPROX data, see Table 5. If 

other thermodynamic parameters are known, specifically Hb and Cp, it may be possible 

to use the thermal SPROX technique to determine accurate Kd values. 

3.5 Conclusions 

 The thermal SPROX protocol developed in this work is able to qualitatively 

detect ligand binding for the CypA-CsA interaction. The quantitative measurements of 

the melting temperature and dissociation constants were not possible without providing 

additional calorimetric parameters. Quantitative measurements are theoretically possible 

by following protein denaturation in more samples around the thermal transition. 

However, errors in the mass accuracy of the Masswt,av measurements and the steep 

slopes of melting transitions would make it difficult to improve the fitting of Equation 3-

2 by simply adding more temperature samples for transitions like those seen in CypA, see 

Figure 20F. Furthermore, this technique has been designed for proteomic applications. 

Following thermal transitions could require as many as fifty or more samples in the 
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temperature range of 40C to 90C to model a majority of protein thermal transitions 

within 1C increments. This number of samples would limit the feasibility of the thermal 

SPROX technique for many proteomics experiments where a single sample can take as 

long as a full day to run. The thermal SPROX technique developed here is seen as an 

alternative mass spectrometry-based technique for the qualitative detection of ligand 

binding interactions. 
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4. Incorporating Methionine Oxidation-Based Ligand 
Binding Detection Methods with 1-Dimensional 
Proteomic Separation Strategies 
4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 1-Dimensional Shotgun Proteomic Separation Strategies 

Bottom-up proteomics, where MS is performed on digested protein mixtures, uses 

two common fractionation techniques. These two fractionation techniques are 

polyacrimilide gel electrophoresis and liquid chromatography (LC). In gels, protein 

mixtures are separated based on their electrophoretic mobility through a polyacrimilide 

gel. Typically, bands are cut from the gel and peptides are extracted following proteolytic 

digestion. The limits of this approach include variable peptide extraction efficiency of 

peptides from the gel bands and loss of proteins with low abundance or extremes in 

molecular weights.[115] In addition, the reproducibility between and even within gels 

can be an issue for multi-sample analyses. Proteomic LC-MS analyses use 

chromatographic columns for sample fractionation. Unlike in gel-based proteomics 

platforms, protein digestion can be carried out in solution with LC-MS. 

The goal of the work in this chapter was to demonstrate the use of the thermal 

SPROX technique with a 1-Dimensional LC-MS proteomic platform. The irreversible 

nature of the label allows oxidized protein samples generated using the SPROX protocol 

to be analyzed using fractionation applications in proteomics experiments. Here the 

compatibility of the SPROX technique with one-dimensional shotgun proteomics is 

confirmed. This protocol follows the same steps in the standard SPROX protocol until 
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after the quenching step (see SPROX scheme in Figure 6). At this point samples were 

digested and prepared for proteomic MS analysis as described in section 4.2.  

The work in the first part of this chapter involves studies on a four-component 

protein mixture using thermal SPROX and carrying out a proteomics run for each 

individual temperature/sample, both with and with out the ligand CsA. The thermal 

SPROX technique in chapter 3 of this dissertation followed the oxidation of protein by 

essentially following the weighted mass average of the ion signals for the unoxidized and 

oxidized species in a mass spectrometry readout. Oxidized and unoxidized peptides have 

different retention times and their ion signals are not observed in the same mass spectra 

in the proteomics data described here. A different data analysis approach is used to 

follow protein oxidation in this chapter. The quantitative disappearance of unoxidized 

met-peptides and the appearance of their oxidized counterparts are followed over the 

course of ten to twenty proteomic runs (for the ten to twenty samples at each temperature 

in the thermal SPROX experiment). The thermal SPROX technique’s ability to detect 

CsA binding to CypA, a model protein-ligand binding interaction, in a four-protein 

component mixture using a proteomics platform is evaluated herein. 

4.1.2 A SPROX Protocol Using Stable Isotope Labeling 

A major challenge in quantitative proteomics concerns how to deal with errors in 

quantitation that result from ion signal variability from run to run. Such variability from 

run to run is problematic in SPROX analyses where the extent of oxidation for 

approximately 20 to 24 samples needs to be analyzed. Isotopic labels are a popular 

current method used to address run-to-run variability that allow peptides from multiple 
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samples to be pooled and analyzed simultaneously by LC-MS, but differentiated based on 

their masses in the mass analyzer.[85, 116] 

The two most abundant isotopes of oxygen, Oxygen-16 and Oxygen-18, have 

been used in peptide isotope labeling techniques during protease mediated-cleavage for 

over 25 years.[117] When proteins are digested with trypsin in the presence of H2O18 the 

two C-terminal oxygen atoms are exchanged with the heavy Oxygen-18 atoms in the 

isotopically enriched water. The mass increase of 4 Da (2O18 – 2O18) is enough to 

separate the isotope envelopes of most peptides labeled in this way in the same mass 

spectrum. 

The work in the second part of this chapter uses Oxygen-18 isotopically enriched 

hydrogen peroxide, H2O2
18, in the SPROX methionine labeling reaction to create isotopic 

diversity between samples with and with out the ligand CsA. Following the SPROX-

based oxidation of methionine residues with a second round of oxidation to quantitatively 

oxidize all methionine side chains that were not oxidized in the SPROX oxidation further 

reduces the sample complexity. Every met-containing peptide will be oxidized and 

globally protected methionine, or methionine that did not get oxidized in the SPROX-

based oxidation, will differ in mass from methionine that was oxidized in the SPROX-

based oxidation by 2 Da for every methionine in the peptide. Side chains that are 

oxidized in the SPROX oxidation are labeled with one isotope and the remaining 

protected side chains are oxidized with the other isotope, see Figure 22. This same two-

step oxidation process is carried out in the samples with ligand, but in the opposite order 

of isotopes. These quantitatively oxidized samples can then be pooled with ligand 
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containing samples of the same denaturant concentration or temperature. This halves the 

number of proteomic runs and eliminates the run-to-run variability between samples with 

and without ligand at the same temperature or denaturant concentration. This procedure, 

termed PrSUIT (Probing with SPROX Using Isotope Tags), is outlined in the scheme 

shown in Figure 22. The premise behind the technique is that by pooling the labeled 

samples with and without ligand, transition shifts in the denaturation curves can be 

detected based on changes in the O16 to O18 ratio. The isotopic procedure is demonstrated 

using the thermal SPROX technique with a four-protein component mixture (CypA, Ubq, 

RNaseA, and BCAII) in the presence and absence of CsA. 



 

Figure 22: A Scheme depicting the PrSUIT protocol.
SPROX curve represents the protein sample in the absence of ligand and the dashed 
line represents the protein in the presence of ligand. The “x’s” mark three points or 
samples in the curves that are followed through the PrSUIT protoc
carried out using O16 for proteins in the absence of ligand and O
ligand. Methionine side chains that are not oxidized in the SPROX based oxidation 
are oxidized, or “chased”
ligand) following digestion. Samples of the same temperature are pooled and 
analyzed using LCMS analysis.
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4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Materials 

Ubiquitin, RNaseA, BCAII from bovine erythrocytes (88 wt %), trypsin 

proteomics grade, sinapinic acid (SA), sodium hydrogenphosphate, ammonium 

bicarbonate, and acetonitrile (MeCN) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 

Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was from Halocarbon. Cyclosporin A (CsA) was purchased 

from LKT Laboratories, Inc. Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) (30% w/w) was purchased from 

ScienceLab.com. Oxygen-18 isotopically enriched hydrogen peroxide (H2O2
18) (2-3% 

w/w) was purchased from Isotec. L-Methionine (98+% pure) was from Acros Organics.  

Sodium phosphate was purchased from Malincroft. The Zip-Tips were purchased from 

Millipore. The Bio-Rad Quick Start kit (cat #500-0208) was purchased from Bio-Rad. 

The Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (cat # 23227), Iodoactamide (IDA), and dithiothreitol 

(DTT) were from thermo scientific. The cyclophilin A (human) used in this work was a 

gift from Prof. Michael Campa (Duke University Medical Center); and it was obtained by 

recombinant DNA methods that involved overexpressing the CypA protein as a 

glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusion protein in E. coli (BL21-DE3); purifying the 

fusion protein using a GST-binding resin; removing the GST-tag in an overnight 

incubation with 5 units of thrombin per mg of fusion protein; and then removing the GST 

and thrombin with GST-binding resin and HiTrap Benzamidine FF, respectively. 

4.2.2 Instrumentation 

Solution pH measurements were made using a Jenco 6072 pH meter equipped 

with a Futura calomel pH electrode from Beckman Instruments (Fullerton, CA). Thermal 
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denaturation was carried out on Standard Heatblock from VWR Scientific Products. 

Heating and mixing during digestion steps were carried out using an Eppendorf 

Thermomixer Compact (Hamburg, Germany). Centrifugation was carried out using an 

Eppendorf Centrifuge 5417C (Hamburg, Germany). Concentration was achieved using a 

Thermo Savant SPD SpeedVac with a RVT4104 Refrigerated Vapor Trap and a OFP-400 

pump. 

Label-free LC-MS analysis was done on a Synapt HDMS (Waters) coupled to a 

nanoAcquity UPLC (Waters). PrSUIT proteomic runs were performed on an Agilent 

6520 Q-TOF LC/MS with a chip cube interface. Thermal SPROX PrSUIT samples were 

run on a Large Capacity Chip (II) G4240-62010 (150mm x 75m Zorbax 300SB-C18, 

5m column) with a gradient from 5 to 40% MeCN over 75 mins at a 0.4ul/min flow 

rate. Mass spectra were collected in MS/MS mode at a 4 spectra/s rate for MS1 and a 3 

spectra/s rate for MS2. SPROX PrSUIT samples were run on a Separation chip column 

G4240-62001 (43mm x 75m Zorbax 300SB-C18, 5m column) with a gradient from 

15to 35% MeCN over 30 mins at a 0.3ul/min flow rate. Mass spectra were collected in 

MS mode at a 5 spectra/s rate. 

4.2.3 Oxidation and Protease Digestion for Label-Free Approach 

All work in this section was carried out in a laminar flow hood. Thermal SPROX 

was carried out on a four-protein component mixture consisting of the same proteins 

described for the four-protein component mixture in section 3.2.1. The temperatures used 

in this experiment were 25, 35, 40, 42, 45, 47, 50, 55, 60 and 70C. Samples sets were 

generated with and with out cyclosporin A. The samples in each set were generated by 
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adding 5 L of a four-protein component mixture (in 10% DMSO or 500 M CsA/10% 

DMSO) to 30 L of 20 mM Phosphate (pH 7.4). Samples were allowed to equilibrate at 

temperature for 15 minutes. After thermal equilibration 5 L of 0.8 M H2O2 was added to 

the 35L of equilibrated sample. The protein concentrations in the samples at the time of 

oxidation were 4.1 M for Ubq, 3.7 M for RNaseA, 4.4 M for BCAII, and 4.6 M for 

human CypA. The thermal SPROX experiment was also conducted with CsA (62.5 M). 

A 5-minute equilibration time was allowed for protein-ligand complex formation prior to 

thermal equilibration. The H2O2 concentration during the oxidation reaction was 100 

mM. Oxidation times were calculated from the oxidation rate equation in section 3.2.5. 

Oxidation was quenched by adding 80 L of 300 mM methionine. Samples were cooled 

to room temperature by suspension in a water bath, and then centrifuged briefly.  

After quenching with free methionine proteins were purified using trichloroacetic 

acid (TCA) precipitation. Trichloroacetic acid precipitation was initiated by adding 30 L 

of a (1 g/mL) TCA solution to each 80 L sample. For the four-component mixture, 

samples were allowed to sit on ice in a 4C cold room for 30 minutes. Samples were then 

centrifuged at 20k rpm for 10 minutes to pellet the proteins. Supernatant was carefully 

removed with a pipette and the pellets were gently rinsed with 0.5 mL of ice-cold ethanol 

three times to remove TCA. Samples were left open to air for five minutes to allow for 

evaporation of any residual ethanol.  

Samples were re-dissolved in 55 L 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.5) and 

0.1% Rapigest. Samples were heated at 40C for 10 minutes to help re-dissolve the 
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protein pellet. 23 L was removed for Bradford quantification. Rapigest was cleaved in 

1% TFA/2% MeCN prior to Bradford analysis. The Bradford assay was carried out 

according to the procedures outlined in the Bio-Rad Quick Start kit. Bovine Serum 

Albumin (BSA) was used for the protein standards and samples were diluted 1:50 (20 L 

into 980 L) into a Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 dye. Absorbance of the samples was 

recorded at 595 nm after reacting with the dye for 5 to 30 minutes. 

The remaining 32 L of sample were prepared for digestion. First 3 L of 100 

mM DTT in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.5) was added to each solution to make 

the final concentration of DTT approximately 9 mM. Samples were heated at 80C while 

shaking for 15 minutes. Samples were removed from heat and cooled for five minutes (to 

room temperature). Condensate was spun down and 3.5 L of 200 mM IDA in 50 mM 

ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.5) was added to each sample for a final IDA concentration 

of approximately 18 mM (2x molar excess of DTT). Samples were incubated in the dark 

at room temperature for 30 minutes. Digestion was initiated by adding 1 L of trypsin 

(0.1 g/L) in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.5) to each sample for a 1:30 

trypsin:protein concentration based on results from the Bradford assay. Digestion was 

allowed to precede overnight at 37C while shaking. After digestion Rapigest was 

cleaved by adding 1.5 L of 50% TFA and 1 L of MeCN and shaking the samples for 

two hours at 60C. The samples were centrifuged at 15k rpm for 5 minutes. Supernatant 

was transferred to a vial for LC-MS analysis.  
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4.2.4 Thermal Oxidation and Protease Digestion for PrSUIT Approach 

All work in this section was carried out in a laminar flow hood. Thermal SPROX 

was carried out on a four-protein component mixture consisting of the same proteins 

described for the four-protein component mixture in section 3.2.1. The temperatures used 

in this experiment were 35, 40, 42, 45, 47, 50, 52, 55, 60, and 80C. Samples sets were 

generated with and with out cyclosporin A. The samples in each set were generated by 

adding 5 L of a four-protein component mixture (in 10% DMSO or 500 M CsA/10% 

DMSO) to 30 L of 20 mM Phosphate (pH 7.4). Samples were allowed to equilibrate at 

temperature for 15 minutes. After thermal equilibration 5 L of 0.8 M H2O2 was added to 

the 35L of equilibrated sample. The protein and ligand concentrations in the samples at 

the time of oxidation were identical to those reported in section 4.2.3. A 5-minute 

equilibration time was allowed for protein-ligand complex formation prior to thermal 

equilibration. For the PrSUIT analysis Oxygen-16 H2O2 was used for the initial SPROX-

based oxidation of samples with no cyclosporin A and Oxygen-18 enriched H2O2 

(H2O2
18) was used for samples with cyclosporin A. The H2O2 concentration during the 

oxidation reactions was 100 mM. Oxidation times were calculated from the oxidation rate 

equation in section 3.2.5. Oxidation was quenched by adding 80 L of 300 mM 

methionine. Samples were cooled to room temperature by suspension in a water bath, and 

then centrifuged briefly.  

After quenching with free methionine proteins were purified using trichloroacetic 

acid (TCA) precipitation. Trichloroacetic acid precipitation was initiated by adding 30 L 

of a (1 g/mL) TCA solution to each 80 L sample. For the four-component mixture, 
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samples were allowed to sit on ice in a 4C cold room for 30 minutes. Samples were then 

centrifuged at 20k rpm for 10 minutes to pellet the proteins. Supernatant was carefully 

removed with a pipette and the pellets were gently rinsed with 0.5 mL of ice-cold ethanol 

three times to remove TCA. Samples were left open to air for five minutes to allow for 

evaporation of any residual ethanol.  

Samples were re-dissolved in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.5) and 0.1% 

Rapigest. Samples were heated at 40C for 10 minutes to help re-dissolve the protein 

pellet. 20 L was removed for Bradford quantification. Rapigest was cleaved in 1% 

TFA/2% MeCN for the Bradford aliquots prior to Bradford analysis. The Bradford assay 

was carried out according to the procedures outlined in the Bio-Rad Quick Start kit. 

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) was used for the protein standards and samples were 

diluted 1:50 (20 L into 980 L) into a Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 dye. Absorbance 

of the samples was recorded at 595 nm after reacting with the dye for 5 to 30 minutes. 

The remaining 30 L of sample were normalized to the concentration of the 

lowest sample based on results from the Bradford assay. Normalization was achieved by 

diluting with 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.5) in 1.0% Rapigest. 100 mM DTT in 

50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.5) was added to each solution to make the final 

concentration of DTT approximately 10 mM. Samples were heated at 80C while shaking 

for 15 minutes. Samples were removed from heat and cooled for five minutes (to room 

temperature). Condensate was spun down and 200 mM IDA in 50 mM ammonium 

bicarbonate (pH 8.5) was added to each sample for a final IDA concentration of 

approximately 20 mM (2x molar excess of DTT). Samples were incubated in the dark at 
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room temperature for 30 minutes. Digestion was initiated by adding trypsin (0.1 g/L) 

in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.5) to each sample for a 1:50 trypsin:protein 

concentration. Digestion was allowed to precede overnight at 37C while shaking. After 

digestion rapigest was cleaved by adding TFA and MeCN to give final concentrations of 

1.0% and 2%, respectively. Samples were shaken for two hours at 60C.  

The second round of oxidation for the PrSUIT experiment was initiated by taking 

36 L of each digested sample and adding 6 L of either 0.8 M H2O2 or H2O2
18. H2O2 

was added to the samples that were originally oxidized in H2O2
18, the samples with CsA. 

H2O2
18 was added to the samples that were originally oxidized in H2O2, the samples with 

no CsA. Samples were allowed to oxidize for 30 minutes at room temperature, and then 

placed in a speed vac at 45C until dry. Peptides were re-suspended in 36 L of 2% 

MeCN/0.1% FA and vortexed for ~1 minute, before centrifuging at 15k rpm for 5 

minutes. 10 L of supernatant for each pair of samples with the same temperature were 

pooled in an autosampler vial (i.e., 10 L of the 25C sample with no CsA was pooled 

with 10 L of the 25C sample with CsA). This resulted in ten pooled samples with 

24.5ng/uL of total protein digest in each sample. Approximately 3.3 g per sample were 

injected on column. 

4.2.5 LC-MS and Data Analysis for Label-free Experiment 

Approximately 200 fmols of a pooled control sample that consisted of equal 

aliquots of each of the twenty thermal SPROX samples was analyzed using MS/MS 

mode. This pooled sample was analyzed 2 times in a data-dependent acquisition (DDA) 
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scan sampling the top three most intense precursor ions for mass integration at ~1Hz. The 

DDA raw data were processed using Mascot Distiller (Matrix Sciences, Ltd) and 

searched with Mascot v2.2 (Matrix Sciences, Ltd) against the Swissprot v57.2 database. 

The search parameters were: carbamidiomethyl (on Cys residues) as a fixed modification, 

oxidation (on Met residues) as a variable modification, trypsin enzyme specificity, and 20 

ppm precursor and 0.04 Da product ion mass accuracy. Peptides were annotated if they 

had >95% probability, which corresponded to a Mascot score of 35. 

In the pooled samples 45 unique peptides were sequenced from all four proteins 

(17 from CypA, 21 from BCAII, 6 from RNaseA, and 1 from Ubq). Of the 45 unique 

peptides 20 were met-containing peptides. 

Next 200 fmols of the twenty thermal SPROX samples were analyzed in data-

independent acquisition (DIA). These DIA runs were acquired in MSE mode using 

alternating scans of 0.9 s at a collision energy of 0.6 V and 0.9 s with a 15-40 V collision 

energy ramp. All runs, both the DDA pooled samples and the DIA thermal SPROX 

samples were injected on a 75 m x 150 mm Acquity BEH C18 column with a gradient 

of 5-40% mobile phase B over 30 min, with a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min at 55C. Mobile 

phases A and B used for the separation were 0.1% formic acid in water and acetonitrile, 

respectively. 

The data was aligned and peaks were quantified using Rosetta Elucidator v3.3. 

Individual groups were assigned for each treatment condition. Peaks were aligned based 

on accurate mass and retention time allowing the translation of identifications from the 

DDA ions to the DIA ions. Data was aligned using Peak Teller in the Rosetta software 
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(Rosetta Biosoftware Inc). Label-free peptide quantitation was performed using an area 

under the curve approach. Peak intensities were extracted from the data using the Rosetta 

software. 

MS1 peak intensities were extracted for every peptide in every sample except for 

three peptides in the 50C with CsA run. These peptides did not end up being selected for 

thermal SPROX analysis (see section 4.3.1). 

4.2.6 LC-MS and Data Analysis for PrSUIT Experiment 

Approximately 3.3 g (~200 fmols) of each of the ten PrSUIT samples was 

analyzed on an Agilent 6520 Q-TOF LC/MS with a chip cube interface in MS/MS mode. 

Peptides in O16/O18 labeling PrSUIT experiments were extracted and identified from 

MS/MS data in the PrSUIT experiments using Agilent’s Spectrum Mill MS Proteomics 

Workbench software, Rev A03.03.084 SR4. The Spectrum Mill software automates the 

search of MS/MS spectra for peptides using a protein database. In the search the software 

only considers database sequences with calculated proteolytic digest precursor masses. 

Peak detection is first identified based on ion signal matches in the MS1, the parent mass 

(or precursor mass), to precursor masses in the database. Following peak detection 

Spectrum Mill attempts to match every ion present in an MS/MS spectrum (for each 

precursor mass selected for MS/MS sequencing) to an ion type consistent with 

fragmentation of a peptide sequence from the database. The software then generates a 

score for the match/identification based on peak intensities as well as the number and 

types of fragment ions detected. In general, scores above 10 are regarded as good. Scores 

ranging from 5 to 10 are regarded as modest. In these cases relatively few fragment ions 
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are typically detected. This can be caused by low ion signals for the parent mass ion. 

Scores less than 5 generally indicate little or no fragmentation. 

In this search the Spectrum Mill parameters were set as follows. The signal-to-

noise threshold was set to 25, the precursor and product mass tolerances were set to 20 

ppm, the protein cleavage chemistry was searched using trypsin digest with 3 maximum 

missed cleavages, and the maximum ambiguous precursor charge was set to 3. 

Carboxymethylation (fixed), O-16, and O-18 oxidized methionine (variable) were 

included in the list of modifications. The peptide fragment products and peptide precursor 

masses were searched against an in-house database generated for the four proteins in the 

mixture using sequence information from .pdb files 1OCA, 1AAR, 1Z6S, and 1V9E.  

All hits were manually validated by visual inspection of the MS1 ion signals 

using Agilent’s MassHunter Qualitative Analysis software, version B.02.00. The peptide 

fragment products and peptide precursor masses were also searched against the homo 

sapiens NCBInr database to confirm that peptides used in PrSUIT analysis were not 

ambiguously assigned with human proteins such as keratins. 

In all ten runs a total of 56 unique peptides were detected from all four proteins. 

Of these 56 unique peptides 14 were met-containing peptides (7 were from CypA, 5 were 

from BCAII, 1 was from RNaseA, and 1 was from Ubq). MS1 signals were detected 

consistently across all ten runs for only three of these 14 met-containing peptides, see 

section 4.3.2. 
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4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Simple Mixture Analyses Using a Label-Free Approach 

  The four-protein component mixture was subjected to thermal SPROX analysis 

according to the protocol outlined in Figure 22 and section 4.2.3. A total of 200 fmols of 

protein per sample was injected on column. Of the 45 peptides sequenced in the pooled 

run 20 were met-containing peptides. Of these 20 met-containing peptides, four were 

identified in their oxidized and unoxidized forms: CypA(132-144), CypA(56-69), 

CypA(1-19), and BCA(226-250). 

Ion signals for the first of these four peptides, the CypA(132-144), were observed 

in the +3 charge state. The oxidized and unoxidized side chains of Met-136 in this CypA 

peptide (V132KEGMN[115.0269]IVEAMER) were observed in MS1 spectra in every 

temperature sample with and without CsA. The thermal SPROX data followed as fraction 

of the MS1 intensity ion signals attributed to the oxidized peptide is shown in Figure 

23A. The shift in the melting transition indicative of CsA binding can be seen in this data. 

The melting transitions (Tm) for the peptide were 44.6(1.6)C in the absence and 

53.9(1.4)C in the presence of CsA from the fit of the data to Equation 3-2, a shift of 

9.3C. 

Oxidized and unoxidized ion signals for the +3 charge state of CypA(56-69) were 

also detected in every run. Ion intensities plotted as fraction oxidized versus temperature 

for this CypA peptide (I56IPGFMCQGGDFTR) are shown with and without CsA in 

Figure 23B. There are two apparent differences in the thermal SPROX curves for this 

peptide in the presence and absence of CsA, 1) the melting transition is shifted to higher 
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temperature for the peptide in the presence of CsA and 2) the pre-transition baseline for 

the peptide in the presence of CsA is lower than the pre-transition baseline in the absence 

of CsA. The shift of the pre-transition baseline to a lower fraction oxidized value in the 

presence of CsA indicates that binding of CsA induces a conformational change in CypA 

that results in increased protection of this methionine side chain. The Tm values without 

and with CsA are 46.9 (1.1)C and 52.9 (1.7)C respectively, a shift of 6C.  

 Ion signals for the +2 charge state of the oxidized and unoxidized forms of the 

BCA(226-250) peptide (T226LNFNAEGEPELLMLANWRPAQPLK) were observed in 

MS1 spectra for every temperature sample with and without CsA. The thermal SPROX 

data followed as fraction of the MS1 intensity ion signals attributed to the oxidized 

peptide are shown in Figure 23C. Large errors were observed in attempts to fit Equation 

3-2 to the data in Figure 23C (relative errors for H and Cp >10,000%). The lines shown 

in Figure 23C simply connect the data points to show their general trend. Despite the 

relatively poor quality of the data compared to the Figures 23A and B, transition regions 

can be seen around 230K for the BCA peptide in the presence and absence of CsA. There 

is no discernable shift in the melting transition that would indicate increased stability in 

the presence of CsA. In the nonlinear fits (data not shown) melting transitions (Tm) 

generated for the peptide were 47C (83C) in the absence and 46C (25C) in the 

presence of CsA from the fit of the data to Equation 3-2. 

 Ion signals plotted as fraction of oxidized peptide versus temperature for the +2 

charge state of the oxidized and unoxidized forms of the CypA(1-19) peptide 

(M1VNPTVFFDIAVDGEPLGR) in the absence of ligand are shown in Figure 23D. The 
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absence of a transition and the linear pattern of the fraction-oxidized plot with values near 

1.0 indicates that this is not a globally protected methionine side chain. Met-peptides that 

are not globally protected cannot report on the thermodynamic stability or ligand binding 

interactions of their parent protein. The data for the peptide in the presence of CsA (not 

shown) followed the same trend of fraction oxidized values near 1. 



 

Figure 23: Thermal SPROX data
a function of temperature
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chain was deamidated in the ions observed for this peptide
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unoxidized forms of Met 61.
Thermal SPROX data for the BCAII peptide 
T226LNFNAEGEPELLMLANWRPAQPLK
fit was obtained using E
are only included to help view the trends in the data.
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: Thermal SPROX data for peptides following fraction oxidized
a function of temperature. Open circles are from proteins in the absence of CsA and 
filled circles are from proteins in the presence of CsA. A) Thermal SPROX data for 

132KEGMNIVEAMER, using the oxidized and unoxidazed 
The lines show the fit of the data to Equation 3-2. 

chain was deamidated in the ions observed for this peptide. B) Thermal SPROX 
data for the CypA peptide I56IPGFMCQGGDFTR using the oxidized and 
unoxidized forms of Met 61. The lines show the fit of the data to equation 3
Thermal SPROX data for the BCAII peptide 

LNFNAEGEPELLMLANWRPAQPLK following the fraction oxidized.
fit was obtained using Equation 3-2. Lines shown here connect the data points and 
are only included to help view the trends in the data. D) Thermal SPROX data for 

VNPTVFFDIAVDGEPLGR in the absence of CsA.
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4.3.2 Simple Mixture Analyses Using Thermal SPROX and PrSUIT 

In a separate experiment the same four-component mixture was used to test the 

applicability of the PrSUIT technique using thermal SPROX, see sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.6. 

Of the 56 unique peptides identified in all samples, 14 were met-containing peptides. Ion 

signals in the MS1 data were observed consistently across all ten sample runs for three of 

these 14 met-containing peptides. Ion chromatograms for the monoisotopic m/z signals 

for each of these three oxidized peptides were extracted using Agilent’s Qualitative 

Analysis software. Ion chromatograms were also extracted for the monoisotopic m/z 

signals for the oxygen-18 oxidized isotope for each of these three peptides. The 

integrated area under the curve for each peptide’s O16 ion chromatogram was divided by 

the integrated area under the curve for its corresponding O18 ion chromatogram to obtain 

a L/H (light to heavy) ratio for each pooled temperature sample. The peptide sequences, 

parent proteins, scores, runs in which peptides were identified based on their MS2 data 

using Spectrum Mill, precursor mass, charge state, and mass errors are shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Protein Sequences Identified and Used in PrSUIT with Thermal 
SPROX Analysis. 

Peptide Sequence Protein Score # Runs 
Identified 

Precursor 
Mass 

Charge Mass 
Error 
(ppm) 

M1(O16)QIFVKTLTGK Ubq NIa NIa 427.9132a 3a NIa 

M1 (O18)QIFVKTLTGK Ubq 5.2 1 (80) 428.5764 3 10.2 

E134GM(O16)NIVEAM(O16)ER CypA 4.5-

15.3 

9 (40-80) 655.7910-

655.7942 

2 2.4-7.3 

E134GM(O18)NIVEAM(O18)ER CypA 7.7-

8.0 

2 (55, 80) 657.7972-

657.7977 

2 5.5-6.2 

I56IPGFM(O16)C(57.034)QGGDFTR CypA 4.1-

20.4 

7 (25, 45, 

47, 52-80) 

807.8697-

807.8785 

2 0.7-5.8 

I56IPGFM(O18)C(57.034)QGGDFTR CypA 5.1-

12.4 

5 (45, 52-

80)) 

808.8691-

808.8804 

2 4.0-8.4 

a Ion not selected for MS2 sequencing, precursor mass values are the calculated mass (not masses observed). 

NI: Not Identified by MS2 sequencing. Identified by charge and MS1. 
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Peptides were not always sequenced in every pooled temperature run. In some 

cases MS1 signal intensities were below the threshold set for MS2 sequencing. The runs 

where peptide signals were identified based on their MS2 fragmentation data and MS1 

masses using Spectrum Mill (see section 4.2.6) are shown in Table 6. For runs where 

peptide signals were not sequenced, their MS1 ion signals could still be identified based 

on their masses, charge state, and retention times and their L/H ratios could still be 

obtained. Plots of the light to heavy ratios (O16:O18) of peak areas from integrated 

extracted ion chromatograms for the three met-containing peptides (in Table 6) that were 

observed most frequently across the runs are shown in Figure 24.  

In the PrSUIT technique peptides from proteins with no ligand binding 

interactions should have consistant L/H ratios at every temperature. This can be seen in 

the Ubq(1-11) L/H plot in Figure 24. The L/H ratios for this plot are between 1 and 2 

across all temperatures in the experiment. Peptides with globally protected methionine 

side chains from proteins with ligand binding interactions should exhibit a spike or a peak 

in their L/H plots around the temperatures that would show differences in their fraction 

oxidized peaks in thermal SPROX curves. This is expected for the CypA(134-144) 

peptide based on the thermal SPROX data in Figure 23A. A peak in the L/H plots can in 

fact be seen for this peptide from 47 to 52C (Figure 24). The L/H ratio jumps from 

values around 2 to 4 up to an L/H value over 10 at 47C. The L/H plot for CypA(56-69) 

has values from 1 to 4 from 25 to 45C, shows a potential rise to ~5 at 47C, and the falls 

off to values less than 1 from 52 to 80C. This behavior is discussed in further detail in 

section 4.4.2. 



 

 

Figure 24: PrSUIT Data
(light to heavy) ion ratios for three peptides:
CypA(56-69), squares a
dashed line. 
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: PrSUIT Data from a thermal SPROX study following the L/H 
(light to heavy) ion ratios for three peptides: CypA(134-144), circles and line, 

69), squares and wide dashed line, and Ubq(1-11), triangles with narrow 

 

from a thermal SPROX study following the L/H 
144), circles and line, 

), triangles with narrow 
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4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Label-Free Approach 

 The SPROX technique was initially designed to facilitate thermodynamic analysis 

of proteins in mixtures using a separation step after modification. Applying the SPROX 

protocol to proteomics platforms requires multiple runs, in the case of the label-free 

experiment 20 runs. Steps were taken to ensure run-to-run variability from sample 

preparation was minimized. During the development of this protocol we found TCA and 

GdmCl removal was critical for chromatographic reproducibility. In an additional attempt 

to minimize fluctuations from run-to-run, methionine containing peptides were 

normalized using signal intensities of non-methionine-containing peptides from the same 

protein. This normalization approach was unsuccessful in generating meaningful SPROX 

data. 

 SPROX data consistent with what has been observed in the absence of proteomic 

applications, following a sigmoidial shaped pattern with a discernable transition region, 

was observed when methionine containing peptides were plotted as fraction oxidized, see 

Figure 23. This required that an oxidized and unoxidized version of a met-peptide was 

observed in the MS1 spectra for most samples in an experiment. When this was the case 

data that could be fit to Equation 3-2 for determining Tm values was obtained, see Figure 

23A and B. Even with this approach some peptides did not generate data that could be fit 

well to Equation 3-2, see Figure 23C. The fact that this peptide has a missed cleavage 

site, at the Arg residue, could account for the variation present in this data. Given the 

scatter in the data and the poor fits to Equation 3-2, the transition midpoints derived from 
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fitting Equation 3-2 only differ by 1C. Transition midpoint shifts greater that 5C were 

seen for peptides from CypA, which has a known interaction with CsA. Based on the 

results obtained here transition midpoint shifts of 1C do not indicate ligand binding.  

Fraction oxidized data from one peptide, CypA(1-19) did not yield a discernable 

transition region, however it is likely that this methionine side chain is not globally 

protected in the folded structure of CypA based on NMR solution structure data[118] so 

this behavior is expected. 

 Using the methods described here it was possible to use the thermal SPROX 

technique with a proteomics platform to detect ligand binding using a label-free 

approach. A requirement of the label-free approach is that globally protected methionine 

peptides must be detected and both versions of the met-peptide, the oxidized and 

unoxidized versions, must be detected in the proteomics runs to follow the global 

unfolding SPROX behavior of their parent proteins.  

4.4.2 PrSUIT with Thermal SPROX 

 Run-to-run variations, and the need to detect both the oxidized and unoxidized 

version of peptides can hinder data analysis using a label-free approach with the SPROX 

protocol. The PrSUIT method developed here is designed to eliminate run-to-run 

differences between samples with and without ligand in SPROX analyses of protein 

mixtures using LC-MS fractionation. SPROX complicates protein mixtures by adding an 

oxidized form of every met-containing peptide that was oxidized in the labeling reaction. 

PrSUIT simplifies SPROX samples by oxidizing every met-containing peptide. 

Methionine peptides that were oxidized in the SPROX labeling reaction elute at the same 
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time with methionine peptides that did not get oxidized in the SPROX labeling reaction 

using the PrSUIT strategy. In addition, if one isotope is detected or identified the other 

isotope can be seen in the same MS1 spectra. 

 No unoxidized methionine peptides were detected in the PrSUIT experiment, 

indicating complete oxidation. The L/H ratios were calculated from EICs, extracted ion 

chromatograms, for the monoisotopic peaks unique to each oxidized isotope. 

 L/H ratios are expected to vary from peptide to peptide based on the data analysis 

approach used here. No attempt was made to deconvolute the isotopic envelopes based on 

percent O16 and O18. Instead the ion chromatograms were extracted for the m/z values 

corresponding to the monoisotopic signals for the O16 and O18 peptides. Signals from 

naturally occurring isotopes at m/z values 2 Da higher than the O16 monoisotopic signal 

can contribute to the m/z value for the monoisotopic m/z for the O18 signal.  

 It is assumed that CypA and Ubq are in the same conformational state at 80C in 

the presence and absence of CsA based on SPROX curves for these proteins. The L/H 

ratios of the three met-containing peptides detected in this experiment at this temperature 

were 1.4, 3.3, and 0.6 for Ubq(1-11), CypA(134-144), and CypA(56-69) respectively. 

These L/H ratios were used as a standard from which comparisons could be made to 

verify ligand binding for L/H ratios at other temperatures. 

 CsA does not bind to Ubq. The L/H ratios for the Ubq(1-11) met-peptide range 

from 1.3 to 1.9. The average L/H value is 1.5 and the relative standard deviation is 12%. 

A low variation in these ratios is expected based on the label-free data (see Figure 23D). 
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This relative standard deviation corresponds to typical isotope envelope fluctuations, 

~20%, observed in proteomic experiments related to this work. 

CypA(134-144) does show evidence of CypA binding to CsA (Figure 23A). The 

L/H ratios range from 2.5 to 10.2. The average L/H value is 4.7 and the relative standard 

deviation is 55%. Increases in the L/H ratio from factors of x3.1, x1.7, and x2.4 are seen 

at temperatures of 47, 50, and 52C, respectively, compared to the L/H ratio at 80C for 

the CypA(134-144) peptide. This temperature range corresponds to the temperatures 

where the greatest fraction oxidized differences were seen in the label-free data (see 

Figure 23A). L/H ratios at other temperatures for this peptide fall below a x1.7 threshold. 

The next highest factor-increase in L/H ratios is x1.3, seen at 60C. This is less than the 

highest factor-increase in L/H ratios for Ubq(1-11), which was x1.4 at 55C. 

 Although CsA binding was detected for the CypA(56-69) peptide, 

I56IPGFMCQGGDFTR, in the label-free approach, binding based on L/H ratios is less 

conclusive in the PrSUIT approach. This is likely due to the high pre-transition baseline 

and low amplitude of the SPROX curve for the apo protein, see Figure 23B. Low 

amplitudes from elevated pre-transition baselines would alter the O16:O18 ratio at low 

temperatures in the PrSUIT experiment. When oxygen isotope labeling is carried out in 

the order described here, it would be expected that this would lead to higher L/H ratios in 

PrSUIT samples associated with the pre-transition regions of the protein of interest. This 

trend is in fact seen for the CypA(56-69) peptide data, with a L/H increase of 86% from 

the 80C to the 25C sample. A small rise in L/H ratios around the temperatures 

associated with CsA induced thermal transition shifts (47C and 50C) can be seen. 
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Using a x1.7 L/H factor for the 80C sample qualifies all temperatures at or below 50C 

as being indicative of ligand-binding. Therefore, this ligand binding event, which imparts 

significant conformational change for this peptide, is still detected by comparing L/H 

ratios in the PrSUIT technique. In addition the trend of the L/H ratios suggests that this is 

a ligand-binding event which imparts conformational change. 

 Based on the PrSUIT data for the peptides from model proteins in this work 

ligand binding can be detected by comparing isotope ratios observed throughout the 

temperature range of the experiment with that of highest temperature sample, ideally a 

temperature where all proteins in the study are thermally denatured. The high temperature 

L/H ratio is preferred over the low temperature ratio because changes in SPROX pre-

transition baselines can skew L/H ratios at low temperatures. Differences in the post-

transition region are not expected in the SPROX experiment.  

 Based on the L/H ratios for peptides from the model proteins in this work, there is 

no evidence for ligand binding when L/H ratios fluctuate less than a 20%. There is 

evidence for binding if 1) there are L/H ratio fluctuations greater than 20% for a peptide 

in 10 or fewer PrSUIT samples, 2) L/H ratios with values 1.7x or greater than the L/H 

ratio for the high temperature ratio are observed, and 3) the L/H ratios that meet the 

second criteria occur in consecutive order. Based on the structure of SPROX and thermal 

SPROX data elevated ratios indicative of ligand binding are expected to occur in 

consecutive order. 

PrSUIT data can also indicate if conformational changes are induced upon ligand 

binding. As seen in the CypA(56-69) data in Figure 24 (and comparing to Figure 23B) 
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peptides with met-side chains protected in these conformational changes have three 

different regions in their L/H ratio profile, a low temperature L/H ratio region, a ligand-

binding L/H ratio region, and a high temperature L/H ratio region. PrSUIT data can 

indicate if conformational changes are induced upon ligand binding if 1) the three 

binding criteria in the previous paragraph are met and 2) three distinct L/H ratios are 

observed in the PrSUIT data where ligand binding L/H ratios > low temperature L/H 

ratios > high temperature L/H ratios. The degree to which these L/H ratio regions are 

separated will depend on the degree of protection offered to met-side chains in the 

peptide’s region of the protein sequence upon binding. 

4.5 Conclusions 

Thermal SPROX has been used in two proteomics applications to detect CsA 

binding to CypA using either a label-free approach or using the PrSUIT strategy. In 

addition, a potential conformational change involving Met-61 can be detected using 

either approach. In the label-free approach it is necessary to detect both the oxidized and 

unoxidized forms of a met-peptide in most runs to generate the thermal SPROX data 

necessary to detect ligand binding. This can be difficult when one population (oxidized or 

unoxidized) is at a much lower concentration than the other. Furthermore, the two 

peptides (oxidized and unoxidized) elute at different retention times. If one of these 

regions in the chromatogram is crowded by additional eluting species the identification of 

the peptide of interest can be hindered.  

This limitation is not present in the PrSUIT strategy. By oxidizing all met-

peptides peptide-pair elution occurs over the same retention time. If a peptide’s 
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monoisotopic m/z signal is detected for one isotope, the other isotope’s monoisotopic m/z 

signal should be present in the same region of the chromatogram. 
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5. A Proteomic Platform Using 2-D Chromatography for a 
Drug-Mode-of-Action Study 
5.1 Introduction 

 Knowledge about protein-drug interactions is critical for understanding the 

therapeutic effects and pleiotropic activities of drugs. A comprehensive analysis of 

protein-drug interactions requires the ability to assay all the proteins in a proteome for 

drug binding and to quantitatively assess their affinity for the drug target. Unfortunately, 

conventional protein-ligand binding assays (e.g., those based on calorimetric and 

spectroscopic techniques) are not amenable to analyses on the proteomic scale because 

they require relatively large amounts of purified protein, which are not easy to generate 

on a large scale. The yeast two-hybrid assay[119] and protein complex purification 

techniques coupled with mass spectrometry[120] are currently the two most common 

approaches for the analysis of protein-ligand binding interactions on the proteomic scale. 

While both approaches have proven useful for the large scale detection of protein-protein 

interactions[115, 121-125], neither approach provides quantitative information about 

binding affinity, and their application to non-protein ligands (e.g., small drug molecules) 

is limited due to the inherent difficulties associated with conjugating such ligands to the 

necessary bait protein in the yeast-based assay and to the necessary solid support in the 

protein complex purification and mass spectrometry-based assay.  

 Currently, there is also a need for new analytical methodologies capable of 

detecting both the on- and off-target effects of protein-ligand binding. Most protein-

ligand binding assays, including the yeast two-hybrid assay and protein complexation 
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techniques, detect on-target effects, or direct binding events. Off-target effects, or indirect 

binding events, are more difficult to detect. Such off-target effects can arise, for example, 

when the direct binding interaction between one protein and a target ligand precludes 

and/or induces the interaction of the first protein to a second protein. Off-target effects go 

undetected in the yeast two-hybrid assay, and the protein complexation technique is only 

sensitive to off-target effects in which a direct binding event recruits additional proteins 

to the protein complex. Off-target effects in which a direct ligand-binding event to a 

target protein precludes interaction(s) between the target protein and other protein(s) 

currently escape detection by all existing protein-ligand binding assays.  

 Here SPROX[99] is combined with a multi-dimensional protein identification 

technology (MudPIT)-based proteomics platform[126], and the ability to simultaneously 

assay the protein folding and ligand binding properties of 325 proteins in a yeast cell 

lysate is demonstrated. The new platform’s ability to simultaneously analyze multiple 

proteins for binding to a target ligand is unmatched by existing methodologies for the 

detection and quantitation of protein-ligand binding affinities, and it is this unique 

multiplex capability that enables the detection of both on- and off-target effects of drug 

binding. The proof-of-principle-study described here was designed to investigate the 

protein targets of an already well-studied immunosuppressive drug, cyclosporin A.[127] 

However, the described methodology can be readily adapted to the study of a wide 

variety of other ligands and their protein targets in other complex biological mixtures. 

The experimental strategy developed in this work is outlined in Figure 25. The 

strategy involves subjecting a complex biological mixture of proteins (e.g., a cell lysate) 
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to two SPROX analyses, one in the absence of drug and one in the presence of drug. In 

each SPROX analysis, aliquots of the protein mixture (or the protein mixture incubated 

with drug) are diluted into a series of SPROX buffers containing increasing 

concentrations of a chemical denaturant (e.g., guanidinium hydrochloride (GdmCl)). The 

protein samples in each SPROX buffer are reacted with the same amount of hydrogen 

peroxide for the same amount of time. The reaction time (3 min) and concentration of 

hydrogen peroxidede (0.98 M) are tuned such that the thioether groups in the side chain 

of methionine residues are selectively oxidized. The protein oxidation reaction is 

quenched by the addition of free methionine, the oxidized protein samples in the SPROX 

buffers are each precipitated with trichloroacetic acid, and the resulting protein pellets are 

submitted to a quantitative MS-based proteomic analysis using MudPIT(126) and a 

tandem mass tag (TMT) approach[128]. This protocol is explained in more detail in 

section 5.2. 



 

 

Figure 25: Schematic representation of the experimental protocol developed 
in this work. 
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Schematic representation of the experimental protocol developed 

 

Schematic representation of the experimental protocol developed 
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5.2 Experimental 

5.2.1 Materials and Methods 

Yeast ORF clones were obtained from Thermo Scientific Open Biosystems. The 

TMTsixplexTM Isobaric Mass Tagging Kit was purchased from Thermo Scientific Pierce 

Products. Trypsin proteomics grade, sodium hydrogenphosphate, ammonium 

bicarbonate, and acetonitrile were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  Trifluoroacetic acid 

(TFA) was from Halocarbon. Cyclosporin A (CsA) was purchased from LKT 

Laboratories, Inc. Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) (30% w/w) was purchased from 

ScienceLab.com. Guanidine hydrochloride (GdmCl), omni pure, was from VWR. L-

Methionine (98+% pure) was from Acros Organics. Sodium phosphate was purchased 

from Malincroft. The Bio-Rad Quick Start kit (cat #500-0208) was purchased from Bio-

Rad. The Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (cat # 23227), Iodoactamide (IDA), and 

dithiothreitol (DTT) were from thermo scientific. 

5.2.2 Preparation of Yeast Cell Lysate 

Frozen stocks of Saccharomyces cerevisiae ORF strains for cyclophilin A 

(YDR155C) and calcineurin A (YLR433C), in which each yeast gene ORF is expressed 

from the BG1805 plasmid under control of the GAL1 promoter, were obtained from 

Thermo Scientific Open Biosystems. Colonies of each yeast clone were grown from ~3 

L of frozen stock on SD-ura plates. An individual colony from each clone was 

transferred to 5 mL of a 2% dextrose SD-ura solution and incubated overnight. A 2 mL 

portion of this solution was transferred to a 50 mL solution of a 2% raffinose SD-ura 

solution and incubated overnight. This solution was diluted into 400 mL of 2% raffinose 
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SD-ura to give an O.D.600 of 0.3 absorbance units. The solution was incubated until the 

O.D.600 of the solution was between 0.8 and 1.2 absorbance units at which time 200 mL 

of 6% galactose in 3xYP solution was added to the solution. After six hours of incubation 

yeast pellets were obtained by centrifuging a 150 mL fraction of this final solution. All 

incubations were carried out at 30°C using a platform shaker set at ~180 RPM. Yeast 

pellets were kept frozen until they were subject to further manipulation as described 

below.   

The YDR155C and YLR433C pellets were each lysed in 0.5 mL of 20 mM 

phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 1mM AEBSF, 50M Bestatin, 15M E64, 20M 

Leupeptin, and 10M Pepstatin A. In each case the cell lysis was accomplished using 

glass beads (0.5mm) at 4°C with 20 s of disruption ten times with 1 min intervals on ice 

in between. Disruption was carried out using a Disruptor Genie from Scientific Industries 

model SI-D236. Each lysate was centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 5 min, the supernatants 

obtained from the YDR155C and YLR433C samples were removed, and the total protein 

concentration in each lysate was determined to be 19 and 16 mg/mL (respectively) using 

a Bradford assay with Bovine Gamma Globulin (BGG) as the standard.  

Ultimately, the lysates were combined and divided into two equal portions. One 

portion was used to prepare the ligand-free stock lysate solution, which involved the 

addition of 50 uL of DMSO to 450 L of the combined lysate solution. The second 

portion was used to prepare the ligand-contained stock lysate solution, which involved 

the addition of 50 L of a 10 mM DMSO solution of CsA to 450 uL of the combined 

lysate solution. 
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5.2.3 SPROX Analyses 

The denaturant-containing buffers used for SPROX analyses were comprised of 

20 mM Phosphate (pH 7.4) and specific concentrations of GdmCl that ranged from 0.2 to 

8.1 M. The specific concentration of the GdmCl in each buffer was determined by a 

refractive index measurement as described elsewhere.[86] In the SPROX analyses, 20 L 

aliquots of the above stock lysate solutions were combined with 25 uL of the above 

SPROX buffers to yield a series of 12 solutions that contained the lysate (or the lysate 

plus CsA) and concentrations of GdmCl that ranged from 0 to 4 M. The lysate (and lysate 

plus CsA) samples in the denaturant-containing SPROX buffers were equilibrated for 15 

min, and the oxidation reaction was initiated with the addition of 5 L of 9.8 M H2O2. 

The final concentrations of GdmCl in the 12 oxidation reactions were 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.3, 

1.5, 1.8, 2.0, 2.3, 2.6, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 M. The oxidation reactions were allowed to 

proceed for 3 minutes in 0.98 M H2O2 before they were quenched with 1 mL of 300 mM 

methionine. The protein in each SPROX buffer was precipitated using trichoroacetic acid 

(TCA). In the precipitation step, 200 L of an ice-cold TCA solution (1 g/mL) was added 

to each quenched SPROX buffer, the samples were allowed to sit overnight on ice before 

they were centrifuged for 30 min at 8,000 rcf. The aqueous buffer was removed, and the 

resulting protein pellets were washed three times with 300 mL of ice-cold ethanol. 

5.2.4 Proteomic Sample Preparation and Analysis 

The protein pellets from each denaturant-containing buffer were dissolved in 120 

L of buffer containing 100 mM triethyl ammonium bicarbonate (TEAB) and 0.1% SDS. 

A 10 L aliquot of each sample was removed and used in a Bradford assay to determine 
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the concentration of protein in each sample, which was determined to be between 0.7 and 

1 mg/mL. Ultimately, 100 L of the dissolved protein samples were reduced with TCEP, 

alkylated with idoacetamide, digested with Trypsin, and labeled with the TMTsixplexTM 

isobaric mass tags according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The 24 samples in this work 

were labeled with the six isobaric mass tags according to the scheme outlined in Figure 

26. 
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Figure 26: Schematic representation of the how the 6-plex isobaric mass 
tagging technology was utilized in this work. 
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The labeled samples were combined into four pools (i.e., A1, A2, B1, and B2), 

according to Figure 25. The four pools of six samples were prepared such that each pool 

contained a total of 100 g of digested protein, which corresponded to ~16 g of digested 

protein from each of the six labeled samples that comprised each pool. Each of the four 

100 g samples were analyzed on LTQ-Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo-Finnigan) 

using a 12-step MudPIT method.[120] MS2 spectra were acquired in a data-dependent 

mode. 

5.2.5 TMT Reporter Ion Analysis 

Census version 1.55[121] was used to analyze the TMT reporter ion intensities 

recorded in the MS2 spectra of all the identified peptides in each MudPIT run. In cases 

where the TMT reporter ion intensities recorded in the MS2 spectra of identified peptides 

summed to >250 counts, the Census program generated a set of six normalized reporter 

ion intensities where each TMT reporter ion intensity in the spectra was divided by the 

average TMT reporter ion intensity in that spectra. 

The set of six normalized reporter ion intensities obtained for all the non-met-

containing peptides that were identified in each MudPIT run (and that yielded TMT 

reporter ion intensities which summed to >250 counts) were analyzed and found, as 

expected, to have a distribution centered at ~1 and to have an average normalized TMT 

reporter ion intensity ratio value close to 1 (see Table 7 and Figure 27).  However, there 

was some run-to-run and tag-to-tag variability. Thus, the average normalized TMT 

reporter ion ratios obtained in Table 7 were used to further adjust the normalized reporter 
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ion intensities obtained for the met-containing peptides in this work. This adjustment 

involved dividing the normalized TMT reporter ion ratio of each met-containing peptide 

by the appropriate value in Table 8 (e.g., the normalized intensities of the 126-, 127-, 

128-, 129-, 130-, and 131-TMT reporter ions for the met-containing peptides in MudPIT 

run A1 were divided by 0.89, 1.01, 1.05, 1.04, 1.01, and 1.01, respectively) to generate a 

final set of normalized TMT reporter ion ratios for each met-containing peptide. In cases 

where a particular met-containing peptide was subject to multiple MS2 analyses in a 

given MudPIT run, the normalized TMT reporter ion intensities from each MS2 analysis 

were averaged to generate a single set of normalized TMT reporter ion ratios that was 

ultimately used for subsequent SPROX curve construction and transition midpoint 

analysis (see below). 



 

Figure 27: Distributions of the six normailzed TMT reporter ion intensity 
ratios for all the non-methionine containing
(A), A2 (B), B1 (C),  and B2 (D).  Distributions for TMT
TMT-129, TMT-130, and TMT
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Distributions of the six normailzed TMT reporter ion intensity 
methionine containing peptides observed in MudPIT runs A1 

(A), A2 (B), B1 (C),  and B2 (D).  Distributions for TMT-126, TMT-
130, and TMT-131 are shown in blue, red, yellow, green, purple, 

and orange (respectively)

Distributions of the six normailzed TMT reporter ion intensity 
observed in MudPIT runs A1 

-127, TMT128, 
131 are shown in blue, red, yellow, green, purple, 
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Table 7: Average normalized TMT reporter ion intensities obtained for non-
methionine-containing peptides that were identified in each MudPIT run. Only 
peptides with TMT reporter ion intensities totaling at least 250 counts were used to 
calculate average. 

TMT6-126 TMT6-127 TMT6-128 TMT6-129 TMT6-130 TMT6-131 
A1 0.89 ± 0.26 1.01 ± 0.26 1.05 ± 0.39 1.04 ± 0.33 1.01 ± 0.38 1.01 ± 0.51 
A2 0.80 ± 0.29 0.82 ± 0.29 1.23 ± 0.50 1.03 ± 0.33 1.15 ± 0.24 0.97 ± 0.29 
B1 1.09 ± 0.52 0.95 ± 0.24 1.02 ± 0.42 1.04 ± 0.33 0.95 ± 0.24 0.96 ± 0.31 
B2 0.76 ± 0.26 0.93 ± 0.29 1.12 ± 0.25 1.02 ± 0.58 1.09 ± 0.24 1.06± 0.28 
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5.2.6 SPROX Curve Construction and Transition Midpoint Analysis 

The normalized TMT reporter ion ratios, calculated as described above, were used 

to construct two SPROX curves (i.e., plots of normalized TMT reporter ion ratio versus 

denaturant concentration) for a set of 886 met-containing peptides. This set of 886 met-

containing peptides included those oxidized and wild-type met-containing peptides that 

1) yielded TMT reporter ion signal intensities sufficient for accurate quantitation (i.e, 

TMT reporter ion signal intensities that summed to >250 counts), 2) were identified in at 

least one MudPIT analysis of the lysate subjected to SPROX in the absence of CsA (i.e., 

set A1 or A2), and 3) were detected in at least one MudPIT analysis of the lysate 

subjected to SPROX in the presence of CsA (i.e., set B1 or B2).   

A total of 757 of the 1772 SPROX curves generated in this work had 

experimentally determined normalized TMT reporter ion ratios at all twelve denaturant 

concentrations (i.e., data from both MudPIT runs A1 and A2 or B1 and B2).  In SPROX 

curves where a set of normalized TMT reporter ion ratios were missing, the missing 

ratios were assigned a value that was the average of the experimentally determined 

normalized TMT reporter ion ratios on either side of the missing denaturant 

concentration.   

An analysis of the 1772 SPROX curves generated in this work revealed that 

approximately 50% of the curves were so-called high-quality curves in which pre- and 

post-transition baselines were easily distinguished and the assignment of a transition 

midpoint value (i.e., C½SPROX value) was straightforward (see Figure 28A). In the case of 

wild-type met-containing peptides, high-quality SPROX curves were defined as those 
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that had consistently high normalized TMT reporter ion ratio values (0.90) at denaturant 

concentrations below their C½SPROX value and had consistently low normalized TMT 

reporter ion ratio values (0.90) at denaturant concentrations above their C½SPROX value.  

In the case of oxidized met-containing peptides, high-quality SPROX curves were 

defined as those that had consistently low normalized TMT reporter ion ratio values 

(0.75) at denaturant concentrations below their C½SPROX value and had consistently high 

normalized TMT reporter ion ratio values (0.75) at denaturant concentrations above 

their C½SPROX value.   



 

Figure 28: SPROX curves ob
(dark grey) of CsA for selected methionine
are representative of the high
(B) and (C) are examples of curves that required additional filtering.  The cir
indicate the TMT reporter ion intensity ratios that would be subject adjustment in 
the filtering schemes described in the text.
that were not experimentally determined because the peptide was not identified in a 
specific MudPIT run, but were assigned a value that was the average of the 
experimentally determined normalized TMT reporter ion ratios on either side of the 
missing denaturant concentration.
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SPROX curves obtained in the absence (light grey) and 
) of CsA for selected methionine-containing peptides.  The curves in (A) 

are representative of the high-quality curves recorded in this work.  The curves in  
(B) and (C) are examples of curves that required additional filtering.  The cir
indicate the TMT reporter ion intensity ratios that would be subject adjustment in 
the filtering schemes described in the text. The hashed bars represent data points 
that were not experimentally determined because the peptide was not identified in a 
pecific MudPIT run, but were assigned a value that was the average of the 

experimentally determined normalized TMT reporter ion ratios on either side of the 
ssing denaturant concentration. 

 

tained in the absence (light grey) and presence 
containing peptides.  The curves in (A) 

quality curves recorded in this work.  The curves in  
(B) and (C) are examples of curves that required additional filtering.  The circles 
indicate the TMT reporter ion intensity ratios that would be subject adjustment in 

The hashed bars represent data points 
that were not experimentally determined because the peptide was not identified in a 
pecific MudPIT run, but were assigned a value that was the average of the 

experimentally determined normalized TMT reporter ion ratios on either side of the 
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The cut-off values used to distinguish the pre- and post-transition baselines in this 

work (i.e., the 0.90 and 0.75 values for the wild-type and oxidized containing met-

peptides, respectively) were chosen based on the normalized TMT reporter ion ratio 

distributions observed for the wild-type and oxidized met-containing peptides at the 

highest and lowest denaturant concentrations used in this work (i.e., 0 and 4 M) (see 

Figure 29). The normalized TMT reporter ion ratio distributions for the wild-type 

peptides at the high and low denaturant concentrations were well separated, and it was 

straightforward to identify a normalized TMT reporter ion ratio (i.e., 0.9) at which there 

was minimum overlap between the two distributions (see Figure 29A).  



 

Figure 29: Distribution of norm
observed for the 886 identified wild
peptides at the lowest (blue line) and highest (red line) GdmCl concentration (0 and 
4 M, respectively) used for the SPROX analysi
represent the normalized TMT reporter ion intensity ratios expected for the pre
and post transition baselines of the SPROX curves recorded in this work.  The 
arrows indicate the normalized TMT reporter ion intensity 
separate the pre- and post
ion intensity ratio expected at the C
wild-type and oxidized peptides).
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Distribution of normalized TMT reporter ion intensity ratios 
observed for the 886 identified wild-type (A) and oxidized (B) methionine
peptides at the lowest (blue line) and highest (red line) GdmCl concentration (0 and 
4 M, respectively) used for the SPROX analysis in this work. The peak distributions 
represent the normalized TMT reporter ion intensity ratios expected for the pre
and post transition baselines of the SPROX curves recorded in this work.  The 
arrows indicate the normalized TMT reporter ion intensity ratio chosen to best 

and post-transition baselines (i.e., the normalized TMT reporter 
ion intensity ratio expected at the C1/2

SPROX value of SPROX curves recorded for 
type and oxidized peptides). 

 

alized TMT reporter ion intensity ratios 
type (A) and oxidized (B) methionine-containing 

peptides at the lowest (blue line) and highest (red line) GdmCl concentration (0 and 
s in this work. The peak distributions 

represent the normalized TMT reporter ion intensity ratios expected for the pre- 
and post transition baselines of the SPROX curves recorded in this work.  The 

ratio chosen to best 
transition baselines (i.e., the normalized TMT reporter 

value of SPROX curves recorded for 
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The normalized TMT reporter ion ratio distributions for the oxidized peptides at 

the high and low denaturant concentrations (see Figure 29B) were not as well separated 

as the wild-type peptide distributions. It is possible that the normalized TMT reporter ion 

ratio distribution of the oxidized peptides at the low denaturant concentration might be 

skewed to higher values due to presence of met-containing peptides from either exposed 

or locally protected regions of protein structure (i.e., peptides that were readily oxidized 

at all the denaturant concentrations used in the SPROX experiment). Indeed, there 

appears to be such a shoulder in the observed distribution (see Figure 29B). This 

prompted the selection of a 0.75 cut-off value to distinguish the pre- and post-transition 

baseline for the oxidized met-containing peptides in this work, as this value was just 

below the value at this shoulder. The 0.75 cut-off value was also close to the average of 

the normalized TMT reporter ion ratios at the peak of the two distributions shown in 

Figure 29B. 

A total of 477 of the 886 SPROX curves obtained in the absence of the ligand 

were determined to be high-quality. The C½SPROX values of these 477 high-quality 

SPROX curves were evaluated by identifying the denaturant concentration at which the 

normalized TMT reporter ion ratio values in the pre-transition baseline (i.e., values >0.9 

and <0.75 for wild-type and oxidized peptide, respectively) transitioned into normalized 

TMT reporter ion ratio values in the post-transition baseline (i.e., values <0.9 and >0.75 

for wild-type and oxidized peptide, respectively). The distribution of C½SPROX values 

determined for the 477 high quality SPROX curves recorded in the absence of ligand are 

summarized in Figure 30. 



 

Figure 30: Distribution of 
quality SPROX curves recorded for 267 unique proteins from the yeast cell lysate 
analyzed in the absence of CsA.
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Distribution of C½
SPROX values determined from the 477

quality SPROX curves recorded for 267 unique proteins from the yeast cell lysate 
analyzed in the absence of CsA. 

 

values determined from the 477 high-
quality SPROX curves recorded for 267 unique proteins from the yeast cell lysate 
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Approximately 25% of the SPROX curves generated in this work could be 

transformed into high-quality curves after an additional filtering step in which normalized 

TMT reporter ion ratios that were more than 2-fold different than their nearest neighbors 

in a SPROX curve were adjusted to the average value of their nearest neighbors (see 

Figure 28B). The remaining 25% of the SPROX curves generated in this work did not 

have the expected structure of a SPROX curve and were so-called poor quality because 

they lacked distinct pre- and/or post-transition baselines, even after the additional 

filtering step described above (see Figure 28C). In many cases, the transition midpoints 

of the poor quality SPROX curves could be reasonably estimated based on the assumed 

structure of a SPROX curve (i.e., the pre-transition baseline of SPROX curve for a wild-

type met-containing peptide is lower than the post-transition baseline and vice-versa for a 

oxidized met-containing peptide). For example, a reasonable estimate of the C½SPROX 

value of the SPROX curves obtained for the YDL029W peptide in Figure 28C is ~0.75 

M. 

5.2.7 Binding Affinity Measurements 

In ideal cases the C½SPROX values obtained for a protein in the absence and in the 

presence of ligand can be used to calculate Gf and Kd values for the protein ligand 

binding interaction. Ideal cases include those in which the concentration of the ligand is 

in excess (>10-fold) over the concentration of the identified protein target, and in which 

appropriate methionine-containing peptides have been detected from the target protein. 

Appropriate methionine-containing peptides include those that include methionine 
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residues from either globally or sub-globally protected regions of protein structure. In the 

case of small, single domain proteins that fold/unfold in a highly concerted manner, the 

detection of a single peptide containing any one of the buried methionine residues in the 

protein is sufficient to probe the protein’s folding behavior. However in the case of large 

multi-domain proteins it is necessary to detect at least one met-containing peptide from 

each sub-globally protected region (i.e., the different domain) in the protein that is to be 

probed. If appropriate met-containing peptides are not detected from all the different 

domains in a protein, then it is difficult to ascertain the overall thermodynamic 

parameters (e.g., Gf  and Kd values) associated with the ligand binding interaction. 

In the ideal cases described above, Gf values can be derived from C½SPROX 

values according to equation 5-1. 

 

Equation 5 - 1 

 In Equation 5-1, m1 and m2 are the m-values (Gf/[GdmCl]) associated 

with the protein and protein-ligand complex, respectively. Protein folding m-values are 

often unchanged upon binding to small molecule ligands (e.g., CsA), therefore Gf 

values can generally be evaluated using Equation 2-5 as was previously described. 

The m-value associated with the cyclophilin A folding reaction has been 

previously determined to be 3.7 kcal/(mol M).[115] Thus, Gf values of 5.6 and 4.8 

kcal/mol can be calculated from the C½SPROX value shifts observed for the two 

Cyclophilin A met-containing peptides detected in our experiments (see Table 8). The 

Gf  m1CSPROX
1 2 protein ligand

 m1CSPROX
1 2 protein 
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determination of Gf values for the other proteins in Table 8 would requires an accurate 

m-value measurement on each protein. 
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Table 8: Identified Protein Targets of CsA. 

Proteins and Peptide Hits Met Residue 
# 

C½
SPROX 

([GdmCl])1 
Cyclophilin A (YDR155C) 
     VIPDFMLQGGDFTAGNGTGGK2 
     VIPDFM(15.9949)LQGGDFTAGNGTGGK4 

 
Met-59 
Met-59 

 
+1.5 
+1.3 

Carbamoylphosphate Synthetase (YJL130C) 
     ILAIDVGMK2 

 
Met-236 

 
+1.0 

Glycogen Synthase (YLR258W) 
     YKNKGADMFIEALARLNY(229.1629)R2 

 
Met-330 

 
+0.5 

Glutamate Dehydrogenase (YDL215C) 
     GGVTSSSM(15.9949)EVLASLALNDNDFVHK2 

 
Met-927 

 
+1.5 

Uncharacterized ORF (YIL137C) 
     VMSQVLFLNK3 

 
Met-703 

 
>+1.5 

Pyruvate Kinase (YAL038W) 
     SNLAGKPVICATQM(15.9949)LESM(15.9949)TYNPR3 
     AEVSDVGNAILDGADCVMLSGETAK4 

      VTDGVMVAR4 
     ACDDKIMYVDYK4 

 
Met-300/304 
Met-330 
Met-261 
Met-125 

 
-0.5 
+0.5 
+0.5 
 -0.5 

UDP-Glucose-4-Epimerase (YBR019C) 
     SLEMVYK4 

 
Met-518 

 
+0.5 

Cytoplasmic Arginyl-tRNA synthetase (YDR341) 
     M(15.9949)LSFEGDTGPYLQYAHSR4 

 
Met-478 

 
+0.7 

Ubiquitin-like Protein of SUMO Family (YDR510W) 
     IQADQTPEDLDM(15.9949)EDNDIIEAHR4 

 
Met-83 

 
+1.0 

NAD-Specific Isocritrate Dehydrogenase (YDL066W) 
    VKQPVVELDGDEMTR4 

 
Met-34 

 
+0.7 

1) Values were estimated by visual inspection of SPROX curves obtained in the presence and absence of 
ligand (see Section 5.2.6).  
2) Normalized TMT reporter ion ration differences were >0.6 at 4 consecutive denaturant concentrations.  
3) Normalized TMT reporter ion ratio differences were >0.6 at 3 consecutive denaturant concentrations.  
4) Normalized TMT reporter ion ratio differences were >0.6 at 2 consecutive denaturant concentrations. 
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 SPROX derived Gf values can be used to evaluate the Kd values of a protein-

ligand complex using the relationship given in Equation 2-4. The Kd values of direct 

binding interactions that are detected using the described platform can be readily 

evaluated using Equation 2-4. In such cases the total ligand concentration, which is in 

large excess over the target protein concentrations, can be used to approximate the free 

ligand concentration. For example, the CsA ligand concentration used in our SPROX 

analyses, 400 M, was in large excess over the cyclophilin A concentration (~1.6 M 

based on its expected expression level of 1 mg/L [125]) and could be used as a good 

approximation of [L] to calculate Kd values of 26 and 100 nM for CsA binding to 

Cyclophilin, based on the Gf values determined above for the two met-containing 

cyclophilin A peptides in Table 8. The evaluation of Kd values associated with indirect 

binding interactions is more complicated and requires the identity and the protein 

concentration of the protein target that mediates the indirect interaction. In many complex 

biological mixtures, such as the yeast cell lysate studied here, this information can be 

difficult to ascertain.  

 SPROX-derived Gf values measured for a given protein-ligand complex vary 

depending on the concentration of free ligand, [L], used in the experiment. The 

relationship between SPROX-derived Gf values and [L] is described by Equation 2-5. 

The range of Gf values that can be detected in the described platform is generally 

unbounded on the low (i.e., more negative and tight binding). However, the high (i.e., 

less negative and weak binding) end is bound by the minimum C½
SPROX value that can be 

detected, which was 0.5 M in this experiment. Considering proteins and protein domains 
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with m-values in the 1 to 4 kcal/(mole M) range this would put an upper limit of -0.5 to -

2 kcal/mol for Gf values that can be detected by the described methodology. 

Considering the 400 M ligand concentration used in this experiment, one could expect 

to detect direct protein-ligand interactions with Kd values as large as ~300 M using the 

described platform.   

In the case of indirect interactions the effective ligand concentration will be 

largely limited by the concentration of the protein that is mediating the indirect effect. 

This will ultimately restrict the range of weaker binding interactions that can be detected. 

For example, mediating-protein concentrations in the 0.1 to 1 M range will restrict the 

off-target protein-ligand binding interactions detected those with Kd values in the 70 to 

700 nM range (assuming a measured Gf value of -0.5 kcal/mol and >10-fold excess of 

the mediating protein over the indirect target protein). Mediating-protein concentrations 

that are in less than 10-fold excess over the concentration of the indirect protein targets 

will further restrict the range off-target protein-ligand binding interactions detected to 

those with even smaller Kd values (i.e., tighter binding interactions).  

An inherent limitation of SPROX for the evaluation of protein-ligand binding 

affinities is that the oxidation reaction used to probe the protein folding and unfolding 

reaction can perturb the protein folding and ligand binding properties of proteins. While 

we have previously shown that accurate Gf values for some protein systems can be 

determined by SPROX, even if the protein oxidation products are destabilized,[99] it is 

clear that not all protein-folding and ligand binding interactions will be free from 

perturbation. One interesting result from these studies is the effects of protein oxidation 
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can be readily determined in the peptide readout of the described platform when both the 

wild-type and oxidized peptide covering a specific methionine are detected. In cases 

where their oxidation products do not perturb the folding and binding properties, the 

C½
SPROX values obtained for the wild-type and oxidized peptide covering a specific 

methionine residue will be similar. This was observed, for example, with the glycerol 

dehydrogenase curves obtained for the wild-type and oxidized forms of the 

TWELMQELPK peptide (see Fig. 31A and B). If there is a destabilizing (or stabilizing 

effect) the C½SPROX values obtained for the oxidized peptide will be perturbed 

accordingly. This was observed, for example, with the cyclophilin curves obtained for the 

wild-type and oxidized forms of the VIPDFMLQGGDFTAGNGTGGK peptide (see Fig. 

31C and D). The lower C½SPROX value of the oxidized VIPDFMLQGGDFTAGNGTGGK 

peptide relative to the wild-type peptide in both the ligand and ligand-free analyses are 

consistent with the destabilizing effects of methionine oxidation we have previously 

measured in the cyclophilin system. In general, SPROX data obtained on wild-type 

peptides are expected to produce the most accurate ligand binding affinities using the 

described platform.  



 

Figure 31: SPROX curv
presence (dark grey bars) for selected methionine
(A) and (B) are data obtained on a wild
containing peptide of sequence, TWELMQELPK
Shown in (C) and (D) are data obtained on a wild
methionine-containing peptide of sequence, VIPDFMLQGGDF
from cyclophilin A. The
experimentally determined because the peptide was not identified in a specific 
MudPIT run, but were assigned a value that was the average of the experimentally 
determined normalized TMT reporter ion ratios o
denaturant concentration.
difference (>0.6) between the normalized TMT reporter ion ratios obtained with 
and without CsA. 
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SPROX curves obtained in the absence (light grey 
bars) for selected methionine-containing peptides.  Shown in 

(A) and (B) are data obtained on a wild-type and oxidized (respectively)
containing peptide of sequence, TWELMQELPK, from glycerol dehydrogenase. 
Shown in (C) and (D) are data obtained on a wild-type and oxidized (respectively) 

containing peptide of sequence, VIPDFMLQGGDFTAGNGTGGK, 
The hashed bars represent data points that were not 

experimentally determined because the peptide was not identified in a specific 
MudPIT run, but were assigned a value that was the average of the experimentally 
determined normalized TMT reporter ion ratios on either side of the mi
denaturant concentration. The arrows indicate cases where there was a significant 
difference (>0.6) between the normalized TMT reporter ion ratios obtained with 

 bars) and in the 
containing peptides.  Shown in 

type and oxidized (respectively) methionine-
, from glycerol dehydrogenase. 
type and oxidized (respectively) 

TAGNGTGGK, 
hashed bars represent data points that were not 

experimentally determined because the peptide was not identified in a specific 
MudPIT run, but were assigned a value that was the average of the experimentally 

n either side of the missing 
The arrows indicate cases where there was a significant 

difference (>0.6) between the normalized TMT reporter ion ratios obtained with 
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5.3 Results & Discussion 

The SPROX methodology used in this work utilizes the chemical-denaturant-

dependent oxidation rates of methionine residues in a protein to report on the 

thermodynamic properties of its global and/or sub-global unfolding/refolding reactions. 

The initial development of SPROX included a MALDI and/or ESI-based readout of the 

intact protein (see Chapter 2). The integration of SPROX into the LC-MS-based 

proteomics platform described here requires a peptide readout in which the disappearance 

of wild-type methionine peptides and/or the appearance of oxidized methionine 

containing peptides is quantified as a function of the SPROX buffer denaturant 

concentration. Because the oxidation reaction is performed on the intact proteins in the 

SPROX buffers (i.e., before protease digestion) the oxidation state of the detected 

methionine-containing peptides provides biophysical information on the protein from 

which it was derived.  

The platform’s peptide readout creates a fundamental upper limit to the number of 

proteins in a complex mixture that can be analyzed in the SPROX-based ligand binding 

assay. This upper limit is determined by the number of proteins that are identified with 

methionine containing peptides in the MudPIT experiment. In the experiments on the 

yeast lysate sample used in this work, approximately 20% of peptide sequences identified 

in the MudPIT analyses contained at least one methionine residue. These methionine-

containing peptides mapped to approximately 33% of ~1400 proteins detected in this 

work (see Table 9). The yeast lysate proteins that could be assayed for CsA binding in 

our experiments was also restricted in our experiment to those in which the methionine-
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containing peptides used for their identification: (i) yielded TMT reporter ion signal 

intensities sufficient for accurate quantitation (see Section 5.2.5), (ii) were detected in at 

least one of the two MudPIT analyses of the lysate subjected to SPROX in the absence of 

CsA and (iii) were detected in at least one of the two MudPIT analyses of the lysate 

subjected to SPROX in the presence of CsA. Ultimately, 323 different wild-type 

methionine-containing peptides and 566 different oxidized methionine-containing 

peptides covering cover a total of 325 unique proteins yielded useful SPROX data (i.e., 

normalized TMT reporter ion ratios in the presence and absence of CsA). 
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Table 9: Summary of Proteomic Data Collected in Four MudPIT Analyses. 

MudPIT 

Analysis 

Number of Peptide 

Sequences Identifieda 

Number of 

Proteins Identifiedb 

A1 33,190(6634) 1475(498) 

A2 33,235(6266) 1452(463) 

B1 31,475(6215) 1329(461) 

B2 31,188(6342) 1382(441) 

a Values in parentheses represent number of methionine-containing peptides. 

b Values in parentheses represent number of proteins identified with at least one 

methionine-containing peptide. 
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The normalized TMT reporter ion ratios calculated for each met-containing 

peptide in Table 7 could be used to construct two SPROX curves (i.e., normalized TMT 

reporter ion ratio versus denaturant concentration) for each met-containing peptide, 

including one curve using the ratios obtained in the absence of ligand and one curve 

using the ratios obtained in the presence of ligand (see Figure 31). An analysis of the 

SPROX data obtained on the met-containing peptides derived from the proteins in the 

yeast lysate sample analyzed in the absence of CsA revealed a distribution of transition 

midpoints (i.e., C½SPROX values) that ranged from less than 0 M (i.e., only a post-

transition baseline was detected) to greater than 4 M (i.e., only a pre-transition baseline 

was detected) (see Figure 30). The met-containing peptides that yielded transition 

midpoints greater than 0 M (approximately 85% of the methionine-containing peptides 

detected) are expected to contain methionine residues that are globally or subglobally 

protected in the context of the intact proteins to which they map; whereas the met-

containing peptides that yielded transition midpoints less than 0 M (approximately 15% 

of the met-containing peptides detected) are expected to contain methionine residues that 

are either solvent exposed or only locally protected in the proteins to which they map. 

The primary goal of this work was to identify proteins in the yeast cell lysate 

where the C½SPROX values of identified peptides changed in the presence of the CsA 

ligand. The shift of a peptide’s C½SPROX value to a higher or lower denaturant 

concentration signifies a CsA-induced stabilization or destabilization, respectively, of the 

protein to which the peptide maps. Such shifts could result from either direct and/or 

indirect interactions of a protein with CsA. Proteins with shifted C½
SPROX values were 
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identified in this work by examining the differences between the normalized TMT 

reporter ion ratios generated for a given met-containing peptide in the absence and in the 

presence of ligand. Normalized TMT reporter ion differences greater than 0.6 were 

deemed significant based on the observed distribution of the differences. It was 

determined that SPROX curves with significant midpoint shifts (i.e., C½
SPROX values 

greater than 0.5 M) would have a minimum of two normalized TMT reporter ion ratio 

differences greater than 0.6 and that these differences would occur at consecutive 

denaturant concentrations in the SPROX curve.   

Peptides with normalized TMT reporter ion ratio differences of greater than 0.6 in 

at least 2 consecutive denaturant concentrations were identified in a series of filtering 

steps. A total of 196, 66, and 10 peptides were identified with differences greater than 0.6 

in at least 2, 3, and 4 consecutive denaturant concentrations (respectively). None of the 

identified peptides had normalized TMT reporter ion ratio differences greater than 0.6 at 

five or more consecutive denaturant concentrations. A visual inspection of the SPROX 

curves obtained for the 196 peptides identified in the above filtering process revealed a 

group of 14 peptides with SPROX curve C½SPROX values that were shifted >0.5 M 

[GdmCl] in the presence of CsA (see Table 8 and Figure 31). These 14 peptide “hits” 

mapped to 10 different proteins.  The 182 false peptide hits that were eliminated in the 

visual inspection step were generally those peptides with at least one poor quality 

SPROX curve, that required the additional filtering steps to extract a C½SPROX value. 

Approximately 25% of the 1778 SPROX curves recorded in the work were so-called poor 

quality, thus it is not surprising that the false peptide hits totaled 18 (i.e., ~20% of the 
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total methionine-containing peptides detected). It is noteworthy that the sets of 66 and 10 

peptides identified with normalized TMT reporter ion ratio differences greater than 0.6 in 

at at least 3 and 4 consecutive denaturant concentrations (respectively) had decreasing 

numbers of false peptide hits that had to be identified in the visual inspection step (i.e., 56 

and 6, respectively). 
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SPROX curves obtained in the absence (light grey bars) and in the 
bars) for the protein targets of CsA identified in Table 8
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sing denaturant concentration. The arrows indicate cases where there was a 
significant difference (>0.6) between the normalized TMT reporter ion ratios 
obtained with and without CsA. 
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F igure 32 continued.
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A determination of which protein hits in Table 8 originate from direct interactions 

with CsA (i.e., on-target effects) and which protein hits originate from indirect 

interactions (off-target effects) requires additional studies of CsA binding to the purified 

proteins.  The requisite studies for two of the 10 protein hits in Table 8, Cyclophilin A 

and UDP-glucose-4-epimerase, have been reported in the literature.[113, 129-131] 

Cyclophilin A, which was one of two protein hits identified using the most stringent 

filtering criteria (i.e., significant normalized TMT reporter ion ratio differences at 4 

consecutive denaturant concentrations), is known to have a direct tight binding 

interaction with CsA (Kd 30-200 nM)[113, 130, 131]. The C½SPROX value shifts, ~1.3 and 

1.5 M, detected for both the wild-type and oxidized cyclophilin A peptides, (respectively) 

highlighted in Table 8 are consistent with the ligand induced stabilization of cyclophilin 

A expected for the direct binding of CsA to cyclophilin A. The shift, which is very 

similar to the shift measured in our earlier SPROX experiments on a highly purified form 

of cyclophilin binding to CsA,[99] can be used to calculate Kd value of 100 and 26 nM 

for the CsA-cyclophilin A complex (see Section 5.2.7).  

A second protein hit, UDP-glucose-4-epimerase, identified in Table 9 is also 

known to have its protein folding and ligand-binding behavior modulated by CsA, albeit 

indirectly.[129]  The peptidyl prolyl cis-trans isomerase activity of cyclophilin A has 

been shown to increase the refolding reaction of the UDP-glucose-4-epimerase homo-

dimer.[129] Significantly, cyclophilin A has no effect on the refolding behavior of UDP-

glucose-4-epimerase in the presence of CsA,[129] which inhibits the peptidyl prolyl 

isomerase activity of cyclophilin A. The CsA-induced stabilization of UDP-glucose-4-
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epimerase detected in our experiments is most likely due to a thermodynamic 

consequence of CsA inhibition of Cyclophilin A’s kinetic effect on the UDP-glucose-4-

epimerase folding reaction. Based on the proposed mechanism of cyclophilin A’s 

peptidyl prolyl isomerase activity[132] cyclophilin A in the absence of CsA presumably 

interacts with one to five Prolines in the unfolded state(s) of UDP-glucoses-4-epimerase 

to produce more native-like and lower energy UDP-glucose-4-epimerase molecules. In 

the presence of CsA, such interactions of cyclophilin A with UDP-glucose-4-epimerase 

are precluded and UDP-glucose-4-epimerase molecules must fold from less native-like 

and higher energy denatured state(s). It is noteworthy that such an off-target effect would 

have escaped detection in both the yeast two-hydrid assay and the protein complex 

purification and mass spectrometry-based assay, even if the CsA ligand were successfully 

conjugated to the necessary bait protein in the yeast-based assay and to the necessary 

solid support in the protein complex purification and mass spectrometry based assay.  

To date there are no reports of CsA interactions (either direct or indirect) with 

eight of the proteins identified in Table 8. These eight newly identified protein targets of 

CsA create a new molecular framework in which to better understand documented side 

effects of CsA, which include post-transplant diabetes mellitus (PTDM).[133] While 

retrospective studies of different patient populations have established a link between 

PTDM and the use of CsA to prevent and treat organ rejection in transplant patients,[134, 

135] very little is known about the molecular basis of this deleterious side effect of CsA. 

More detailed biochemical studies are clearly needed to better characterize how CsA 

binding interactions with the newly identified protein targets in Table 8 might lead to 
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PTDM.  However, it is interesting to note that two of the protein hits in Table 8, pyruvate 

kinase and glycogen synthase, are involved in glucose metabolism.  

One expected indirect protein target of CsA, calcineurin A, was not identified in 

this work. The binding of CsA to cyclophilin A is known to induce a binding interaction 

between cyclophilin A and calcineurin A, which ultimately inhibits the phosphatase 

activity of calcinuerin A.[136] SPROX curves were obtained for three different 

methionine-containing peptides from calcineurin A. However, the SPROX curves 

obtained for these peptides in the absence of ligand were very similar to those obtained in 

the presence of ligand. Our inability to identify calcineurin A as an indirect protein target 

of CsA in this work underscores several important caveats of the described methodology. 

These caveats include: (i) the need to detect methionine-containing peptides from the 

specific domain and/or domains of target proteins that have there thermodynamic 

properties modulated (either directly or indirectly) by the ligand; and (ii) the need to have 

sufficiently high protein and ligand concentrations to produce a measurable C½SPROX 

value shift (i.e., > 0.5 M) in the SPROX experiment (see Section 5.2.7).  

5.4 Conclusions 

The described methodology creates a discovery platform for identifying the 

protein targets, both direct and indirect, of drug molecules. The results of this proof-of-

principle study not only demonstrate the new platform’s ability to detect both the on- and 

off-target effects of protein-drug interactions, but they also identify new protein targets of 

CsA. These newly identified protein targets of CsA provide a new framework in which to 

study the molecular basis of PTDM, a known side effect of CsA treatment after organ 
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transplantation. Future applications of the described platform to newly discovered drug 

molecules promise to aid in the prediction of the side effects of new drugs before they are 

widely prescribed. Early incorporation of the described platform into drug discovery 

efforts could also lead to the production of drugs with fewer unwanted side effects. 
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